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Abstract
Oscillations in free intracellular calcium (Ca2+) concentration are known to act as
signals in almost all cell types, transmitting messages which control cellular processes
including muscle contraction, cellular secretion and neuronal firing. Due to the uni-
versal nature of calcium oscillations, understanding the physiological mechanisms that
underlie them is of great importance.

A key feature of intracellular calcium dynamics that has been found experimentally
is that some physiological processes occur much faster than others. This leads to models
with variables evolving on very different time scales. In this thesis we survey a range
of representative models of intracellular calcium dynamics, using geometric singular
perturbation techniques with the aim of determining the usefulness of these techniques
and what their limitations are. We find that the number of distinct time scales and
the number of variables evolving on each time scale varies between models, but that
in all cases there are at least two time scales, with at least two slower variables. Using
geometric singular perturbation techniques we identify parameter regimes in which
relaxation oscillations are seen and those where canard induced mixed mode oscillations
are present. We find that in some cases these techniques are very useful and explain
the observed dynamics well, but that the theory is limited in its ability to explain the
dynamics when there are three or more distinct time scales in a model.

It has been proposed that a simple experiment, whereby a pulse of inositol (1,4,5)-
trisphosphate (IP3) is applied to a cell, can be used to distinguish between two compet-
ing mechanisms which lead to calcium oscillations [53]. However, detailed mathematical
investigation of models has identified an anomalous delay in the pulse responses of
some models, making interpretation of the experimental data difficult [14]. In this
thesis we find that the response of models to a pulse of IP3 can be understood in part
by using geometric singular perturbation techniques. Using recently developed theory
for systems with three or more slow variables, we find that the anomalous delay can
be due to the presence of folded nodes and their corresponding canard solutions or
due to the presence of a curve of folded saddles. This delay due to a curve of folded
saddles is a novel delay mechanism that can occur in systems with three or more slow
variables. Importantly, we find that in some models the response to a pulse of IP3

is contrary to predictions for all bifurcation parameter values, which invalidates the
proposed experimental protocol.
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1
Introduction

Within our bodies, cells are stimulated by agonist molecules such as hormones, neuro-
transmitters and growth factors, which bind to the outside of the cell and cause changes
in their activity. How these agonists are able to have such an effect on the intracellular
dynamics without entering the cell remained a mystery until the discovery of cyclic
adenosine monophosphate (cyclic AMP) by Sutherland in 1958 [55]. In his work, for
which he received a Nobel Prize in 1971, he discovered that the binding of a hormone
(epinephrine) to the outside of a liver cell triggered the production of cyclic AMP, which
then in turn caused the cell to convert glycogen to glucose (sugar). In this way cyclic
AMP acts as a second messenger relaying signals from receptors on the cell’s surface
to the inside of the cell. Since this pioneering work, numerous other cellular second
messengers have been discovered. One of the most crucial and extensively used cellular
second messengers is calcium (Ca2+). Since the discovery that calcium acts as a second
messenger in 1972 [48], it has been found to play a key role in many cellular processes
including muscle contraction, cellular secretion, neuronal firing, cardiac function, cell
growth, and gene expression [20]. It is not overstating its importance to say that almost
everything in your body is controlled by calcium.

The way in which calcium acts as a second messenger is that the external stimulation
of a cell causes changes in the intracellular calcium concentration, most often in the
form of calcium oscillations, which the cell interprets and uses to alter its behaviour
accordingly. Whilst increases in calcium are necessary for signalling, prolonged high
levels of calcium can trigger cell death. In addition, free calcium ions within the cell
are rapidly taken in by calcium buffers. A cell may overcome these constraints by
using oscillations in calcium, where the calcium concentration increases rapidly but
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1. Introduction

the average concentration stays low, as signals; in many cells it is believed that the
signal is encoded in the frequency of the oscillation [33]. Due to the ubiquitous nature
of calcium oscillations, understanding the mechanisms generating and controlling them
is of great scientific and physiological interest.

Due to experimental limitations, such as experiments being either difficult or im-
possible to perform in vivo, mathematical modelling has been relied upon heavily
to develop our understanding of the physiology, with great success. Currently there
is general agreement about the cellular mechanisms that are able to cause calcium
oscillations, but there is little agreement yet on which mechanisms are involved in
specific cell types. It is hoped that the use of mathematical models of the cellular
mechanisms can help to answer this question, and this thesis contributes to the body
of work in that direction.

Examining the literature, it is clear that mathematical analysis can lead to increases
in knowledge in the field of physiology. No less important, but perhaps not as clear is
the role that physiological findings can play in the development of mathematical theory.
One example of physiological findings leading to the development of new mathematical
theory is the case of mixed mode oscillations (MMOs). An MMO is an oscillation in
which there are numerous small amplitude oscillations interspersed with much larger
amplitude oscillations. MMOs have been observed in the experimental time series
of many chemical and physiological systems [9], including the Belousov-Zhabotinsky
reaction [31] and neuronal dynamics [1, 26, 41], particularly those that have some
processes that evolve much more slowly than others. Models of these systems are often
found to have multiple time scales, that is, they have some variables that evolve much
faster than others. Analysing multiple-time-scale systems and explaining the presence
of MMOs required the development of novel mathematical theory, including geometric
singular perturbation theory (GSPT). This thesis applies GSPT to physiological models
of calcium dynamics, to demonstrate its usefulness, but also to determine its limitations
and suggest directions for future theoretical work.

1.1 Cellular physiology and oscillation mechanisms

There are two sources of calcium available to the cell cytosol (intracellular fluid): from
the outside of the cell and from the cell’s internal stores, such as the endoplasmic
reticulum (ER). The structures and mechanisms related to calcium oscillations vary
between cell types; we do not attempt to survey and discuss the calcium signalling
pathways in all types of cells, instead referring the reader to Falcke’s review paper [20].
In this thesis we focus on so-called non-excitable cells where the majority of the calcium
comes from the internal stores, not from outside the cell. The main fluxes of calcium
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Figure 1.1 Diagram showing the main physiological mechanisms involved in producing
calcium oscillations. Fluxes of calcium into and out of the cell cytosol are shown. The
feedback pathways are shown with dashed arrows, with a ‘+’ or ‘−’ showing whether the
effect is positive or negative. The feedback of calcium on the IP3 receptors (IP3R) is
shown in red and feedback of calcium on the production and degradation of IP3 is shown
in blue. Adapted from Keener and Sneyd [33].

into and out of the cell cytosol are shown in Figure 1.1. In all cells, the concentration
of calcium in the cytosol is much lower than the concentrations found outside the
cell and in the cell’s internal compartments. The steep concentration gradient means
that calcium flows into the cell cytosol rapidly when calcium channels open in the
plasma membrane (Jin) or the ER (Jrelease). Additionally, the steep concentration
gradient means that removing calcium from the cytosol requires the expenditure of
energy. ATPase pumps in the plasma membrane remove calcium from the cell (Jpm)
and similar ATPase pumps in the ER sequester calcium back into the internal stores
(Jserca).

In the types of cells considered here, the initial steps in the formation of calcium
oscillations following external stimulation of the cell are generally agreed upon. These
steps are as follows: initially an agonist such as a hormone or neurotransmitter binds
to the outside of the cell. This initiates a chain reaction that causes the formation
of a second messenger, inositol (1,4,5)-trisphosphate (IP3), on the inside of the cell.
IP3 then diffuses within the cell, binding to calcium channels known as IP3 receptors
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1. Introduction

on the ER, leading to the release of calcium from the ER into the cytosol. Examples
of these non-excitable cells include pancreatic acinar cells, hepatocytes (liver cells),
salivary cells and airway smooth muscle cells [33].

The steps described above explain the observed initial increase in calcium concentra-
tion following stimulation, but these processes alone cannot explain the oscillations in
the calcium concentration observed as calcium is alternately released from, and pumped
back into, the ER. Some additional feedback mechanisms between the calcium, IP3 and
IP3 receptors are required to produce the observed oscillations. There are two principal
hypotheses as to what causes this cycle of release and re-uptake of calcium:

• Calcium binds to an IP3 receptor on a relatively fast time scale, increasing its
open probability and creating a positive feedback loop. However, calcium also
binds to a different site on an IP3 receptor on a slower time scale, which leads to
a decrease in the open probability and a negative feedback loop. This positive
and negative feedback of cytosolic calcium on IP3 receptors is called a Class I
mechanism.

• Calcium activates the chemical pathway that produces IP3, leading to an increase
in IP3 and thus positive feedback on the calcium released from the ER. However,
calcium also activates the enzyme that degrades IP3 to IP4, decreasing the
concentration of IP3 thus forming a negative feedback on calcium release. This
feedback of cytosolic calcium on the production and degradation of IP3 is called
a Class II mechanism.

These feedback effects are shown in Figure 1.1.
Based on these two hypotheses, there are two main classes of models. Class I

models assume that calcium oscillations are caused by the feedback of calcium on the
IP3 receptors. In Class I models, oscillations occur with a constant IP3 concentration.
In Class II models it is assumed that the oscillations in calcium are caused by the
oscillations in the concentration of IP3 due to calcium feedback on IP3 metabolism. In
real cells both Class I and Class II mechanisms are likely to be present. Models which
include both these mechanisms are referred to as Hybrid models.

One of the current open research questions in calcium physiology is whether, in a
specific cell type, one mechanism dominates and drives the oscillations, or whether both
mechanisms are required for the oscillations to occur. In some cell types it has been
shown experimentally that calcium oscillates with a constant IP3 concentration [45, 59],
suggesting that Class I mechanisms are responsible for the oscillations. However, in
most cell types, both calcium and IP3 are seen to oscillate and it is not clear how to
determine the interplay of the two mechanisms [29, 33, 45].

To address the problem, a simple experimental protocol to distinguish between
Class I and Class II mechanisms was proposed by Sneyd et al. [53]. In this work, a pulse
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of IP3 was applied to a range of Class I and Class II models. It was found that Class I
models responded with a temporary increase in the frequency of oscillations, whereas
Class II models responded with a delay before oscillations resumed. Pulses of IP3

were then applied to two cell types, namely, airway smooth muscle cells and pancreatic
acinar cells. In airway smooth muscle cells the oscillation frequency increased when
a pulse of IP3 was applied, leading the authors to conclude that Class I mechanisms
were responsible for the methacholine induced calcium oscillations. Conversely, in
pancreatic acinar cells there was a phase lag (delay) in the oscillations, with no change
in frequency, and it was concluded that the cholecystokinin induced calcium oscillations
were due to Class II mechanisms.

As both mechanisms are known to be present in the majority of cells, it is possible
that the response to a pulse of IP3 could be ambiguous. However, investigations of a
Hybrid model have shown a very abrupt transition between a Class I type response
and a Class II type response, indicating that when both mechanisms are present one
mechanism dominates [14]. Unfortunately, under certain conditions, it has been found
that a Class I model can exhibit a delay following a pulse of IP3 [14]. This anomalous
delay creates problems for the interpretation of responses, as it is then ambiguous
whether a delay in an experimental trace is caused by a Class I or Class II mechanism.
Understanding the cause of the anomalous delay in this model is an important step in
determining whether there is a problem with the experimental protocol.

1.2 Systems with multiple time scales

A common feature found experimentally is that during calcium oscillations there are
periods of rapid changes in calcium concentration (spikes) interspersed with periods of
very gradual change. This can be attributed to the fact that some of the physiological
processes involved evolve much faster than others. For models to reproduce this
behaviour we find that they have some variables that evolve much faster than others,
leading to systems with multiple time scales. The presence of multiple time scales
is especially common in biological and chemical systems and is known to introduce
interesting and complicated dynamics, including relaxation oscillations and MMOs.
Examples of systems in which MMOs are found in realistic mathematical models
include chemical oscillators, semiconductor lasers, and neuronal dynamics (see [9] for a
more extensive list and references). The discovery and analysis of exceptional solutions
known as canards has been crucial for understanding the dynamics in these multiple-
time-scale systems.

Canards were discovered and named by Benoît in 1981 [5] and methods for math-
ematical analysis of systems with canards have been developed over the past thirty
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years. Initial investigation involved non-standard analysis [5] and matched asymptotic
expansions (standard analysis) [18]. Great advances in understanding have been made
recently using geometric singular perturbation techniques (GSPT) in combination with
a blow-up technique to extend the theory to non-hyperbolic points [15, 38]. In this
thesis we will use the GSPT approach to investigate the oscillatory dynamics found in
models of intracellular calcium dynamics.

Using GSPT it is found that in systems with one slow variable, canard solutions lead
to dramatic growth in oscillation amplitude, changing from small amplitude oscillations
to large amplitude relaxation oscillations in response to a very small parameter change
[3, 5, 38]. In systems with two or more slow variables, canard solutions can lead to
MMOs [7, 9]. An important feature of these canard-induced MMOs is that they occur
robustly, that is for open regions of parameter space, which indicates that they may
be influential in the underlying system that is being modelled.

1.3 Aims and outline of the thesis

In this thesis we will survey a representative range of calcium models. These models
will be analysed using dimensional analysis to determine the time scales present and
GSPT will be applied in order to investigate the complicated oscillatory dynamics
observed.

The first aim of this thesis is to determine the extent to which GSPT is useful
in explaining the complicated dynamics found in these intracellular calcium models.
While extensive use of GSPT has been made to analyse models of neuronal dynamics
and other excitable physiological systems [9], very little work has been done using GSPT
on the type of intracellular calcium models considered here. In particular, we aim to
show what analysis is possible using the existing GSPT, how bifurcation analysis can
be used to extend the GSPT results to physiologically relevant time scale separation
values, where the limitations of the theory lie, and which areas require a more detailed
analysis or the development of new theory.

The second aim of this thesis focuses on the underlying physiology. By surveying
a range of representative models we aim to identify common underlying model char-
acteristics that are qualitatively unaffected by changes to details in the construction
of the models. This knowledge of common mathematical features allows us to make
statements about similarities and differences in the dynamics of the different classes of
model with greater confidence that they are general features of models of these systems
and are not due to specific modelling assumptions. Additionally these common features
can be used to predict the effects of changes to the cell dynamics through experimental
changes. We then investigate the response of the models to a pulse of IP3 and use
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the results from the GSPT analysis to attempt to identify the mechanisms causing
the varied responses. Knowledge of the mechanisms causing any anomalous responses
enables us to determine the effect that they could have on the reliability of the pulsing
protocol as a method for distinguishing between the underlying oscillatory mechanisms
in a particular cell type. Additionally, the more comprehensive understanding of the
phase space structures gained using GSPT will enable more accurate prediction of the
responses to proposed experimental protocols, and to identify new protocols which may
be able to distinguish between the Class I and Class II cellular mechanisms.

In Chapter 2 we introduce the models that are studied in this thesis, namely the
Atri [2, 14], Politi-Höfer [47], and Dupont [16, 17] models. This gives us three Class I
models, two Hybrid models and two Class II models to analyse. Bifurcation analysis
of the models reveals parameter regions where relaxation oscillations and MMOs are
found. Techniques from dimensional analysis are used to determine the time scales in
the model.

Chapter 3 provides background on the GSPT required to understand MMOs. Ideas
in this chapter are mostly drawn from [7, 57, 60, 61]. This chapter takes the form of a
discussion and review and does not include any new results.

In Chapter 4, GSPT is used to analyse the Class I, Class II and Hybrid versions
of the nondimensionalised Atri model. This analysis involves introducing a small
parameter, ε, that represents the separation of time scales, and then studying the
singular (ε = 0) limit to identify parameter regions where we would expect to observe
canard-induced MMOs and where relaxation oscillations would be expected. The
singular limit analysis also enables us to make predictions about the form of the MMOs
observed, and explains some of the features of the complicated bifurcation structure
found.

In Chapter 5 the results from the unpulsed Atri model analysis in Chapter 4 are
used to investigate the responses of the different versions of the Atri model to pulsing
with IP3. Using the GSPT results we are able to explain the observed responses and
identify a novel mechanism that can cause a delay in oscillatory systems.

In Chapter 6 we analyse the Politi-Höfer and Dupont models using GSPT and
investigate the responses of the Politi-Höfer and Dupont models to a pulse of IP3.

Chapter 7 contains a summary of the findings of the thesis and describes some
possible directions for future work.

The analysis of the unpulsed Atri, Politi-Höfer and Dupont models found in Chap-
ters 2, 4 and 6, with the exception of the Atri Hybrid model, has been published in
the Journal of Nonlinear Science [28]. The analysis of the unpulsed Atri Hybrid model
(Section 4.3) and the response of all three versions of the Atri model to a pulse of IP3

(Chapter 5) has been published in CHAOS [27].
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2
Intracellular Calcium Models

This work will focus on the analysis of three different models of intracellular calcium
dynamics in non-excitable cells: the Atri model [2, 14], the Politi-Höfer model [47],
and the Dupont model [16, 17]. It is important to note that in this work when we
refer to a specific model we will be referring to not only the same rate equations,
but also all the same parameters as in the published model (with the exception of
bifurcation parameters and parameters that control the presence of Class I and Class II
mechanisms). This is because we wish to determine the timescales involved and the
usefulness of GSPT analysis for ‘real’ (physiologically relevant) models of calcium
dynamics, and given the freedom to change other parameters in the model we could
change the timescales and the dynamics involved.

These models have been chosen as they are representative of the range of modelling
assumptions typically made and, despite the variation in assumptions, they all exhibit
the types of behaviour that are typical of calcium oscillation models. Notably, they
have a stable steady calcium concentration at low or high agonist concentrations, with
oscillations found for intermediate agonist concentrations. These oscillations typically
increase in frequency as the agonist concentration increases, and take the form of
relaxation oscillations (or mixed mode oscillations) due to the separation in time scales
of the underlying mechanisms. The work in this chapter is published in the Journal of
Nonlinear Science [28].

In the models considered here, the cell is assumed to be spatially homogeneous. This
enables the behaviour of the system to be modelled using ordinary differential equations
(ODEs), where all the variables of interest evolve in time only, and have no spatial
dependence. In cells where spatial variations such as travelling waves play a key role in
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the dynamics, this is not a valid assumption; however, in many cells this assumption
simplifies the analysis greatly and retains the key features of the temporal dynamics.
The primary interest in this work is in the temporal dynamics, and no spatial dynamics
will be investigated or incorporated. It is worth noting that these temporal models can
be generally be converted into spatio-temporal models, to investigate dynamics such as
intracellular calcium waves, simply by incorporating a diffusion term for the calcium
and any other species of interest into the corresponding equations in the system of
ODEs.

The main variable of interest is the free cytosolic calcium concentration, c. Bal-
ancing the calcium fluxes across the cell’s plasma membrane and the ER shown in
Figure 1.1 gives the following form for the rate equation for c in all the models:

dc

dt
= Jrelease − Jserca + δ(Jin − Jpm) = h1(c, ct, r, p). (2.1)

Here δ is a dimensionless scale factor relating the total flux across the plasma membrane
to the ER flux. Note that δ is always a small parameter, as the fluxes across the
plasma membrane are typically much slower than those across the ER in the types
of cell studied here. Whilst small compared to other fluxes, it has been shown that
the fluxes across the cell’s plasma membrane play an important role in the dynamics
[54]. The form of the calcium flux terms varies between models and depends on the
assumptions made in the different models.

To incorporate the slow dynamics across the plasma membrane, the models consid-
ered here include the variable ct, which is the total calcium concentration in the cell
(relative to the cytosolic volume). The rate equations for ct are obtained by balancing
the fluxes across the cell’s plasma membrane:

dct
dt

= δ(Jin − Jpm) = h2(c), (2.2)

In accordance with theoretical and experimental findings [54], ct evolves on a much
slower time scale than the cytosolic calcium concentration c in all the models studied
here.

The other variables of interest are the IP3 concentration, p, and the fraction of IP3

receptors not inactivated by calcium, r. The forms of the rate equations for r and p
depend on the different assumptions of specific models, particularly on whether there
are Class I mechanisms, Class II mechanisms or both in the model. The rate equations
for r take the form

dr

dt
=

1

T
h3(c, r). (2.3)
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2.1 Atri model

where T is the characteristic time of IP3 turnover. When T is greater than zero there
is a delay in the IP3 receptors’ response to calcium and the model includes Class I
mechanisms. The p rate equations take the form

dp

dt
= h4(c, p). (2.4)

When there is a dependence on c then the model includes Class II mechanisms. When
there is no dependence on c this rate equation decouples from the system and p rapidly
reaches its stable steady state given by h4(p) = 0.

In all these models we wish to determine how the cell responds to external stimu-
lation by agonists. These models do not include a variable or parameter that directly
represents agonist concentration. Instead they use the maximal rate of production of
IP3 (ν and VPLC) or the steady-state IP3 concentration in the absence of calcium feed-
backs (V̄PLC and pst) as surrogates, as these are known to depend monotonically on the
level of agonist stimulation. These parameters representing the agonist concentration
will be used as the primary bifurcation parameters in the analysis that follows.

2.1 Atri model

This model is based on one proposed by Atri et al. [2] and further developed by Domijan
et al. [14]. The parameter values are all non-negative and are given in Table 2.1; all
values are as in [14].

2.1.1 Constructing the model

Calcium fluxes

Balancing the calcium fluxes across the cell’s plasma membrane and the ER (shown in
Figure 1.1) gives the following rate equations for c and ct:

dc

dt
= Jrelease − Jserca + δ(Jin − Jpm), (2.5)

dct
dt

= δ(Jin − Jpm), (2.6)

with the calcium fluxes as described below.

Jrelease is the flux through the IP3 receptor. The Atri model [2] assumes that the
calcium channels in the ER are activated quickly when IP3 and calcium bind to the
IP3 receptors. The inactivation of the receptor on a slower time scale due to calcium
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is incorporated indirectly via the dynamics of the variable r. This gives:

Jrelease =

[
kflux

(
µ0 +

µ1p

kµ + p

)
r

(
b+

V1c

k1 + c

)]
(γct − (1 + γ)c).

The parameter γ is the ratio of cytosolic and ER volumes.
Jserca and Jpm are the fluxes through the ATPase calcium pumps that move calcium

across the ER and plasma membranes. They are given by simple Hill functions:

Jserca =
Vec

Ke + c
,

Jpm =
Vpc

2

k2
p + c2

.

The choice of Hill coefficients (here they are 1 for Jserca and 2 for Jpm) is justified in
[52].

The flux Jin is the rate at which calcium enters the cell across the plasma membrane.
This occurs through an array of channels, and experimental data indicate unambigu-
ously that calcium influx increases with agonist concentration, but it is not known
exactly how this works. Hence the simplest expression qualitatively consistent with
these data is used. The maximal rate of production of IP3, ν, is used as a surrogate
for the agonist concentration, giving:

Jin = α1 + α2
ν

β
.

The linear form of this equation is the simplest way in which Jin can be made to be an
increasing function of ν.

IP3 receptor dynamics

To model the dynamics of the IP3 receptors we use the variable r, which is the
proportion of IP3 receptors not inactivated by calcium. The calcium activation of
IP3 receptors is a fast process relative to the rate of change of calcium concentration,
and is here assumed to be instantaneous. However, the inactivation of receptors by
calcium is known to occur on a slower time scale, and is controlled in this model by a
rate parameter τ . This gives the rate equation:

dr

dt
=

1

τ

(
k2

2

k2
2 + c2

− r
)
. (2.7)

By varying the rate parameter τ we can vary the degree to which Class I feedback
mechanisms are involved in the model. When τ > 0, IP3 receptor gating in the model
is time-dependent; the larger the value of τ , the slower the response to changes in
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calcium. In this situation (when τ > 0), the model contains Class I mechanisms. As
τ → 0 the IP3 receptors’ response to changes in calcium becomes instantaneous. In
the limit τ → 0 the equation for r becomes

r(c) =
k2

2

k2
2 + c2

, (2.8)

and the model no longer includes any time-dependence in the response of the IP3

receptor to changes in c. The model can then have only Class II mechanisms.

IP3 dynamics

In this model it is assumed that there can be calcium activation of IP3 production,
following [8], but that concentration of calcium does not affect the metabolism (degra-
dation) of IP3. This gives the rate equation for p:

dp

dt
= ν

(
1− αk4

c+ k4

)
− βp, (2.9)

where 0 6 α 6 1. By varying the parameter α we can vary the degree to which
Class II feedback mechanisms are involved in the model. If α > 0 then the calcium
concentration, c, affects the rate of IP3 formation, so IP3 oscillates with calcium and
the model has Class II mechanisms. When α = 0 the rate equation for p reduces to

dp

dt
= ν − βp, (2.10)

which has no dependence on calcium and can be decoupled from the system, leaving
only Class I mechanisms. In this case, p relaxes to a stable steady state given by
p = ν

β
, at a rate that depends solely on the parameter β, not on the other variables.

In a Class I model, it is often convenient to assume that p has reached its steady-state
value and then treat it as a constant parameter that affects the Jrelease flux, thereby
reducing the dimension of the model by one. However, in situations where transient
changes in p are important, such as when we consider the effect of pulsing of IP3, this
reduction may not be applicable; it would depend on how quickly p returned to the
steady state, i.e., whether p is a fast or slow variable.

2.1.2 Model behaviour and dynamics

In this work we are interested in the following subcases of the Atri model:

• Class I model: α = 0, τ 6= 0, equations (2.5),(2.6),(2.7),(2.10). In this case the
IP3 dynamics is independent of the calcium concentration.
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parameter value parameter value parameter value
b 0.111 k2 0.7 µM kflux 6 s−1

δ 0.01 k4 1.1 µM Vp 24.0 µM s−1

γ 5.405 kp 0.4 µM Ve 20.0 µM s−1

µ0 0.567 ke 0.06 µM α1 1.0 µM s−1

µ1 0.433 k1 1.1 µM α2 0.2 s−1

V1 0.889 kµ 4.0 µM β 0.08 s−1

Table 2.1 Values of parameters for the Atri model from [14]. All substrate
concentrations are concentrations per litre cytosol, i.e., µM ≡ µM / (litre cytosol).

• Class II model: α 6= 0, τ = 0, equations (2.5),(2.6),(2.9) with r(c) given by (2.8).
The r dynamics respond instantaneously to changes in calcium concentration,
and thus, although the behaviour of the IP3 receptors is dependent on c, it is not
dependent on time except through c.

• Hybrid model: α > 0 and τ > 0, equations (2.5),(2.6),(2.7),(2.9). Both Class I
and Class II mechanisms are included.

The case α = 0 and τ = 0 is not of interest as there are no feedback mechanisms
in the model and thus oscillations of calcium cannot arise. The parameter ν is the
maximal rate of IP3 formation, and is used as the primary bifurcation parameter.
Experimentally, ν is relatively easily manipulated as it is simply an increasing function
of the concentration of agonist applied to the cell.

The dynamics for each of the Class I, Hybrid and Class II subcases of the Atri model
is summarised in Figure 2.1. In all three cases, oscillations arise and then disappear in
Hopf bifurcations as ν increases. The period of these oscillations as a function of ν is
shown in the insets to Figure 2.1. It can be seen that, over most of the relevant interval
of ν, the period decreases as ν increases. Hence the frequency increases as the level
of stimulation increases, as is found experimentally [33]. An additional feature (not
shown in Figure 2.1) is that complicated oscillations arise in the Class I and Hybrid
models shortly after the leftmost Hopf bifurcation and persist for a range of parameter
values. In particular, attracting mixed mode oscillations (MMOs) were found over the
parameter ranges 0.38 < ν < 0.63 and 0.33 < ν < 0.42 in the Class I and Hybrid
models respectively. These MMO regions are observed to lie between the PD1 and
SNP1 bifurcations. Figure 2.2(a) shows an MMO seen in the Class I Atri model with
ν = 0.4; small subthreshold oscillations are visible before each large spike in c. In
contrast, Figure 2.2(b) shows the situation for this model when ν = 0.8; in this case
classical relaxation oscillations are seen. This behaviour indicates that there could
be canards in the system. In order to analyse this further we nondimensionalise the
system using dimensional analysis techniques and identify the time scales involved.
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Figure 2.1 Panels (a), (b), and (c) show partial bifurcation diagrams for the Class I,
Hybrid and Class II versions of the Atri model, respectively, plotting the cytosolic calcium
concentration, c, versus the maximal rate of IP3 formation, ν. The model equations are
(2.5), (2.6), (2.7), and (2.9), with α = 0 for Class I, α = 1 for Hybrid and Class II, τ = 2
for Class I and Hybrid, and τ = 0 for Class II. All other parameter values are given in
Table 2.1. The black curve shows the position of the steady-state solution (dashed curve
when it is unstable, solid curve when it is stable). The red and blue curves indicate the
maximum amplitudes of stable and unstable periodic orbits, respectively. Bifurcations
are labelled HB (Hopf), PD (period-doubling), SNP (saddle-node of periodic orbits), HC
(homoclinic) and TR (torus bifurcation). The insets in each panel show the periods of
the periodic orbits.
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Figure 2.2 Oscillations in calcium concentration, c, in the Class I Atri model, equations
(2.5),(2.6),(2.7),(2.10) with (a) ν = 0.4, mixed mode oscillation; (b) ν = 0.4, zoom
showing the small-amplitude oscillations in panel (a); and (c) ν = 0.8, relaxation
oscillation.

2.1.3 Nondimensionalisation and time scale analysis

We define new dimensionless variables (C,Ct, P, t1) with

c = Qc · C , ct = Qc · Ct , p = Qp · P , t = T · t1 ,

where Qc is a typical calcium concentration scale, Qp is a typical IP3 concentration
scale and T is a typical time scale, with suitable values for Qc, Qp and T being chosen
below. The variable r is already dimensionless and does not need scaling. Substituting
into equations (2.5), (2.6), (2.7) and (2.9), and rearranging we obtain the following
dimensionless version of the model:

dC

dt1
=

TVp
Qc

(
J̄release − J̄serca + δ

(
J̄in − J̄pm

))
,

dCt
dt1

=
T δ Vp
Qc

(
J̄in − J̄pm

)
,

dr

dt1
=

T

τ

 1

1 + Q2
c

k2
2
C2
− r

 ,

dP

dt1
=

Tν

Qp

(
1− α

1 + Qc
k4
C

)
− TβP ,

(2.11)
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with dimensionless fluxes

J̄release =
kflux γ µ0 V1Qc

Vp

(
1 +

µ1

µ0

(
1

1 + kµ
QpP

))
r

(
b

V1

+
1

1 + k1

QcC

)
(Ct − (1 + 1/γ)C),

J̄serca =
Ve
Vp

1

1 + Ke
QcC

,

J̄pm =
1

1 +
k2
p

Q2
cC

2

,

J̄in =
α1

Vp
+
α2

Vp

ν

β
.

These fluxes are all of roughly the same order of magnitude (order one). From ex-
perimental data and numerical simulations of the Atri model we know that a typical
calcium concentration scale is of order Qc = 1µM and a typical IP3 concentration
scale is of order Qp = 10µM. Typical time scales in system (2.11) are therefore: Tc =

Qc/Vp = 1/24 s = O(0.1 s) for the C dynamics, Tct = Qc/(δVp) = 100/24 s = O(10 s)

for the Ct dynamics, Tr = τ s for the r dynamics, and Tp = min(Qp/ν, 1/β) s for the
P dynamics. We choose T = Tct as our typical time scale and obtain the dynamics on
the slowest time scale

δ
dC

dt1
= J̄release − J̄serca + δ

(
J̄in − J̄pm

)
,

dCt
dt1

= J̄in − J̄pm ,

dr

dt1
=

1

τ̂

(
k2

2

k2
2 +Q2

cC
2
− r
)
,

dP

dt1
= ν̂

(
1− α

1 + Qc
k4
C

)
− β̂P ,

(2.12)

with dimensionless parameters

τ̂ =
δ Vp
Qc

τ , ν̂ =
Qc

Qp

ν

δ Vp
, β̂ =

Qc

δVp
β . (2.13)

Another way to choose typical scales would be to use combinations of the model
parameters, as is common in dimensional analysis. Since there are many ways to
obtain such ‘typical’ scales (see Table 2.1) we have opted instead to choose the scale
factors Qc and Qp based on experimental and numerical observations.

This choice of scales, with the values of parameters given in Table 2.1, leads to the
following orders of magnitude of the right hand sides of equations (2.12) (representing
the speeds of evolution): O(1/δ) = O(100) for the C equation and O(1) for the
Ct equation. This indicates that the dynamics of C is significantly faster than the
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2. Intracellular Calcium Models

dynamics of Ct, a result that is consistent with previous theoretical and experimental
work [54]. C evolves on the fast time scale t2 = t1/δ, while Ct evolves on the slow time
scale t1.

The dynamics of the inactivation of the IP3 receptor, i.e., the speed of r, is of order
O(1/τ̂). Thus if τ̂ = O(1) then r evolves on the slow time scale t1, while if τ̂ = O(δ)

then r evolves on the fast time scale t2.

The dynamics of IP3 itself, i.e., the speed of P , is of order O(ν̂, β̂). Since the leading
order of the two parameters β̂ and ν̂ is O(1) in the parameter domain of interest, the
dynamics of IP3 can be considered slow compared to C, i.e., P evolves on the slow
time scale t1 as well.

Thus we have identified two different time scales, the slow time t1 and the fast
time t2 = t1/δ, and so system (2.12) constitutes a multiple-time-scales problem. We
distinguish between two cases depending on the order of the dimensionless parameter
τ̂ :

• τ̂ = O(1): The variable C is fast, while the variables (Ct, r, P ) are slow.

• τ̂ = O(δ): The variables (C, r) are fast, while the variables (Ct, P ) are slow.

Class I models (α = 0, τ 6= 0) require a slow negative feedback which is modelled by r,
the dynamics of the inactivation of the IP3 receptor. Therefore, τ̂ = O(1) is a necessary
condition for a Class I model. On the other hand, Class II models (α 6= 0, τ = 0) have
an instantaneous (fast) response in the r dynamics. The time scales in the Hybrid
model depend on the order of τ̂ and can be either fast or slow. In Chapter 4 we take
advantage of this separation in time scales to analyse the Atri model using GSPT.

2.2 Politi-Höfer model

This model is taken from a paper by Politi et al. [47], in which the authors propose
two versions of their model, one with positive feedback (calcium increasing the rate
of IP3 production) and one with negative feedback (calcium increasing the rate of IP3

degradation). As the Atri model includes positive feedback, here we will focus on the
negative feedback version of the Politi-Höfer model. Parameter values are given in
Table 2.2 and are consistent with those in [47].
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2.2 Politi-Höfer model

2.2.1 Constructing the model

Calcium fluxes

In the Politi-Höfer model, the calcium flux through the IP3 receptors, Jrelease, is given
by:

Jrelease =

(
k1

(
r

c

Ka + c

p

Kp + p

)3

+ k2

)
(γct − (1 + γ)c),

where the parameter γ is the ratio of cytosolic volume to ER volume. There are clear
similarities with the form of the Jrelease term in the Atri model as both are modelled
following Li and Rinzel [40]. However, there are differences in the coefficients of the Hill
functions describing the activation by calcium and IP3. Additionally, the activation of
the IP3 receptors in this model requires the binding of both calcium and IP3 together
to produce a large Jrelease; compared to the Atri model where Jrelease can be high if only
one of calcium or IP3 concentrations are high.

The fluxes Jserca and Jpm model the active transport of calcium across the ER and
plasma membrane respectively and are given by Hill functions, as in the Atri model,
but with slightly different parameters and Hill coefficients:

Jserca = Vserca
c2

K2
serca + c2

,

Jpm = Vpm
c2

K2
pm + c2

.

Calcium influx into the cell through the plasma membrane, Jin, includes an agonist
stimulation dependent influx, φ, as well as a leak into the cell, ν0:

Jin = ν0 + φV̄PLC ,

where the parameter V̄PLC is the steady-state concentration of IP3 in the absence of
any feedback effects of calcium on IP3 concentration.

The calcium balance equations then follow in the same way as (2.5) and (2.6):

dc

dt
= Jrelease − Jserca + δ(Jin − Jpm), (2.14)

dct
dt

= δ(Jin − Jpm), (2.15)

where the dimensionless parameter δ > 0 measures the relative strength of the plasma
membrane fluxes. If δ is set to zero, this creates a closed cell model where it is assumed
there are no fluxes across the cell’s plasma membrane and the total calcium in the cell
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2. Intracellular Calcium Models

is conserved.

IP3 receptor dynamics

The dynamics of the IP3 receptor inactivation by calcium is described by the rate
equation

dr

dt
=

1

τr

(
1− rKi + c

Ki

)
, (2.16)

following [51]. When the characteristic time of IP3 turnover, τr, is greater than zero
there is a delay in the IP3 receptors’ response to calcium and the model includes Class I
mechanisms. As τr → 0, the response time of IP3 receptors decreases and, in the limit,
the IP3 receptors respond instantaneously to changes in calcium. In this limit there is
no time-dependence of r on c and the equation for r (2.16) then reduces to the steady
state

r(c) =
Ki

Ki + c
. (2.17)

With this change (r = r(c) in the rate equations for c and ct) the model includes only
Class II mechanisms.

IP3 dynamics

The rate equation for IP3 concentration in the case of negative feedback is

dp

dt
= k3K

(
V̄PLC −

c2

K2
3K + c2

p

)
. (2.18)

Note that the production of IP3 is independent of c (as opposed to the Atri model, in
which it is an increasing function of c), and the calcium-activated removal of IP3 (by
phosphorylation by IP3 3-kinase) is the only IP3 degradation term. To form a model
with only Class I mechanisms, the effect of calcium on IP3 production and degradation
must be removed. This can be achieved by setting K3K = 0 to obtain

dp

dt
= k3K

(
V̄PLC − p

)
. (2.19)

This equation has no dependence on c, and p will relax to its stable steady-state value,
p = V̄PLC .
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2.2 Politi-Höfer model

parameter value parameter value
K3K 0.4 µM ν0 0.0004 µM s−1

k3K 0.1 s−1 φ 0.045 s−1

γ 5.405 k1 7.4 s−1

Vserca 0.25 µM s−1 k2 0.00148 s−1

Kserca 0.1 µM Ka 0.2 µM
Vpm 0.01 µM s−1 Ki 0.3 µM
Kpm 0.12 µM Kp 0.13 µM
δ 1 τr 6.6 s

Table 2.2 Parameter values of the Politi-Höfer model [47]. All substrate concentrations
are concentrations per litre cytosol, i.e., µM ≡ µM/(litre cytosol).

2.2.2 Model behaviour and dynamics

As in the case of the Atri model, we are interested in specific subcases of the Politi-Höfer
model:

• Class I model: τr 6= 0, K3K = 0, equations (2.14), (2.15), (2.16), (2.19). The
dynamics for IP3 are independent of calcium concentration and in some cases can
be assumed to have reached its steady state, given by p = V̄PLC .

• Class II model: τr = 0, K3K 6= 0, equations (2.14), (2.15), (2.18) with r(c) given
by (2.17).

• Hybrid model: τr 6= 0, K3K 6= 0, equations (2.14), (2.15), (2.18) and (2.16). In
this form, the model is a Hybrid model as it includes calcium feedback on IP3

receptor dynamics as well as on IP3 dynamics.

The case K3K = 0 and τr = 0 is not of interest as there are no feedback mechanisms
in the model and thus oscillations of calcium cannot arise.

The parameter V̄PLC is the steady-state IP3 concentration in the absence of calcium
feedback, which is directly related to the maximal rate of IP3 formation, VPLC , by
V̄PLC = VPLC/k3K . V̄PLC is used as the primary bifurcation parameter as experi-
mentally VPLC and thus V̄PLC is relatively easily manipulated since it is an increasing
function of the concentration of agonist applied to the cell. The dynamics for each
of the Class I, Hybrid and Class II models is summarised in Figure 2.3. In all
three cases of the model, oscillations arise and then disappear as V̄PLC increases
through Hopf bifurcations and we see relaxation type oscillations over most of the
parameter range, with the frequency increasing with the level of stimulation. In
addition we observe MMOs near the lower Hopf bifurcation (HB1) in the Class I model
for 0.062 < V̄PLC < 0.076, between the TR and SNP1 bifurcations (shown in Figure 2.4
(a)) and in the Hybrid model for 0.0038 < V̄PLC < 0.0050, between the PD1 and
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2. Intracellular Calcium Models

PD2 bifurcations (shown in Figure 2.4 (b)). This indicates the presence of multiple
time scales in the system. As in the Atri model, we can use dimensional analysis to
nondimensionalise the system to aid further analysis of the dynamics.

2.2.3 Nondimensionalisation and time scale analysis

Equations (2.14), (2.15), (2.16), and (2.18) can be nondimensionalised following the
procedure used in Section 2.1.3. This leads to the system of equations:

dC

dt1
=

TVsercaγ

Qc

(
J̄release −

J̄serca

γ

)
+
TδVpm

Qc

(J̄in − J̄pm),

dCt
dt1

=
TδVpm

Qc

(J̄in − J̄pm), (2.20)

dr

dt1
=

T

τr

(
1− rKi +QcC

Ki

)
,

dP

dt1
= Tk3K

 V̄PLC
Qp

− 1

1 +
K2

3K

Q2
cC

2

P

 ,

with dimensionless fluxes given by

J̄release =
Qck1

Vserca

(r 1

1 + Ka
QcC

1

1 + Kp
QpP

)3

+
k2

k1

 (Ct − (1 + 1/γ)C) ,

J̄serca =
1

1 + K2
serca

Q2
cC

2

,

J̄pm =
1

1 +
K2

pm

Q2
cC

2

,

J̄in =
νo
Vpm

+
φ

Vpm

V̄PLC .

Based on experimental and numerical results we choose Qp = 0.1µM and Qc = 1µM as
typical scales, and find that for the parameter region of interest typical time scales in
system (2.20) are: Tc = Qc/(Vsercaγ) = O(1 s) for the C dynamics, Tct = Qc/(δVpm) =

O(100 s) for the Ct dynamics, Tp = Qp/(k3K V̄PLC) for the P dynamics, and Tr = O(τr s)

for the r dynamics.

The speed of P depends on the bifurcation parameter, V̄PLC . For the regime where
oscillations are seen in the Class I model V̄PLC = O(0.1) and thus Tp = O(10 s). For
the Class II model oscillations are seen with V̄PLC = O(0.01) and thus Tp = O(100 s).
In the Hybrid model the speed of P will increase from O(100 s) to O(10 s) as V̄PLC
increases, since oscillations are found for 0.036 < V̄PLC < 0.16.

Depending on the choice of τr the r dynamics could be fast or slow. If τr is O(1 s) or
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Figure 2.3 Partial bifurcation diagrams for the Politi-Höfer model, equations (2.14) -
(2.16), (2.18) with the parameter values given in Table 2.2. Panels (a), (b), and (c) show
the bifurcation diagrams for the Class I (K3K = 0), Hybrid and Class II (τr = 0) models,
respectively, plotting the cytosolic calcium concentration, c, versus V̄PLC , the steady-state
concentration of IP3 in the absence of feedback effects of calcium on IP3 concentration.
The black curve shows the position of the steady-state solution (dashed curve when it is
unstable, solid curve when it is stable). The red and blue curves indicate the maximum
amplitudes of stable and unstable periodic orbits, respectively. Bifurcations are labelled
as in Figure 2.1. The insets in each panel show the periods of the periodic orbits.
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Figure 2.4 Oscillations in the Class I and Hybrid Politi-Höfer models, equations (2.14),
(2.15), (2.16) and (2.18), with parameters as in Table 2.2. Panel (a) shows mixed mode
oscillations in the Class I model with V̄PLC = 0.066, K3K = 0; panel (b) shows mixed
mode oscillations in the Hybrid model with V̄PLC = 0.0042, K3K = 0.4; and panel (c)
shows relaxation oscillations in the Hybrid model with V̄PLC = 0.0060, K3K = 0.4.

less, then the r dynamics is fast. This is the case in the Class II model, and some regions
of the parameter space in the Hybrid model. Politi et al. [47] use τr = 6.6 s = O(10 s)

in the Class I and Hybrid models. This means that r evolves on an intermediate time
scale, slower than C but faster than Ct, and P evolves on the intermediate time scale
in the Class I model and on the intermediate or slow time scale in the Hybrid model,
depending on V̄PLC .

In Chapter 6 we analyse the Politi-Höfer model using GSPT. The theory used in
this work assumes that all variables evolve on one of only two distinct time scales, so in
order to apply the theory to this three-time-scale system we must group any variables
on the intermediate time scale with either the fast or slow variables.

2.3 Dupont model

The third model selected for analysis is adapted from the models of Dupont and Erneux
[16] and Dupont and Swillens [17]. In its original form it is a closed cell (constant ct)
Hybrid model, with an additional variable f which represents the IP4 concentration.
To allow this model to be written in forms comparable to the previous two, we add the
open cell (Jin and Jpm) terms from the Atri model [14].

Here we consider only the Class I version where IP3 and IP4 concentrations are
assumed to be constant. This is because it is found that there are no values of the
bifurcation parameter for which oscillations are found in the Class II model. Thus any
oscillations in the Hybrid model must be due to Class I mechanisms, and neither the
Hybrid or Class II versions of the model are helpful for understanding the mechanisms
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2.3 Dupont model

underlying calcium oscillations. The dynamic IP3 and IP4 equations for the Class I
case are included here, as they will be required for investigating the response of the
model to a pulse of IP3. (We note that it may be possible to find oscillations in the
Class II model by varying other parameters in the model, but that our aims here are
to study existing models for the physiology, not to develop new models, and so we only
vary the bifurcation parameter.)

2.3.1 Constructing the model

Calcium fluxes

The balance equations for calcium flux are:

dc

dt
= Jrelease − Jserca + δ(Jin − Jpm), (2.21)

dct
dt

= δ(Jin − Jpm), (2.22)

where δ is a dimensionless scale factor as in the earlier models.

The calcium fluxes across the ER are given by:

Jrelease = k1

(
c3

c3 +K3
act

r
p

p+KIP

+ b

)
(γct − (1 + γ)c),

Jserca = Ve
c2

K2
e + c2

.

The Jserca term is a Hill function, as in earlier models. The Jrelease term differs somewhat
from those used in the Atri and Politi-Höfer models; see Swillens et al. [56] for details
of the derivation. A key difference is that the dynamics of the slower inactivation by
calcium (incorporated through the rate equation for the variable r) is quite different in
this model, see equation (2.23). The calcium fluxes across the plasma membrane from
the Atri model [14] are used:

Jpm = Vp
c2

K2
p + c2

,

Jin = α1 + α2p.

In the unpulsed Class I model, the substitution p = pst is used, where the parameter
pst represents the steady-state IP3 concentration and is related to the level of external
stimulation. The steady-state concentration of IP4, fst, does not appear in the rate
equations for any of the variables considered, and thus the value used is not given.
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parameter value parameter value parameter value
Ve 4 µM s−1 Kact 0.56 µM Vp 24.0 µM s−1

Ke 0.35 µM Kinh 0.15 µM kp 0.4 µM
Vp1 5 µMs−1 KIP 1 µM α1 1.0 µM s−1

Kp1 10 µM k1 2.57 s−1 α2 0.2 s−1

Vp2 0.2 µMs−1 b 0.0007 s−1 γ 5.405
Kp2 2 µM k− 0.5 s−1 δ 0.01
VK 0.5 µMs−1 k 0.01 s−1 VPLC 1.3 µMs−1

KK 1 µM

Table 2.3 Values of the parameters for the Dupont model from [16, 17] with open cell
parameters from [14]. All substrate concentrations are concentrations per litre cytosol,
i.e., µM ≡ µM/(litre cytosol).

IP3 receptor dynamics

In the original Dupont model, the variable relating to IP3 receptor dynamics was the
fraction of IP3 receptors inactivated by calcium, n. To be consistent with the other
models studied, we transform this to the fraction of IP3 receptors not inactivated by
calcium, r = 1− n. The rate equation for r is then given by:

dr

dt
= k−

(
1− r

(
1 +

c4

K4
inh

K3
act

K3
act + c3

))
. (2.23)

Here the parameter k− is an analogue of the terms 1/τ and 1/τr in the Atri and Politi-
Höfer models respectively. The rate equation describing the dynamics of IP3 receptors
are more detailed in this model, including both the binding and unbinding of calcium
to the IP3 receptors at both activation and inhibitory sites, see [17] for details.

IP3 dynamics

To include the synthesis and metabolism of IP3 in this model, rate equations for IP3

concentration, p, and IP4 concentration, f , are added. This differs from the earlier
models where only the IP3 concentration was considered. Assuming that there is no
dependence on c of the production or degradation of IP3 or IP4, i.e., no Class II
mechanisms, we have the rate equations:

dp

dt
= νVPLC − VK

p

KK + p
− Vp1

p

Kp1

(
1 + f

Kp2

)
+ p

,

df

dt
= VK

p

KK + p
− Vp2

f

Kp2

(
1 + p

Kp1

)
+ f
− kf.

(2.24)
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Figure 2.5 Partial bifurcation diagram for the Class I Dupont model, equations
(2.21),(2.22),(2.23), with parameter values from Table 2.3. Cytosolic calcium concentra-
tion, c, is plotted against the cytosolic IP3 concentration, pst. The black curve shows the
position of the steady-state solution (dashed curve when it is unstable, solid curve when
it is stable). The red solid and blue dashed curves indicate the maximum amplitudes of
stable and unstable periodic orbits, respectively. Bifurcations are labelled as in Figure 2.1.
The inset shows the periods of the periodic orbits.
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Figure 2.6 Oscillations in the Class I Dupont model, equations (2.21),(2.22),(2.23),
with parameters as in Table 2.3: (a) pst = 1.0, mixed mode oscillation; (b) pst = 1.0436,
mixed mode oscillation; and (c) pst = 1.2, relaxation oscillation.

The numerical values of the parameters used from the original Dupont model and from
the Atri model are given in Table 2.3, with the exception of ν which is directly related
to pst and must be used in place of pst as the primary bifurcation parameter when
considering the pulsed system.
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2.3.2 Model behaviour and dynamics

Numerically solving the equations for c, ct and r as pst is varied gives the bifurcation
diagram shown in Figure 2.5. For these parameter values, the system displays MMOs
for 0.99 < pst < 1.16, i.e., from just after the torus (TR) bifurcation up until the saddle-
node bifurcation of periodic orbits (SNP1). Examples of the MMOs and relaxation
oscillations seen are shown in Figure 2.6.

2.3.3 Nondimensionalisation and time scale analysis

Nondimensionalising the Dupont model (equations (2.21)-(2.23)) yields the system of
equations:

dC

dt1
=

TVe
Qc

(J̄release − J̄serca) +
TδVp
Qc

(
J̄in − J̄pm

)
,

dCt
dt1

=
TδVp
Qct

(
J̄in − J̄pm

)
,

dr

dt1
= Tk−

1− r

1 +
Q4
cC

4

K4
inh

1

1 + Q3
cC

3

K3
act

 , (2.25)

dP

dt1
=

T

Qp

νVPLC − VK QpP

KK +QpP
− Vp1

QpP

Kp1

(
1 +

QfF

Kp2

)
+QpP

 ,

dF

dt1
=

T

Qf

VK QpP

KK +QpP
− Vp2

f

Kp2

(
1 + QpP

Kp1

)
+QfF

− kQfF

 ,

with dimensionless fluxes

J̄release =
k1γ

Ve

 1

1 +
K3

act

Q3
cC

3

r
1

1 + KIP

QpP

+ b

 (QctCt − (1 + 1/γ)QcC),

J̄serca =
1

1 + K2
e

Q2
cC

2

,

J̄pm =
1

1 +
K2
p

Q2
cC

2

,

J̄in =
α1

Vp
+
α2

Vp
QpP.

All these fluxes are of roughly the same order of magnitude (order one). By examining
the timeseries with bifurcation parameter values over the oscillatory range we choose
Qc = Kact and Qct = 10µM as typical concentrations of c and ct. Typical time scales
in the system are then Tc = Qc/Ve = O(0.1 s) for the C dynamics, Tct = Qct/(δVp) =

O(10 s) for the Ct dynamics, and Tr = 1/k− = O(1 s) for the r dynamics. For the
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unpulsed analysis we set QpP = pst in the J̄release and J̄in terms and can remove the P
and F rate equations. In this case the Dupont Class I model has one variable evolving
on each of three distinct time scales. As in the Politi-Höfer model, we find that we
must assume that this intermediate variable (r) is either fast or slow in order to use
existing GSPT. This analysis is performed in Chapter 6, and the fact that there are
three time scales proves to be an important feature in the dynamics seen.

For the pulsing investigation we will need to include the rate equations for P and
F . Choosing Qp = 1µM and Qf = 1µM, we can see that the flux terms in the
parentheses on the right hand side of the rate equations are O(1 s) giving the time
scales Tp = Tf = O(1 s). This means that when the model is pulsed, P will return to
its stable steady state P = pst/Qp on a slower time scale than C.

2.4 Summary

The models considered here have a similar form, as described in the introduction to
this chapter. Differences in the details can be identified and are discussed in the text
when the terms in the models are introduced. One example is that in the Atri model
calcium increases the rate of production of IP3, whereas in the Politi-Höfer model we
see that calcium increases the degradation rate of IP3. However, the key difference
between the models which affects the dynamics seen is the timescales on which the
variables evolve.

In all the Class I and Hybrid models considered here, there exists a region of
parameter space where attracting MMOs are found. In the remainder of parameter
space where oscillations exist, we find that they mostly take the form of relaxation
oscillations. This behaviour is evidence that there are multiple time scales in the
models, which we would expect based on knowledge of the physiology. When the
models are analysed using dimensional analysis, at least two distinct time scales are
found. In order to explain the complex (mixed mode) oscillations, we could first try
to use standard dynamical systems bifurcation analysis. However, the presence of
cascades of period-doubling bifurcations, torus bifurcations and isolas of periodic orbits
quickly makes the interpretation and identification of attracting periodic orbits difficult.
The separation in time scales, which contributes to these complications, can be taken
advantage of using geometric singular perturbation techniques, whereby the system is
broken into fast and slow subsystems and these lower dimensional systems are analysed.
Using these techniques, MMOs and other complicated dynamics can be explained. The
theory behind these techniques is introduced in the next chapter and it is then applied
to the Atri, Politi-Höfer and Dupont models in Chapters 4, 5 and 6.
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3
Geometric Singular

Perturbation Theory, Canards
and Mixed Mode Oscillations

In this chapter we give the necessary background for analysing systems with multiple
time scales using geometric singular perturbation techniques, following key work by
Brøns, Krupa, Szmolyan, and Wechselberger [7, 36, 38, 57, 58, 60], which builds on
results of Fenichel and Jones [21, 32]. Here we will focus only on the theory required
to explain the complicated oscillations known as MMOs. When describing the MMOs
we will use the notation Ls11 L

s2
2 · · · to describe the MMO pattern that begins with

L1 large-amplitude oscillations, followed by s1 small-amplitude oscillations, then L2

large-amplitude oscillations, and s2 small-amplitude oscillations, and so on.

The first section introduces all the key concepts and notation. Then the situation
for models with one fast and one slow variable is described to show how GSPT [36, 38]
can be applied in the most simple case. The more complicated case of one fast and
two slow variables is then discussed, including how GSPT identifies structures known
as folded nodes and folded saddle-nodes which can lead to MMOs in these systems
[7, 57, 58, 60]. Once these two cases have been explained, the extension of the GSPT
to systems with m fast and n slow variables [61] is outlined. Finally the results are
summarised and related limiting cases such as folded saddle-node type II (singular Hopf
bifurcation) [24, 39] and the three-time-scale case [34] are briefly discussed.
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3. GSPT, Canards and MMOs

3.1 Geometric singular perturbation theory

Systems of ODEs which have some variables that evolve on a much faster time scale
than others are often written in the standard form

ε
dx

dτ
= εẋ = f(x, y, λ, ε),

dy

dτ
= ẏ = g(x, y, λ, ε),

(3.1)

where (x, y) ∈ Rm × Rn are the phase-space variables, with x ∈ Rm being the fast
variables and y ∈ Rn the slow variables. The system parameters are λ ∈ Rk, and ε is
a small parameter, 0 < ε� 1, which represents the separation of the time scales. The
functions f and g are assumed to be sufficiently smooth, typically C∞. System (3.1)
evolves on the slow time scale τ , and will be referred to as the slow system. In these
systems it is often useful to switch to the fast time scale t = τ/ε. A simple rescaling
gives the equivalent system on the fast time scale

dx

dt
= x′ = f(x, y, λ, ε),

dy

dt
= y′ = εg(x, y, λ, ε),

(3.2)

which will be referred to as the fast system.

A system that can be written in this form is known as a singularly perturbed system.
Note that systems (3.1) and (3.2) are equivalent as long as ε 6= 0. In these systems it
is common to see dynamics that are a mixture of periods of slow and fast evolution,
such as relaxation oscillations where intervals of relatively slow changes are interspersed
with fast jumps. To understand these dynamics it is natural to consider the fast and
slow behaviour separately. This can be done by considering the limit ε→ 0 in systems
(3.1) and (3.2), often referred to as the singular limit. As ε → 0 the fast segments
converge to solutions of the layer problem

x′ = f(x, y, λ, 0),

y′ = 0,
(3.3)

which is the limit of the fast system. The layer problem is a system of m ODEs that
describes the evolution of the fast variables, x, with the slow variables, y, treated as
constant parameters. Similarly, the behaviour during the slow segments will converge,
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3.1 Geometric singular perturbation theory

as ε→ 0, to solutions of the reduced problem

0 = f(x, y, λ, 0),

ẏ = g(x, y, λ, 0),
(3.4)

which is the limit of the slow system. System (3.4) is a differential-algebraic equation
(DAE). The algebraic equation defines an n-dimensional manifold on which the system
of n ODEs evolves. The flow described by the reduced problem (3.4) will be referred
to as the slow flow in much of the following.

The main aim of GSPT is to piece together the dynamics of the subsystems (3.3)
and (3.4) to describe the dynamics in the full system (3.1) or (3.2) for ε > 0. A
major advantage of this approach is that the fast and slow subsystems are m- and
n-dimensional respectively, and therefore are much easier to analyse than the (m+n)-
dimensional full system. Another important advantage is that within these subsystems
the variables evolve on comparable time scales, thus avoiding the numerical issues
associated with the stiffness of the full system.

3.1.1 The critical manifold

The algebraic condition in (3.4) forms the interface between the fast and slow subsys-
tems and defines S, the critical manifold:

S := {(x, y) ∈ Rm × Rn | f(x, y, λ, 0) = 0}. (3.5)

Points in S are equilibrium points of the layer problem (3.3) and form the phase-
space of the reduced problem (3.4). These points are found by solving m equations in
Rm+n, and form the n-dimensional manifold S. Whilst it is possible that S may have
singularities [37], in this work it will be assumed that S is smooth unless otherwise
stated.

The properties of the critical manifold can be found directly from the layer problem.
A subset Sh of the critical manifold S is called normally hyperbolic if all points (x, y) ∈
Sh are hyperbolic equilibria of the layer problem, i.e., if the Jacobian Dxf(x, y, λ, 0) has
no eigenvalues with zero real part. Furthermore, the stability of the equilibria of the
layer problem gives us the stability of the critical manifold. A subset Sa of the normally
hyperbolic manifold Sh is attracting if all eigenvalues of the Jacobian Dxf(x, y, λ, 0)

have negative real part for all (x, y) ∈ Sa. Similarly a subset Sr of the normally
hyperbolic manifold Sh is repelling if all eigenvalues of the Jacobian Dxf(x, y, λ, 0)

have positive real part for all (x, y) ∈ Sr. If a subset Ss ⊂ Sh is normally hyperbolic
but neither attracting nor repelling (the Jacobian has a mix of eigenvalues with positive
and negative real part), then it is said to be of saddle type; this situation is studied in
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3. GSPT, Canards and MMOs

[25] but is not considered further here.

3.1.2 The slow flow

The flow away from S can be found simply from the layer problem (3.3). To find a
useful representation of the slow flow from the DAE in (3.4), an important insight is
simply that the slow flow is restricted to S, given by (3.5). This means that the reduced
vector field must lie in the tangent bundle TS of S and thus Dxf · ẋ + Dyf · ẏ = 0.
This leads to a new representation of the reduced flow

−Dxf · ẋ = (Dyf · g)(x, y, λ, 0),

ẏ = g(x, y, λ, 0),
(3.6)

for (x, y) ∈ S. Assuming the manifold is normally hyperbolic, this vector field is
non-singular as the matrix Dxf(x, y, 0) is invertible. Moreover, since an inverse exists
(Dxf(x, y, 0) 6= 0), the Implicit Function Theorem implies that S can be described
locally as a graph over the slow variables, i.e., a function x = φ(y) exists, where
φ : Rn → Rm, and so the slow flow is given by

ẏ = g(φ(y), y, λ, 0). (3.7)

3.1.3 Fenichel theory

In the singular limit (ε → 0), assuming that our manifold is normally hyperbolic, we
now have all the information we need. On the fast time scale, trajectories in the system
follow the layer problem (3.3) until they reach an equilibrium point on S, where they
stay. On the slow time scale, trajectories have reached S, and evolve following the
reduced flow equation (3.6) or (3.7). However, what we really want to know is what
happens in the full system, (3.1) or (3.2), where ε > 0. For this we turn to Fenichel
theory [21, 32]. We will state the important findings relevant to this work and then
discuss them.

Theorem 3.1 (Fenichel’s Theorem [21, 32]). Suppose Sh is a compact normally hyper-
bolic submanifold (possibly with boundary) of the critical manifold S of (3.2) and that
f, g ∈ Cr, r <∞. Then for ε > 0 sufficiently small the following holds:

(i) There exists a Cr-smooth, locally invariant manifold Sεh that is diffeomorphic to
Sh and has a Hausdorff distance of O(ε) from Sh.

(ii) Sεh is normally hyperbolic and has the same stability properties with respect to the
fast variables as Sh given by the layer problem (3.3), i.e., attracting, repelling or
saddle.
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3.1 Geometric singular perturbation theory

(iii) The flow on Sεh converges to the slow flow given by the reduced system (3.4) on
Sh as ε→ 0.

In other words, Fenichel theory guarantees that the critical manifold, the slow flow
(including fixed points) on Sh and the fast flow away from Sh will all persist and perturb
smoothly as we increase ε from 0. We will call manifolds of this type slow manifolds,
as they are invariant manifolds on which the flow tends to 0 as ε→ 0 on the fast time
scale. Note the following comments regarding Theorem 3.1:

- We only have local invariance of Sεh. This is because the normally hyperbolic
manifold Sh can contain boundaries, which allows trajectories to leave Sh.

- Sεh is Cr-smooth, which means that we can (at least locally) represent Sεh as a
graph x = φε(y) where φε : Rn → Rm.

- It can also be shown that the stable and unstable manifolds of Sh (Ws(Sh) and
Wu(Sh), respectively) persist for sufficiently small ε > 0 and perturb to stable and
unstable manifolds of Sεh (Ws(S

ε
h) and Wu(S

ε
h) ) for which the above statements

(i) - (iii) hold.

- Sεh is, in general, not unique but all representations of Sεh lie within a Hausdorff
distance O(e−K/ε) from each other, for some K > 0 with K = O(1). Despite
this non-uniqueness, we will typically refer to the slow manifold, as it will be
inconsequential which one we mean since they are exponentially close.

The results of Fenichel theory will be relied on heavily in the work that follows.
However, it is important to remember that this theory only applies if our critical
manifold is normally hyperbolic.

3.1.4 Loss of normal hyperbolicity

Hyperbolicity is lost when there is a bifurcation in the layer problem, which occurs
when one (or more) of the eigenvalues of Dxf(x, y, λ, 0), (x, y) ∈ S, has zero real part.
Here we will consider the simplest case, that is, where Dxf(x, y, λ, 0) has a single zero
eigenvalue. This occurs when there is a fold in the critical manifold S. We shall assume
that this fold manifold, L, is nondegenerate, in which case it can be defined as the set
of points p ∈ S that have the following properties:

• f(p, λ, 0) = 0 (as we are on S),

• Dxf(p, λ, 0) has rank m− 1 (a single zero eigenvalue),
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3. GSPT, Canards and MMOs

• S is locally folded near p (the eigenvalue that goes through zero changes sign),
i.e., w · [(D2

xxf)(p, λ, 0)(v, v)] 6= 0, w · [(Dyf)(p, λ, 0)] 6= 0, where v and w are the
left and right null vectors of the Jacobian Dxf(p, λ, 0).

From these properties we see that L forms a submanifold of dimension n− 1 in the n-
dimensional critical manifold, which (locally) separates S into two normally hyperbolic
submanifolds. Since one of the eigenvalues of the layer problem changes sign across L,
so does the stability of S.

Near the fold manifold, the layer problem (3.3) can still be used to give us the flow
away from S. However, by inspection, we see that the reduced problem (3.6) becomes
singular at the fold (as Dxf(p, λ, 0) = 0). To analyse the system we desingularise by
rescaling time by τ1 = −det(Dxf(x, y, λ, 0)) τ to get the desingularised reduced system

ẋ = (adj(Dxf) ·Dyf · g)(x, y, λ, 0),

ẏ = (−det(Dxf) · g)(x, y, λ, 0),
(3.8)

where the overdot now refers to differentiation with respect to τ1. This system has the
same phase portrait as the singular reduced system (3.6), except that the direction of
trajectories is reversed on the repelling manifold Sr (where det(Dxf)(x, y, λ, 0)) > 0).
This means that the dynamics of the reduced flow near the fold-curve can be completely
determined from the dynamics of (3.8). However, at the fold curve, we must remember
that the system is still singular, which means that the standard existence and unique-
ness theorems do not apply and it is possible for different solutions to approach the
same point on p ∈ L in finite forward or backward time. To determine the behaviour of
trajectories across the fold further analysis is required. The main technique used in the
works referenced here is the blow-up method, where an appropriate rescaling and choice
of coordinates removes the singularity, thus enabling Fenichel theory to be applied.
See [7, 38, 60] for details. We will not explain the blow-up method further, but will
outline the key results from the analysis where they are relevant for our applications.
In this work we will be particularly interested in determining the existence of canard
orbits, which are defined as orbits that follows the repelling sheet of the critical or slow
manifold for a time of O(1), as these orbits can generate small-amplitude oscillations,
MMOs and a large increase in the period of oscillations.

3.2 Systems with one fast and one slow variable

The ideas above are now illustrated for a well-known two-dimensional system with
fast and slow time scales, the FitzHugh-Nagumo (FHN) equations [22, 44]. These
equations are a two-dimensional simplification of the four-dimensional Hodgkin-Huxley
equations [30], which model the electric potential across neural cell membranes. The
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3.2 Systems with one fast and one slow variable

FHN equations can be written (on the fast time scale) as

V ′ = c(V )− w + I = f(V,w, I, ε),

w′ = ε(V − γw) = εg(V,w, I, ε),
(3.9)

where c(V ) = −V (V −α)(V −1). In these equations, V , the transmembrane potential,
evolves much faster than w, a gating variable. Generally α and γ are constants relating
to cell characteristics, with 0 < α < 0.5. The equations have a unique steady state
when

γ <
3

α2 − α + 1
.

During further analysis, the parameter values α = 0.1 and γ = 1 will be used; this
choice gives a unique steady state. The parameter I is related to the current applied
to the cell membrane. This can be varied experimentally and thus I is chosen as a
bifurcation parameter. The equivalent system on the slow time scale τ = εt can be
written

εV̇ = f(V,w, I, ε),

ẇ = g(V,w, I, ε).
(3.10)

3.2.1 Critical manifold and layer and reduced problems for FHN

For the FHN equations (3.9) the layer problem is

V ′ = c(V )− w + I,

w′ = 0.
(3.11)

The critical manifold S := {(V,w) ∈ R2 | c(V ) − w + I = 0} is cubic shaped. These
fixed points of (3.11) are attracting for the ‘left’ and ‘right’ sections of the cubic, as
df/dV < 0 in these regions. We label these attracting parts of the critical manifold S±a .
The fixed points on the ‘middle’ section are repelling, as df/dV > 0 in this region. We
label this repelling section of the critical manifold Sr. Furthermore, considering the
fast dynamics from equations (3.11), trajectories away from the slow manifolds must
follow dw/dt = 0, i.e., they are horizontal lines. This gives the phase portrait for the
layer problem (3.11) indicated by the grey arrows in Figure 3.1.

Using the fact that the critical manifold S can be represented by w = c(V ) + I =

φ(V ), we get an expression for the reduced flow on S:

V̇ =
g(V, φ(V ), I, 0)

φ′(V )
, (3.12)

following (3.6), where φ′(V ) = dφ/dV = ∂f/∂V and ∂f/∂w = −1. The critical
manifold is normally hyperbolic everywhere except at the two fold points p±, and
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Figure 3.1 Schematic phase portraits for the FHN equations (3.9) with ε = 0. The
dashed line shows the w-nullcline and the the critical manifold S is a curve of fixed points
that are attracting on S±a (red solid curves) and repelling on Sr (blue dash-dot curve).
The grey arrows indicate the direction of the fast flow from the layer problem. In panel (a)
I = 0.2 and p− is a jump point; there is an unstable fixed point and relaxation oscillations.
Panel (b) shows the situation where p− is a canard point; there is a non-hyperbolic fixed
point on the fold and canard orbits (which follow Sr for a time) exist.

thus, by Fenichel theory (Theorem 3.1) we know that there exist attracting slow
manifolds, Sε±a , within O(ε) of S±a and a repelling slow manifold, Sεr , within O(ε)

of Sr. Furthermore, the flow on these slow manifolds is given by the reduced flow
(3.12).

At the non-hyperbolic fold points, p±, Fenichel theory no longer holds and slow
manifolds Sε can leave an O(ε) neighbourhood of S and lose their stability properties.
Determining the behaviour of the slow manifolds, and the trajectories on them, near
non-hyperbolic points requires further investigation using techniques such as asymp-
totic analysis [3, 4] and the blow-up method [36, 38].

3.2.2 Behaviour near fold points

At fold points where the sign of V̇ changes, i.e., g(p±, I, 0) 6= 0, the reduced flow points
towards (or away) from the fold on both sides. In this case flow on S±a that travels
towards p± becomes unbounded at the fold (φ′(V ) = 0 in equation (3.12)) and solutions
must ‘jump’ away from the fold following the fast direction. When this happens, p±

is known as a jump point [38], and it is found that for ε > 0 solutions will follow the
attracting slow manifold, which will pass outside the repelling slow manifold and will
then follow the fast direction. This is what is seen for most parameter values, and leads
to what are known as relaxation oscillations in the system. The case when I = 0.2,
ε = 0 is shown in Figure 3.1(a), and is representative of most I values where there is
an unstable fixed point in (3.9). For ε > 0 the resulting relaxation oscillations will lie
within O(ε) of this singular orbit.
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Figure 3.2 Schematic phase portraits near the canard point p−, showing the relative
positions of the attracting and repelling slow manifolds (0 < ε� 1) for (a) IH < I < Ic,
(b) I = Ic, and (c) I > Ic, adapted from [38].

A fold point p± where the direction of the reduced flow does not change direc-
tion occurs when an equilibrium of the full system (3.9) lies at the fold point, i.e.,
g(p±, 0) = 0. This removes the singularity in equation (3.12) allowing solutions of the
reduced problem to pass through p± in finite time. This sort of fold point is known
as a canard point and a solution which passes through p± from Sa to Sr is called a
singular canard, γ0, as shown in Figure 3.1(b). Near the fold Fenichel theory no longer
applies and other methods must be used to calculate the attracting and repelling slow
manifolds [38]. It is found that in general the distance between the attracting and
repelling slow manifolds is non-zero near the fold point. Solutions will either stay
on the attracting slow manifold and spiral in to a stable small-amplitude oscillation
or fixed point (depending on whether we are at a parameter value before or after a
Hopf bifurcation IH), or they will jump away following the fast direction as we saw
in the case of a jump point. These two cases are illustrated in Figure 3.2(a) and
(c). However, the distance between slow manifolds Sεa and Sεr near the fold point is
dependent upon parameters, so in the transition between these cases, there exists a
unique parameter value, Ic, at which the manifolds Sεa and Sεr will connect smoothly, as
shown in Figure 3.2(b). At this parameter value solutions will remain near the repelling
slow manifold for the longest time. This type of solution is known as a maximal canard
γε and is a perturbation of the singular canard, γ0 [38]. For parameter values within
O(e−K/ε) of this critical value, orbits exist that stay near the repelling slow manifold for
a time (O(1) on the slow time scale) before jumping away. These are known as canard
orbits. The drastic increase in the amplitude of periodic orbits over an exponentially
small parameter regime associated with this phenomenon is known as canard explosion.
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3. GSPT, Canards and MMOs

3.2.3 Singular Hopf bifurcation and canard explosion

A canard point in the singular system (ε = 0) corresponds to the point where the
equilibrium of the full system moves across the fold p± onto the middle branch of the
critical manifold (Sr). As this occurs there is a change in stability which is found to
correspond to a supercritical Hopf bifurcation in the full system (ε > 0) at

VH =
α + 1

3
±
√
α2 − α + 1− 3εγ

3
.

In the limit as ε → 0 the Hopf bifurcation point (V,w) = (VH , φ(VH)) tends to
the canard point, found from g(VC , φ(VC), I, 0) = 0. For small ε these points are
within O(

√
ε) of one another. Further investigation reveals that this is a singular Hopf

bifurcation as the real part of the eigenvalues of the linearised system for equations
(3.9), i.e.,

Re(λ) = − 3

2ε2
V 2 +

(α + 1)

ε2
V − γε+ α

ε2

passes through zero, and the imaginary part of the eigenvalues Im(λ) grows as 1/ε as
ε → 0 [4]. This occurs when I = IH = VH/γ − c(VH). It has been shown that for a
singular Hopf bifurcation, the amplitude of the periodic orbit created in the bifurcation
will increase proportionally to

√
I − IH , as given by standard Hopf bifurcation theory,

but only for I very close to IH . Once I reaches a critical value Ic the amplitude will
then increase sharply [3]. This critical parameter value, Ic, corresponds to the value at
which the attracting and repelling slow manifolds connect and has been shown to be
within O(ε) of IH [38].

To demonstrate this, we select ε = 0.01 for numerical simulations of the FHN
equations (3.9). The bifurcation diagram for system (3.9), calculated using XPPAUT,
is shown in Figure 3.3(b). It is found that the equilibrium point loses stability through
a supercritical Hopf bifurcation at IH = 0.0564. For IH < I < Ic, Sεa passes inside Sεr
and tends to the stable periodic orbit created in the Hopf bifurcation (situation shown
in Figure 3.2(a)). These small-amplitude oscillations persist until Ic ≈ 0.05837, after
which point Sεa is outside Sεr and the periodic orbit amplitude has increased rapidly
to large (relaxation oscillation) periodic orbits (situation shown in Figure 3.2(c)). The
periodic orbits in phase space near Ic are shown in Figure 3.3(a). The critical value Ic
at which the manifolds connect can be found analytically using asymptotic expansions
[36]. In general the analytical value found using asymptotic expansions agrees well
with the parameter value at which the canard explosion is seen numerically [4, 42, 43].

This singular Hopf bifurcation and subsequent canard explosion is not unique to
the FHN equations and can be shown to occur generically in singularly perturbed
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Figure 3.3 Panel (a) shows the periodic orbits for the FHN equations (3.9) with ε =
0.01 at parameter values (i) I = 0.058, (ii) I = 0.0583, (iii) I = 0.05837, (iv) I = 0.058372,
(v) I = 0.0584 and (vi) I = 0.06, corresponding to the points shown on the bifurcation
diagram in panel (b). The bifurcation diagram for the FHN equations (3.9) with ε = 0.01
in shown in panel (b). The solid line corresponds to stable solutions, the dashed line
corresponds to unstable solutions and the filled circles are stable periodic orbits. The
letters refer to the orbits in phase space shown in panel (a).

systems within O(ε) of an equilibrium point crossing a fold manifold. The details differ
slightly in the case of a subcritical Hopf bifurcation, but the main results hold. A key
distinguishing feature of canard solutions is that they travel along the repelling slow
manifold for a time. This causes a delay in excitation and a longer period of oscillation
than would be expected otherwise. However, as the change from small-amplitude
periodic orbits to large-amplitude relaxation oscillations via canard explosion occurs
over an exponentially small parameter range, the dynamics is extremely sensitive to
small parameter variations. For example, noise in a system will typically push solutions
off the repelling slow manifold very soon after the fold. Because of this, the delay effect
and other features of canards were not thought to be relevant experimentally, as these
systems are observed experimentally to transition directly from stable steady-state
behaviour to relaxation oscillations with no intermediary canard oscillations. This
degeneracy due to the manifolds Sεa and Sεr intersecting at a unique parameter value
is only found when the slow manifolds are one-dimensional, i.e., in systems that have
only one slow variable. When there are two or more slow variables, Sεa and Sεr are
higher dimensional and can intersect (leading to canard orbits) for O(1) ranges of a
parameter. In addition, the dynamics on the slow manifolds and the canard orbits
themselves can be much more complicated and interesting. This will be illustrated for
m = 1 and n = 2 in the next section.
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3. GSPT, Canards and MMOs

3.3 Systems with one fast and two slow variables

A system with one fast and two slow variables can be written in the form

εẋ = f(x, y1, y2, λ, ε),

ẏ1 = g1(x, y1, y2, λ, ε),

ẏ2 = g2(x, y1, y2, λ, ε),

(3.13)

where (x, y) ∈ R × R2 are the phase-space variables, with x being the fast variable
and y = (y1, y2)T the slow variables. The system parameters are λ ∈ Rp, and ε is the
small parameter encoding the separation of the time scales. Here we are assuming that
there are two distinct time scales, i.e., that the two slow variables y1 and y2 evolve on
a comparable time scale.

3.3.1 Critical manifold

We consider the situation where the critical manifold of system (3.13), defined by
S := {(x, y1, y2) | f(x, y1, y2, λ, 0) = 0}, is a smooth, non-degenerate folded surface as
in Section 3.1.4. With the additional assumptions that S can be given locally as
y1 = φ(x, y2) for some function φ, and the fold-curve L can be parameterised by y2,
i.e., points on the fold-curve p ∈ L can be given locally by (ξ(y2), ζ(y2), y2), y2 ∈ I,
for some interval I, we can assume without loss of generality that the origin is on the
fold-curve L. It then follows that the origin is a non-hyperbolic equilibrium of the layer
problem. Sufficient conditions [57] on f for these assumptions to hold are

f(0, 0, 0, λ, 0) = 0, fx(0, 0, 0, λ, 0) = 0,

fy1(0, 0, 0, λ, 0) 6= 0, fxx(0, 0, 0, λ, 0) 6= 0.
(3.14)

Under these conditions the critical manifold S near the origin consists of an attracting
branch Sa := {(x, y1, y2) ∈ S | fx < 0} and a repelling branch Sr := {(x, y1, y2) ∈
S | fx > 0} separated by the fold-curve L := {(x, y1, y2) ∈ S | fx = 0}. This is shown in
Figure 3.4. These perturb smoothly to slow manifolds Sεa and Sεr lying within O(ε) of
Sa and Sr, respectively. In the neighbourhood of the fold curve normal hyperbolicity
breaks down.

As in the two-dimensional case, it is possible to get canard points and jump points
on the fold-curve. Typically, fold points p ∈ L are jump points and satisfy the
transversality condition, l(p) 6= 0 [57], where

l(p) := (fy1g1 + fy2g2)|p∈L. (3.15)

This is analogous to the condition g(p) 6= 0 at a fold point p in the two-dimensional
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L
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Figure 3.4 Schematic of the folded critical manifold near the origin, with fold-curve L,
attracting branch Sa (red) and repelling branch Sr (blue), adapted from [57].

system. Geometrically the tranversality condition is satisfied when the projection of
the reduced flow onto the (y1, y2)-plane is not tangent to the fold-curve at p ∈ L. In
this case the reduced flow on the critical manifold is directed towards (or away from)
the fold-curve on both branches of the critical manifold. Consequently, the reduced
flow becomes unbounded at the fold-curve, so solutions reaching the fold must ‘jump’.
Conversely, if l(p) = 0 it is possible that trajectories can pass from Sa to Sr. Thus
l(p) = 0 is a necessary condition for the existence of canards in the system. Fold points
for which l(p) = 0 are called folded singularities, and we find the dynamics near them
by analysing the reduced flow.

3.3.2 Reduced (slow) flow

To determine the behaviour of trajectories along slow manifolds we study the dynamics
of the reduced problem. As we have assumed that we can represent S as a graph,
y1 = φ(x, y2), the reduced flow on the slow time scale τ is given by

−fxẋ = fy1g1 + fy2g2,

ẏ2 = g2,
(3.16)

with y1 = φ(x, y2). This system is singular on the fold curve, where fx = 0, and since S
is a two-dimensional manifold this means that more than one solution can pass through
a fold point p. To analyse the system we desingularise as in (3.8), rescaling time by
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3. GSPT, Canards and MMOs

−fx to give
ẋ = fy1g1 + fy2g2,

ẏ2 = −fxg2,
(3.17)

where the overdot now represents differentiation with respect to τ1 = τ/(−fx). This
system has the same phase portrait as the singular reduced system (3.16), except that
the direction of trajectories is reversed on the repelling manifold Sr (fx > 0). Thus,
the dynamics of the reduced flow near the fold-curve can be completely determined
from the dynamics of (3.17), as described in Section 3.1.4.

Equilibrium points of the full system (3.13) occur when f = g1 = g2 = 0. These are
equilibria of the desingularised reduced problem (3.17) as well, and will be referred to as
regular equilibria. The stability of regular equilibria is the same as in the desingularised
system if they are on Sa, but is reversed if they on Sr. The desingularised reduced
problem (3.17) has additional equilibria, that are not equilbria of the full system, if
fx = 0 and fy1g1 +fy2g2 = 0. From the first condition we know that these points are on
the fold curve, and from the second (which is the transversality condition (3.15) from
earlier) we know that the flow in the reduced system could pass from Sa to Sr at these
points. These folded singularities are classified according to their equilibrium type in
the desingularised system as folded saddles, folded foci, folded nodes, degenerate folded
nodes, or folded saddle-nodes type I or II. Representative phase portraits for all these
cases are shown in Figure 3.5.

3.3.3 Canard solutions

Looking at the phase portraits in Figure 3.5 it can be seen that trajectories that lie
on the eigenvectors of folded nodes and folded saddles form singular canards that pass
from Sa to Sr. In the case of the folded saddle, there is one singular canard, γ1, and one
singular (faux) canard, γ2, that passes from Sr to Sa. For folded nodes and degenerate
folded nodes, there is a whole sector of canard trajectories that pass from Sa to Sr
through the folded node. This sector is known as the funnel region and is bounded by
the strong singular canard, γs, and the fold curve in such a way that it includes the
weak singular canard, γw. There are no singular canards for folded foci, and trajectories
on Sa reach the fold curve at jump points.

As always, we wish to know what happens in the full system, for ε > 0. In particular,
we wish to know whether these singular canards perturb to maximal canards that lie
in the intersection of Sεa and Sεr . Note that as in the two-dimensional case, there will
exist a whole family of canard solutions associated with any maximal canard, as any
solution which is exponentially close to a maximal canard is also a canard solution.
From work by Szmolyan and Wechselberger [57, 60], using the blow-up method, the
following is known about the persistence of canard solutions when a perturbation is
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Figure 3.5 Phase portaits of the reduced flow (ε = 0) projected onto the (y2, x)-plane,
showing types of folded equilibria, adapted from [57]. Here the y2-axis is the fold-curve
L, x > 0 corresponds to the repelling manifold Sr (shaded blue and grey) and x < 0
corresponds to the attracting manifold Sa (shaded red and grey). Panels show (a) folded
saddle, (b) folded focus, (c) folded saddle-node (type I), (d) folded saddle-node type II,
(e) degenerate folded node and (f) folded node. The bold lines γ1 are the unique solutions
that pass from Sa onto Sr (singular canards). The bold line γ2 is the unique solution that
passes from Sr onto Sa (singular faux canard). The shaded areas in (e) and (f) show the
whole sectors of singular canard solutions that pass through the origin from Sa onto Sr.
These funnel regions are bounded by the strong canards γs and the fold curves L, and
include the weak canards γw.
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3. GSPT, Canards and MMOs

applied:

Theorem 3.2 (Canards in R3 [57, 60]). For a singularly perturbed system of the form
(3.13) with sufficiently small ε > 0 the following holds:

(i) There are no singular or maximal canards associated with a folded focus.

(ii) For a folded saddle the two singular canards γ1,2 perturb to maximal canards γε1,2.

(iii) For a folded node with eigenvalues λs < λw < 0, we define µ = λw/λs. The
singular strong canard λs perturbs to a maximal canard γεs . As long as µ−1 /∈ N
(resonance condition), the singular weak canard λw perturbs to a maximal canard
γεw. The canards γεs and γεw will be called primary canards.

(iv) For a folded node, where 2m + 1 < µ−1 < 2m + 3 and µ−1 6= 2m + 2, there
exist m additional canards, called secondary canards. These secondary canards
lie between the two primary canards and tend to the primary strong canard as
ε→ 0.

(v) These persistent secondary canards are generated by turning point bifurcations
[60] very close to µ−1 ∈ N for odd N and undergo transcritical bifurcations with
the primary weak canard when µ−1 ∈ N. For even N, the primary weak canard
undergoes a pitchfork bifurcation generating two secondary canards, however these
exist for only a small neighbourhood of µ−1 ∈ N, disappearing in turning point
bifurcations.

From Theorem 3.2 we know when maximal canards will exist, but we do not know
how these maximal canards behave. For example, in the case of a folded node, how do
we have so many intersections of the slow manifolds? There has been some numerical
work done to visualise these slow manifolds near folded nodes [9, 10, 11, 12] and it
turns out that the slow manifolds start to spiral near the folded node creating multiple
transversal intersections. This numerical result backs up earlier analytic findings using
the blow-up method, which are summarised in the following theorem:

Theorem 3.3 (Maximal canards in the case of a folded node [57, 60]). For a folded
node with eigenvalues λs < λw < 0, µ = λw/λs and 2m + 1 < µ−1 < 2m + 3 and
µ−1 6= 2m+ 2 with m ∈ N then, given sufficiently small ε > 0, the following holds:

(i) The primary strong canard, γεs , twists once around the primary weak canard, γεw.

(ii) The k-th secondary canard, γεk, where k = 1, . . . ,m, twists 2k + 1 times around
the primary weak canard, γεw.

(iii) These rotations have amplitude O(ε) and occur within O(
√
ε) of the folded node.
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3.3 Systems with one fast and two slow variables

Note that a twist corresponds to a rotation of 180◦, so the number of small-amplitude
oscillations (360◦ rotation) is half this, i.e., the k-th secondary canard will have (2k +

1)/2 small-amplitude oscillations. These maximal canards are associated with whole
families of canard orbits nearby. Each family of canards has the same number of small-
amplitude oscillations as the maximal canard it is associated with. In this way the
maximal canards organise the phase space into sectors of rotation in which orbits have
the same number of oscillations. Further findings [7] give us more information about
the form of these small oscillations near a folded node:

Theorem 3.4 (Small-amplitude oscillations in the case of a folded node [7]). For
a folded node with m secondary canards, consider two sections transverse to Sεa that
intersect the maximal canards transversely, one, Σ1, at O(1) from the fold, and the
other, Σ2, O(ε) from the fold. Then for sufficiently small ε > 0, the following holds:

(i) These secondary canards γεk separate the funnel into m + 1 sectors of rotation
Ik, 1 ≤ k ≤ m + 1, labelled in increasing order from I1 bordered by the primary
strong canard to Im+1 bordered by the primary weak canard.

(ii) The secondary canards lie within O(ε(1−µ)/2) of the primary strong canard, γεs , in
section Σ1.

(iii) In section Σ1, the size of the sectors of rotation Ik for 1 ≤ k ≤ m is O(ε(1−µ)/2)
and the size of sector Im+1 is O(1).

(iv) The rate of contraction of secondary canards from section Σ1 to Σ2 is O(ε(1−µ)/2µ),
i.e. all secondary canards approach the primary weak canard, γεw, as they near
the fold.

If we define a distance d relative to the strong singular canard as shown in Figure 3.6,
then the size of d (relative to µ and ε) tells us which sector of rotation we expect to
be in and thus the number of small-amplitude oscillations that we would expect for
a perturbed orbit. As long as ε(1−µ)/2 � d then the orbit lies in sector Im+1 and we
would expect to see the maximum number of oscillations, s = (2m+ 1)/2.

3.3.4 Global return mechanism and periodic orbits

By combining this information about the local behaviour near the fold with the fast and
slow segments given to us by Fenichel theory, we can get a full picture of the expected
dynamics. In particular, we are interested in the existence and type of periodic orbits
that may occur. To get a large-amplitude periodic orbit we need some form of global
return mechanism that brings trajectories that leave Sεa when they reach the fold,
back into the vicinity of the fold. The most convenient way this can occur is if the
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Figure 3.6 Schematic diagram illustrating the definition of quantity d, the distance
along the projected fold curve P (L+) between the strong canard and the forward image
of the folded node. By convention, a positive value of d corresponds to the forward image
of the folded node falling inside the funnel and thus forming a singular MMO. When
the forward image of the folded node falls outside the funnel, as shown here, we have a
negative value of d and there is no singular MMO. The colour of the surface is the same
as in Figure 3.5, indicating the attracting and repelling manifolds and the funnel region.

critical manifold is cubic-shaped, but the results hold for any non-degenerate return
mechanism.

We now assume that the critical manifold S is cubic-shaped with two attracting
branches S±a and one repelling branch Sr, separated by two fold curves L±, which
are all smooth and nondegenerate as defined in Section 3.1.4. We can now construct
trajectories in the singular limit by concatenating fast ‘jumps’ along the fibres of the
layer problem, from L± to S∓a , with trajectories on S±a following the reduced flow until
a fold curve is reached. Formalising this, we first define the projections along the fast
fibres of the fold curves L± onto S∓a as P (L±) ⊂ S∓a , and the flows from P (L±) to L∓

as Π∓. This gives us the return map Π := P ◦ Π+ ◦ P ◦ Π−, which will be used later.

A singular periodic orbit, Γ, is a piecewise smooth closed curve made up of segments
Γ±a following the reduced flow on S±a , and segments Γ±f on the fast fibres of the layer
problem, i.e., Γ = Γ−a ∪Γ−f ∪Γ+

a ∪Γ+
f ; examples are shown in Figure 3.7. Depending on

the type of fold point at which the orbit meets the fold curve, we can see different types
of behaviour in the full (ε > 0) system: either jumping or small-amplitude oscillations.
If we can find a singular periodic orbit that reaches the fold curves at ‘jump’ points, then
we would expect to see relaxation oscillations in the perturbed system for sufficiently
small ε > 0. If a singular periodic orbit passes through the funnel region of a folded
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3.3 Systems with one fast and two slow variables

node (or folded saddle-node) then we would expect to see mixed mode oscillations in
the perturbed system for sufficiently small ε > 0. The requirements for each type of
oscillation are given below.

Relaxation oscillations [58]

Assuming we have a cubic-shaped critical manifold, as described above, then it can
be shown that a periodic relaxation oscillation exists in the full system (3.13) for
sufficiently small ε > 0 as long as the following conditions are satisfied:

- A singular periodic orbit Γ exists.

- The singular periodic orbit reaches the fold points p± ∈ L± at jump points, i.e.
the transversality condition (3.15) is satisfied.

- The singular periodic orbit is transversal to the curves P (L±).

This situation is shown in Figure 3.7 (a). An important step in proving that a relaxation
oscillation exists in the full (ε > 0) system is being able to show that a singular periodic
orbit exists for ε = 0. To do this it is sufficient to find segments N± ⊆ P (L±) which
reach the fold curves L∓ in finite time (so that the maps Π∓ are well-defined) and
then to show that Π(N−) ⊂ P (L+) (with Π well defined). Using Brouwer’s fixed point
theorem, we can then show that the return map must have a fixed point, and thus a
singular periodic orbit exists.

Mixed mode oscillations [7]

Assuming we have a cubic-shaped critical manifold, as described above, then it can be
shown that a stable mixed mode oscillation of type 1s (one large oscillation, s small
oscillations) exists in the full system (3.13) for sufficiently small ε > 0 as long as the
following conditions are satisfied:

- A singular periodic orbit Γ exists.

- The singular periodic orbit reaches the lower (upper) fold point p− ∈ L− (p+ ∈
L+) at a folded node or folded saddle-node and reaches the upper (lower) fold
point p+ ∈ L+ (p− ∈ L−) at a jump point.

- The singular periodic orbit is transversal to the curves P (L±).

This situation is shown in Figure 3.7 (b) and (c). The number of small-amplitude
oscillations seen in the MMOs in the full system (ε > 0) is determined by which sector
of rotation the singular periodic orbit lies in, which depends crucially on the parameters
ε, µ and d.
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Figure 3.7 Schematic diagram of singular (ε = 0) periodic orbits in the phase space.
Panel (a) shows a singular relaxation oscillation and panel (b) shows a singular MMO,
adapted from [50]. Panel (c) shows the singular MMO when projected transverse to the
fast direction and the fold curve. The dot-dash curves in panels (b) and (c) indicate
the strong canard. If the singular orbit passes through the funnel of a folded node
singularity (grey area in panels (b) and (c)) then subthreshold oscillations causing MMOs
are expected in the full system (ε > 0). The term funnel and the meanings of all symbols
are explained in the text.
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As long as ε� µ, the maximum number of small-amplitude oscillations s is given
by s = (2m+ 1)/2. This condition guarantees that the perturbation ε does not change
µ significantly, so the number of sectors of rotation and thus the maximal number of
small-amplitude oscillations will remain the same. For a larger perturbation ε, there
could be additional secondary canards created, leading to additional rotational sectors.
If this condition is violated because µ → 0, we would expect to see more complicated
MMOs that visit more than one sector, since the number of secondary canards tends
to infinity, the width of the sectors decreases and the rate of contraction decreases as
µ→ 0. This situation is related to the folded saddle-node type II (singular Hopf) case
and is discussed later.

The parameter d (defined in Figure 3.6) tells us where in the funnel region the
orbit lies. Independent of µ, if the condition ε(1−µ)/2 � d is satisfied, the orbit lies in
the Im+1 sector and will exhibit the maximum number of small-amplitude rotations,
i.e., s = (2m + 1)/2. As d decreases (moves towards the strong primary canard), the
periodic orbit will move through sectors with decreasing numbers of small-amplitude
oscillations. In the transition between sectors Ik+1 and Ik we expect to see orbits of
the form 1k1k+1 and in the transition to relaxation oscillations, we could see more than
one large-amplitude oscillation per MMO.

3.4 Extension to m fast variables and n slow variables

The theory for canards and MMOs associated with folded nodes in singularly perturbed
systems with one fast and one or two slow variables is well developed, and has been
summarised in the preceding sections. However, in many systems there will be more
fast and slow variables than this. Recent developments [61] have shown how the above
theory can be extended to systems with more fast and slow variables, given certain
assumptions, and we outline the main results here.

3.4.1 Centre manifold reduction of fast variables [61]

It can be shown that in a singularly perturbed system of the form (3.1), near a
non-degenerate fold manifold L, as defined in section 3.1.4, there exists an (n + 1)-
dimensional centre manifold. The dynamics on this centre manifold capture the local
dynamics near the fold, and thus can be used to determine the dynamics of the reduced
flow on the critical manifold. If we then assume that all eigenvalues of the layer problem,
except that which goes through zero at the fold, have negative real part, which is the
case if there is an attracting critical manifold Sa on one side of the fold, this means
that the centre manifold is globally attracting. In some cases the assumption that we
have an attracting critical manifold is not valid. We do not consider these cases here;
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for discussion and review of other situations see [9].

3.4.2 Reduction of the n slow variables to the two slow variable

case [61]

Assuming that we have used a centre manifold reduction to (locally) reduce the number
of fast variables under consideration to one, we have the system

εẋ1 = f1(x1, y, λ, ε),

ẏ = g(x1, y, λ, ε),
(3.18)

where (x1, y) ∈ R×Rn are the phase-space variables. From (3.8) we find the desingu-
larised reduced flow

ẋ1 = (Dyf1 · g)(x1, y2, .., yn, λ, 0),

ẏj = −f1,x1gj(x1, y2, .., yn, λ, 0), j = 2, .., n
(3.19)

assuming we can represent S by some graph y1 = φ(x1, y2, .., yn). This system has an
(n − 1)-dimensional fold manifold L, with an (n − 2)-dimensional manifold of folded
singularities defined by

F := {f1,x1 = 0, Dyf1 · g = 0}. (3.20)

These folded singularities have (n−2) zero eigenvalues, with eigenvectors tangent to the
manifold of folded singularities, F . The folded singularities also have two eigenvalues
with (generically) non-zero real part; we label these λ1,2. Using λ1,2, we can classify
the folded singularities into folded foci, folded nodes, folded saddle-nodes and folded
saddles. As in the earlier sections, we are most interested in the existence of maximal
canard solutions, which travel from Sεa to Sεr . It can be shown that locally the normal
form near a folded singularity p ∈ F is the same as the normal form for systems with
one fast and two slow variables, and thus Theorems 3.2 - 3.4 apply. This result means
that we can use the same techniques as in Section 3.3.4 to predict whether relaxation
oscillations or mixed mode oscillations will occur in the full system (ε > 0).

3.5 Alternate MMO mechanisms

In this chapter we have outlined how passage near a folded node can lead to MMOs.
This is not the only mechanism that can lead to MMOs in multiple-time-scale systems
and a comprehensive review of other mechanisms is given by Desroches et al. [9]. We
find that two alternate means of generating MMOs play a role in the systems studied
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in this work, both of which are able to be viewed as limiting cases of the folded node
theory. These are the cases where we are near a singular Hopf bifurcation (or folded
saddle-node type II), and where there are three distinct time scales. In both these
cases we find that we have µ� 1 (if we consider the intermediate variable(s) to be on
the slow time scale in the three-time-scale situation).

The folded node theory outlined in this chapter tells us that in the limit µ → 0

the number of secondary canards grows without bound and the width of the sectors of
rotation decreases to O(

√
ε), since the width is O(ε(1−µ)/2). Additionally the rate of

contraction within the funnel region decreases. These predictions about the number
of sectors and the rate of contraction suggest that the dynamics (and thus the MMOs
observed) for a folded node with µ� 1 will be much more complicated, and trajectories
visiting multiple submaximal sectors (Ik, k = 1 . . .m) are likely to occur.

An extension of GSPT to a normal form of the folded saddle-node type II case
was studied in [39] and their findings match these predictions from the folded node
theory. This analysis requires including perturbation terms of higher order in ε and is
not performed for any of the models considered here. An additional factor to consider
when we are near a folded saddle-node type II, is that we are typically also near
a singular Hopf bifurcation in the full system (as explained below), which has been
shown to be able to generate small-amplitude oscillations and MMOs [24].

Krupa et al. [34, 35] studied a canonical form of a three-time-scale system and a
neuronal model with three time scales, and found that much more complicated MMO
patterns (than for standard two-time-scale systems) occur. Comprehensive theory
relating to the case of three time scales has yet to be developed, but findings so far
are discussed briefly in this section, with emphasis placed on important qualitative
differences in the MMOs seen.

3.5.1 Singular Hopf / Folded saddle-node type II bifurcation

The first case we consider here is when we have a folded saddle-node type II bifurcation
and µ→ 0. As we pass through a folded saddle-node type II bifurcation in the reduced
system (ε = 0) the following sequence of events occurs as the bifurcation parameter
is varied: a stable node on Sa reaches L, undergoes a transcritical bifurcation with
a folded saddle on L, the folded saddle becomes a folded node and the stable node
becomes a saddle on Sr. The stable node on Sa corresponds to a stable equilibrium of
the full system, as the eigenvalues from the reduced problem and the eigenvalues from
the layer problem are all negative. When the stable node bifurcates it becomes a saddle
on Sr. This saddle point in the reduced system corresponds to an unstable equilibrium
in the full system with two positive eigenvalues (one from the reduced problem and
one from the layer problem) and the remainder of the eigenvalues negative. As the
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corresponding bifurcation point is crossed in the full system, the real part of two of the
eigenvalues changes sign at a Hopf bifurcation. Hence, in the singular limit (ε → 0)
this Hopf bifurcation corresponds to a folded saddle-node type II bifurcation. As ε→ 0

the real part of these two eigenvalues tends to zero and the imaginary part grows as
1/ε, meaning that we have a singular Hopf bifurcation, which occurs at a distance O(ε)

from the fold.
After the singular Hopf bifurcation there exists a saddle-focus, p∗, near the fold with

an (n + m − 2)-dimensional stable manifold Ws(p
∗) and a two-dimensional unstable

manifold Wu(p
∗) corresponding to complex eigenvalues of p∗ with positive real part.

An orbit that passes near p∗ will oscillate as it is pushed out along Wu(p
∗). The

number of small-amplitude oscillations seen will depend on how close the orbit comes
to p∗ and on the ratio of real to imaginary parts of the complex unstable eigenvalues.
The distance from Ws(p

∗) of the orbit determines how close it will come to p∗ and
is analogous to the distance d from the strong canard in the folded node case; orbits
closer to Ws(p

∗) will oscillate for a longer period of time and will begin with smaller
oscillations. Characteristics features of the small-amplitude oscillations seen due to
a singular Hopf bifurcation are that the maximum amplitude of the small-amplitude
oscillations does not depend on ε or d and they are seen in phase space to spiral out
following a two-dimensional surface Wu(p

∗) [9].
A complicating factor is that the singular Hopf bifurcation occurs when there is a

folded node with µ � 1 in the reduced system. From GSPT we know that as well as
the manifolds Ws(p

∗) and Wu(p
∗), we also have the invariant slow manifolds Sεa and

Sεr which spiral around each other due to the folded node. These invariant manifolds
all exist very close together in phase space, and for µ = O(

√
ε) it is possible to that

the small-amplitude oscillations in MMOs can be caused by a combination of the
passage near a folded node, from Sεa to Sεr , and by trajectories spiralling out following
Wu(p

∗) [9]. This situation has been studied numerically by Guckenheimer [24] who
showed that the tangential intersection of Sεr and Wu(p

∗) plays an important role in
the transition from small-amplitude oscillations following a singular Hopf bifurcation,
to MMOs. The bifurcation in the full system associated with this transition is found
to be either a period-doubling or torus bifurcation [24].

3.5.2 Three time scale situation

So far we have assumed that there is an explicit two time scale splitting, with all fast
(slow) variables evolving on a comparable time scale, and much faster (slower) than the
other slow (fast) variables. Unfortunately, in models of real systems this is not always
the case, as found in the Politi-Höfer and Dupont models in Chapter 2. Considering the
three variable case using existing two timescale theory, the system may be considered
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as having two slow variables in which case the folded node (with µ� 1) and singular
Hopf bifurcation type mechanisms may lead to MMOs, or as having two fast variables
in which case we find a Hopf bifurcation in the layer problem and MMOs can arise
due to a dynamic Hopf bifurcation or toubillion [9]. Krupa et al. [34, 35] made further
progress studying a special case of the canonical form for a three timescale system
where the slowest variable depends only on the intermediate variable. In this case
they find that the dynamics can be understood as a slow passage through canard
explosion with the slowest variable acting as a slowly varying parameter. However,
no comprehensive theory exists for a general three timescale system, and many of the
above mentioned structures are not mutually exclusive and may play a role in the
dynamics depending on the specific parameters in the model of interest. Here we do
not attempt to describe these situations or their relationship to the folded node case,
but merely list the differences in the features of the MMOs that can be seen, compared
with MMOs in systems with two time scales and µ� 0:

• MMOs observed can resemble the slow passage through a canard explosion,
which means that the small-amplitude oscillations remain relatively large as ε
is decreased,

• Stable 1k MMOs are seen for a relatively small parameter region,

• MMOs that visit more than one sector of rotation of the form Ls11 L
s2

2 . . . with
s1 6= s2 are common,

• Orbits often return close to the strong canard and thus a submaximal number of
small-amplitude oscillations will be seen,

• MMOs with more than one large-amplitude oscillations are often seen,

• The number of small-amplitude oscillations can depend on ε.

A clear discussion and some examples are given in [9, 34, 35].
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4
Atri Model Analysis

In Section 2.1 we showed that the variables in the Atri model evolve on different time
scales. Specifically we found that the cytosolic calcium concentration, C, evolves much
faster than the cytosolic IP3 concentration, P , and the total cell calcium concentration
Ct, and that the proportion of closed IP3 receptors, r, evolves either relatively quickly
or relatively slowly depending on the size of τ̂ . In all three versions of the model,
the system goes through a (singular) Hopf bifurcation, after which the amplitude of
periodic orbits rises rapidly, and relaxation and mixed mode oscillations are observed.
These are features that are typical of multiple-time-scale systems.

In this chapter we analyse the Class I, Class II and Hybrid versions of the Atri model
using geometric singular perturbation techniques. Using these techniques we obtain
results in the singular limit that are able to explain many of the features observed
in the dynamics in the full (nonsingular) systems. Being a perturbation technique,
there are restrictions on the applicability of the predictions when the perturbation is
applied; these limitations of the theory are discussed. The Class I and Class II analysis
using the two slow variable theory is published in the Journal of Nonlinear Science [28],
with the exception of the unstable canard analysis in Sections 4.1.4, 4.1.5 and 4.2.4.
The three slow variable theory required to analyse the Hybrid model was developed by
Wechselberger [61] and its application to the Hybrid model appears in CHAOS [27].

4.1 Atri Class I – one fast and three slow variables

For a Class I model, we consider the case α = 0 and τ̂ = O(1) in equations (2.12).
This system has one fast variable, C, and three slow variables Ct, P , and r.
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4. Atri Model Analysis

4.1.1 Reduction to a three-dimensional singularly perturbed

model with one fast and two slow variables

Setting α = 0 causes the dP/dt1 equation to decouple from the rest of the system. This
equation has an attracting equilibrium solution at Pst = ν̂/β̂ = ν/(Qpβ) and, if we
assume that P has evolved to this equilibrium state, the model is three-dimensional. To
analyse this model using geometric singular perturbation techniques we must identify
a small parameter that encodes the time scale separation. Here we use ε = Tc/Tct = δ,
which is the ratio between the fastest and slowest variables in the model. On the slow
time scale, t1 = t/Tct , this gives us the singularly perturbed problem

ε
dC

dt1
= J̄release − J̄serca + ε(J̄in − J̄pm) =: f(C,Ct, r, ε),

dCt
dt1

= J̄in − J̄pm =: g1(C), (4.1)

dr

dt1
=

1

τ̂

(
k2

2

k2
2 +Q2C2

− r
)

=: g2(C, r).

In the analysis that follows we will be interested in the singular limit corresponding
to ε → 0. It may appear that we have just renamed the original parameter δ as ε.
However, δ is a factor in each of the dimensionless parameters in (2.13); these are of
order O(1), independent of the time scale separation, and will not change their values
in the singular limit ε→ 0. Thus it is important in the following to distinguish between
the parameters ε and δ.

System (4.1) evolves on a slow time scale t1. The equivalent multiple-time-scales
problem evolving on the fast time scale t2 = t1/ε = t/Tc is given by:

dC

dt2
= f(C,Ct, r, ε),

dCt
dt2

= εg1(C), (4.2)

dr

dt2
= εg2(C, r) .

With the model in this form, we now apply techniques from geometric singular pertur-
bation theory (Chapter 3) with the aim of explaining the model dynamics for different
values of parameter ν, some of which is shown in the bifurcation diagram, Figure 2.1(a).
In particular, we wish to identify the mechanisms underlying the MMOs and relaxation
oscillations observed for the intervals of ν described in Section 2.1.2.
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Figure 4.1 Critical manifold, S, of
the Class I Atri model, equations
(4.2) with ε = 0. Attracting and
repelling segments, S±a and Sr are
labelled and the fold curves L± are
shown in blue. The curves P (L∓) on
S±a exist but are not shown on this
diagram for clarity.

4.1.2 Geometric analysis

Taking the limit as ε → 0 of the fast system (4.2) we get the layer problem, which
describes the evolution of the fast variable C for fixed values of (Ct, r):

C ′ = f(C,Ct, r, 0),

C ′t = r′ = 0 ,
(4.3)

where the prime indicates differentiation with respect to the fast time scale, t2. This
system has a two-dimensional manifold of equilibria given by the critical manifold
S := {(C,Ct, r) | f(C,Ct, r, 0) = 0}. Solving f(C,Ct, r, 0) = J̄release − J̄serca = 0 for Ct
as a function of (C, r) gives the equation for the critical manifold:

Ct = φ(C, r) = (1 + 1/γ)C+

1

1+ ke
QcC

kflux γ µ0 V1Qc
Ve

(
1 + µ1

µ0

(
1

1+
kµ

QpPst

))
r

(
b
V1

+ 1

1+
k1
QcC

) . (4.4)

The cubic shape of the critical manifold is evident in Figure 4.1. The upper and lower
fold-curves are given by L± := {fC(C, φ(C, r), r) = 0}, where fC := ∂f/∂C. The
stability of the critical manifold depends on the sign of fC . The upper and lower
branches of the critical manifold, S±a , are attracting (fC < 0) and the central branch,
Sr, is repelling (fC > 0).

The cubic shape of the critical manifold allows the system to possess oscillating
solutions. In the singular limit ε = 0, a singular periodic orbit, Γ, is comprised of a
trajectory of the reduced (slow) vector field along the lower branch S−a of S, followed by
a global excursion which starts with a fast jump near the fold-curve L−, followed by a
slow segment on the upper branch S+

a and another fast jump near the fold-curve L+ to
return to the lower branch S−a , as shown in Figure 3.7. Depending on the nature of the
reduced flow near the fold-curves L± of S, the full system (ε > 0) may exhibit either
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4. Atri Model Analysis

classical relaxation oscillations where the trajectory jumps immediately along the fast
fibre when it reaches the fold-curve (Figure 3.7(a)) or MMOs where the trajectory
stays longer near the fold-curve producing small-amplitude oscillations before jumping
(panels (b) and (c) of Figure 3.7).

To identify what behaviour we would expect to see, we need to calculate the reduced
flow on S, which describes the evolution of the slow system once the fast system has
reached its equilibrium (f = 0). Taking the limit ε → 0 of the slow system (4.1) and
projecting onto the (r, C)-plane we get the two-dimensional reduced problem

−fCĊ = fCtg1 + frg2,

ṙ = g2,
(4.5)

for (C, r) ∈ S, i.e., Ct = φ(C, r), where the overdot indicates differentiation with
respect to the slow time scale, t1. This system is singular when fC = 0, i.e., along
the fold-curves L±. Rescaling time by the factor −fC (i.e., t1 = −fC t3) produces the
desingularised reduced flow on the critical manifold

Ċ = fCtg1 + frg2,

ṙ = −fCg2,
(4.6)

for (C, r) ∈ S, where the overdot now indicates differentiation with respect to t3. This
system has the same phase portrait as the singular reduced system (4.5), except that
the direction of trajectories is reversed on the repelling manifold Sr (fC > 0), and so
the dynamics of the reduced flow near the fold-curve can be completely determined
from the dynamics of (4.6), as described in Chapter 3.

We locate singularities of (4.6) via numerical integration using XPPAUT [19]. Note
here that we will report our results primarily using the original parameters rather than
nondimensionalised parameters, to enable easy comparison with [14]. Setting τ = 2

and varying ν, we find folded and ordinary singularities of the reduced flow near the
lower fold curve L− as given in Table 4.1. The folded saddle-node type II corresponds
to a transcritical bifurcation of an ordinary and a folded singularity in the system, and
corresponds to a singular Hopf bifurcation in the limit ε→ 0. For 0 < ν < 1.547 there
are no folded singularities on the upper fold curve L+.

4.1.3 Constructing singular periodic orbits and interpreting the

results

To determine the expected dynamics, we construct singular periodic orbits following
the procedure described in Section 3.3.4. For the Atri Class I model, we are able to con-
struct singular MMOs that are the unique attractor for the interval 0.3453 < ν . 0.51.
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4.1 Atri Class I – one fast and three slow variables

parameter value folded singularity on L− ordinary singularity position
0 < ν < 0.35 folded saddle stable node S−a
ν ≈ 0.35 folded saddle-node type II

0.35 < ν ≤ 0.62 folded node saddle Sr
ν > 0.62 folded focus saddle Sr

Table 4.1 Singularities of the reduced flow (4.5) of the Class I Atri model, for ν values
near the lower Hopf bifurcation, HB1.

Specifically, we find that for 0.3453 < ν 6 0.6226, there is a folded node on the lower
fold curve L−, no stable singularities in the full system, no folded singularities on
L+, and no other folded singularities on L−. Furthermore, for this interval of ν the
direction of the reduced flow is transversal to P (L∓) on S±a and is directed towards
the fold curves L±. Finally, the map Π returns the intersection of the strong canard
and P (L+) to the funnel region for 0.3453 < ν . 0.51 (d > 0). For larger ν values
the map Π returns the intersection of the strong canard and P (L+) outside the funnel
region (d < 0), and we can construct a singular relaxation oscillation. As we increase
ν the parameter d decreases from d ≈ 0.05 at ν = 0.3453 to d = 0 at ν ≈ 0.51, as
shown in Figure 4.5. The unique singular periodic orbit, Γ, through the folded node
found for ν = 0.4 is shown in Figure 4.2(a) and the situation for ν = 0.6 is shown in
Figure 4.2(b).

We predict that MMOs will occur in the full Atri Class I system for parameter values
near the interval 0.3453 < ν . 0.51 for sufficiently small ε. The exact MMO range
depends on how the perturbation affects the return map, as well as the position of the
funnel region. Numerical integration using AUTO [13] of the full Class I model (4.1)
yields the bifurcation set shown in Figure 4.4. Note that as ε is increased, the lower
boundary of the MMO regime shifts from its value in the singular limit (ν = 0.3453,
the value at which the folded saddle-node type II occurs in the reduced flow) by O(ε).
This shift is explained by singular Hopf bifurcation theory [38]. In contrast, the upper
boundary of the MMO regime shifts from its value in the singular limit (ν = 0.51, the
value at which d = 0 and the forward orbit returns precisely to the strong canard) by
O(
√
ε), as expected from canard theory [7]. We see that in this case as ε increases the

return mechanism moves the stable oscillation towards the funnel region. For instance,
for ν = 0.55 in the ε = 0 case we find d < 0 (i.e., no singular MMO), but for ε = 0.01

there is an MMO that passes near the singular folded node, as shown in Figure 4.6.

As described in Chapter 3, the specific form of observed MMOs can sometimes be
predicted by examination of the values of µ, the ratio of the (real, negative) eigenvalues
of the folded node, ε, the singular perturbation parameter and d, the distance from
the strong canard (boundary of the funnel region). Our leading (zero) order numerical
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Figure 4.2 Singular (ε = 0) orbits for the Class I Atri model, equations (4.3) and
(4.6), projected onto the (r, C) plane, for (a) ν = 0.4 and (b) ν = 0.6. The (almost)
horizontal solid and dashed black lines are the fold curves and their projections P(L±).
The red dot-dash curve is the strong canard associated with the folded node and marks
the boundary of the funnel region, shaded grey. In (a) ν = 0.4, the map Π returns the
intersection of the strong canard and P (L+) to the right of the strong canard, inside the
singular funnel (d > 0), forming a singular periodic orbit Γ. In (b) ν = 0.6, the map Π
returns the intersection of the strong canard and P (L+) to the left of the strong canard,
outside the singular funnel (d < 0). The trajectory would then reach a jump point on
L−, thus not forming a singular periodic orbit through the folded node. The lower panels
provide zooms for clarification. The theory presented in Chapter 3 predicts that in the full
(ε > 0) model we would see MMO activity in case (a) and classical relaxation oscillations
in case (b).

construction of a singular periodic orbit gives us the parameter d and we find µ from
the eigenvalues of the folded singularity in the desingularised system (4.6). With this
information, we are now able to make some basic statements about the type of MMOs
that occur in the full Atri Class I system (ε 6= 0) as we increase ε.

As we vary ν the parameter µ increases from 0 at ν = 0.3453 to 1 at ν = 0.6226, as
shown in Figure 4.5. This means that as ν increases the number of secondary canards
decreases. For ε sufficiently small (µ � ε1/2) the number of secondary canards is the
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Figure 4.3 Oscillations in calcium concentration, C, in the Class I Atri model,
equations (4.2), with ε = 0.01 (a) ν = 0.4, mixed mode oscillation; (b) ν = 0.5, mixed
mode oscillation; and (c) ν = 0.8, relaxation oscillation.
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Figure 4.4 Bifurcation set for the
Class I Atri model, equations (4.2).
The locus (in ν− ε parameter space)
of Hopf (HB1), period-doubling
(PD1) and saddle-node of periodic
orbits (SNP1 and SNP2) bifurcations
were computed using AUTO [13].
Figure 2.1 shows the corresponding
location of these bifurcations in a
bifurcation diagram for ε = 0.01.
The shaded region shows parameters
values for which MMOs have been
observed.

same as in the singular limit, i.e., m = [(1 − µ)/2µ].∗ In this case there are m + 1

sectors of rotation, and the maximum number of small oscillations that can be seen
due to the folded node is s = (2m + 1)/2. For the MMOs studied here (and shown in
Figures 4.3 and 4.6) we consider ε = 0.01, so this prediction holds for µ� 0.1, i.e., for
ν � 0.43. For ν less than this, care must be taken, as the perturbation is large enough
that it could change the number of secondary canards, and thus the number of sectors
of rotation.

In addition to this condition, if our perturbation ε is sufficiently small that the
condition d� ε(1−µ)/2 is satisfied, then the theory tells us that we will see the maximal
number of small-amplitude oscillations, s = (2m + 1)/2, as the orbit will lie in the
Im+1 sector of rotation. It turns out, for the Atri model, that ε must be smaller
than is physiologically reasonable to satisfy this condition. Additionally, even if we
artificially make ε small enough, most of these small-amplitude oscillations are not

∗Here [(1− µ)/2µ] means the largest integer less than or equal to (1− µ)/2µ.
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Figure 4.5 Qualitative plots of the µ, d and ν values for the folded node on L− (ε = 0)
for the Atri Class I model. The shaded region indicates the ν values for which MMOs are
predicted (d > 0 and 0 < µ < 1). The µ values can be calculated analytically for a given
ν value from equations (4.6), but the d values must be found numerically by constructing
singular orbits using equations (4.3) and (4.6); the error bars indicate the accuracy in the
values of d.

observable because they are of O(ε) amplitude. For ε larger than this (e.g., for the
MMOs shown in Figure 4.3(a) for which ε = 0.01), we cannot expect the singular
limit analysis to give a precise number for the small-amplitude oscillations, as we are
returning too close to the strong canard to know which sector of rotation the orbit
will lie in. However, we can get some useful qualitative predictions; as ν increases,
µ increases, which decreases the number of rotational sectors and thus the possible
number of small-amplitude oscillations, and d decreases which means that the orbit is
more likely to lie in a submaximal rotational sector Ik with 1 ≤ k < m. These two
factors both suggest that the number of small-amplitude oscillations seen will decrease
as ν increases, which matches the numerical observations.

Note that as µ→ 0 we expect the dynamics will be more complicated as discussed
in Section 3.5. Analysing this situation would require a detailed analysis including
perturbation terms of the Atri model of higher order in ε and is outside the scope of
this work.

4.1.4 Bifurcations of MMOs

The full bifurcation structure in the MMO region is quite complicated and was not
shown in Figure 2.1(a). A more complete bifurcation diagram showing some of the
extra features is shown in Figure 4.7. The singular Hopf bifurcation HB1 is supercritical.
The stable periodic orbit arising from this Hopf bifurcation loses stability in a period-
doubling bifurcation PD1. After this first period-doubling bifurcation, there is a period-
doubling cascade. The first family of periodic orbits arising from the first period-
doubling bifurcation is shown in Figure 4.7 in orange and red and contains the stable
11 MMO orbits. Between the 11 stable MMO family and the 10 stable relaxation
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Figure 4.6 Panel (a) shows the singular (ε = 0) and full (ε = 0.01) trajectories for
Class I Atri model, with ν = 0.55, in blue and green, respectively, projected onto (r, C).
For ε = 0, shown in blue, the trajectory that starts at the folded node, FN, returns to
the left of the strong canard (red dot-dash line), outside the funnel region (d < 0). For
ε = 0.01, shown in green, there exists a stable attracting MMO of type 111212, which
appears to pass through the funnel region, i.e., d > 0. Panel (b) shows the time series for
the ε = 0.01 MMO, plotting C against t1.

oscillations there is a gap in ν. In this region more complicated MMO patterns can
be seen which are concatenations of 11 and 10 orbits, so take the form L1 with L > 2.
These orbits form small isolas between B5 and SNP1 in Figure 4.7; these are not shown
in the bifurcation diagram as they exist for such small ranges of ν that they would not
be clearly visible.

The stable MMO orbits 1s, for s > 1, observed for ν < 0.56, form isolas, with
s increasing as ν decreases. The first four of these isolas (2 ≤ s ≤ 5) are shown in
Figure 4.7. The stability and shape of the orbits changes as one moves around the isola
in parameter space, undergoing numerous saddle-node bifurcations and period-doubling
bifurcations, but the total number of oscillations remains constant. To illustrate this
two orbits on the 13 isola, labelled Isn in Figure 4.7, are shown in Figure 4.8. The
stable 13 MMO, Is2, is shown in blue, and the unstable MMO orbit, Is1, is shown
in black. Both these orbits have 4 oscillations; Is2 has one large-amplitude oscillation
and three small-amplitude oscillations, Is1 has two small-amplitude oscillations and two
canard type oscillations. According to the theory, the difference in the number of small-
amplitude oscillations means that these orbits must lie near different sectors of rotation;
the orbit with fewer rotations would be expected to be closer to the strong canard. The
positions of the orbits relative to the strong canard are shown in Figure 4.8(a) and agree
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Figure 4.7 The partial bifurcation diagram for the Class I Atri model, equations
(4.2) with ε = 0.01, near the lower Hopf bifurcation, HB1, showing more detail than
Figure 2.1(a). The black curve at low C indicates the position of the equilibrium point.
For all periodic orbits the maximum amplitude is shown, with solid lines indicating stable
orbits and dashed lines indicating unstable orbits. The family of periodic orbits that arises
from the Hopf bifurcation is shown in grey (the HB1 family) and the family arising from
the first period-doubling bifurcation, PD1 is shown in red and orange (the PD1 family).
The inset shows a close up of the periodic orbits near the SNP1 bifurcation showing the
positions of the HB1 (grey) family of orbits and the PD1 (red/orange) family of orbits.
Also shown are the isolas associated with the stable MMO 12, 13,14, and 15 orbits, which
are coloured alternating purple/pink and green/blue. The labels An (along the HB1

family of periodic orbits) and Isn (along the 13 MMO isola) identify selected periodic
orbits that are shown in Figures 4.11 and 4.8.

with these predictions.
For all the isolas shown there is a stable plateau at high C which corresponds to

stable 1s MMOs. For smaller s the stable regions of these isolas do not overlap, and in
between we can find more complicated stable MMOs that form additional isolas. For
example, between the 12 and 13 isolas, we find isolas that include such MMOs as 1312,
131312 and 131212 that stack up on the top right of the 13 isola, but are too small to be
visible here. For larger s the stable regions of the 1s isolas overlap one another and the
stable combination MMOs in the transition cannot be found using initial value solvers.

The bifurcation structure we find here is consistent with that found in other models
of two slow variables in which MMOs are seen. For example, Petrov et al. [46] found
similar period-doubling cascades and families of MMO isolas in their analysis of MMOs
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Figure 4.8 Periodic orbits in the Class I Atri model with ε = 0.01 on the 13 isola of
periodic orbits at ν = 0.5 labelled Is1 and Is2 in Figure 4.7. The position of the folded
node is given by the green circle and its associated funnel region bordered by γs is shaded.
The saddle equilibrium point is shown by the red cross. The blue orbit is the stable 13

MMO, Is2. The black orbit is the unstable MMO orbit, Is1, with two small-amplitude
oscillations and two unstable canard oscillations. The projection of the orbits onto C − r
space is shown in panels (b) and (d), with the position of the saddle equilibrium point
indicated with a red cross. The respective C time series are shown in panels (c) and (e).

in chemical systems. However, they did not investigate the relationship between these
MMOs and the time scales in the system or canard orbits. In Desroches et al. [12] the
presence of a period-doubling cascade and families of MMO isolas was found in a three-
dimensional version of the Hodgkin-Huxley model. In this work they used numerical
methods to identify and continue the canard orbits and showed that these correspond
to the MMO isolas found. Their analysis focused on using numerical methods to
continue canard solutions to investigate what happens at high values of ε at which
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the singular limit theory no longer applies. They did not look at the singular canard
orbits. Wechselberger and Weckesser [63] studied the bifurcation structure in a stellate
cell (neuronal) model. In this model there is a period-doubling cascade following a
singular Hopf bifurcation. The families of MMOs do not, however, form isolas, as they
terminate in homoclinic bifurcations. Using singular canards they are able to explain
the observed MMO patterns, period-doubling orbits and homoclinic bifurcations. The
bifurcations seen in the Atri Class I model are different enough that the analysis in
[63] does not fully explain the observed structure. However, it does provide us with
insight into how to conduct the analysis, which we use in the next section.

4.1.5 Unstable singular canard orbits

MMOs are seen for ν values up until the saddle-node bifurcation of periodic orbits
SNP1, after which a stable relaxation oscillation exists. As was shown in Section 4.1.3,
as ε → 0 the ν value for SNP1 tends to the ν value at which d = 0 and the theory
predicts a transition from MMOs to relaxation oscillations in the perturbed (ε > 0)
system. This finding leads us to investigate whether other features of the bifurcation
diagram might also correspond to bifurcations in the singular periodic orbits of the
reduced and layer problems. Following work by Wechselberger and Weckesser [63],
who studied bifurcations of MMOs in a stellate cell model using geometric singular
perturbation techniques, we will look at the (unstable) canard orbits that are formed
when solutions travel along Sr for a length of time before jumping away to S+

a or
jumping back to S+

a and determine how much of the bifurcation structure can be
explained using these singular limit results.

The 01 / 10 family of MMOs

In this analysis we will focus on understanding the family of periodic orbits arising
out of the Hopf bifurcation, the branch shown in grey in Figure 4.7. We find that this
family of periodic orbits is a perturbation of unstable singular canard orbits. These
orbits are of interest as they bound all families of periodic orbits on the right (high ν),
as will be shown later.

Unstable (canard) orbits can be constructed in the singular limit by following
trajectories that pass through the folded node and then travel along the unstable strong
canard γu on Sr for a time before jumping either across to S+

a , giving the orbit labelled
Γ+
c in Figure 4.9, or jumping back to S−a , giving the orbit labelled Γ−c in Figure 4.9.

We call these ‘jump away’ and ‘jump back’ canards. Following [63] we study the jump
back mechanism by defining the map φ− which projects a point from Sr to S−a . Here
we are concerned specifically with the projection of points that lie along the unstable
strong canard γu. We define d−c to be the distance from the strong canard of points in
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Figure 4.9 A schematic show-
ing the form of the unstable
singular periodic canard orbits.
These orbits travel along the
strong canard (red dashed line)
and through the folded node, but
are shown displaced slightly here
in order to be able to show the
orbits separately. The ‘jump
away’ Γ+

c orbits jump across to
S+
a before returning, whereas the

‘jump back’ Γ−c orbits jump im-
mediately back to S−a . The Γ+

c,0

orbit intersects the strong canard
(d+
c = 0) and has the maximum

amplitude of all Γc orbits. The
Γ−c,0 orbit intersects the strong
canard (d−c = 0) and has the min-
imum amplitude of all Γc orbits.

the set φ−(x) for x ∈ γu. We can construct singular jump back orbits, Γ−c , through
all x ∈ γu with d−c ≥ 0. When the set φ−(x) for x ∈ γu intersects the strong canard,
γs, on S−a , this gives d−c = 0. We label the singular canard orbit formed through the
point where d−c = 0 as Γ−c,0 . We can construct singular jump away canard orbits in the
same way. We define the map φ+ which projects a point from Sr to S+

a , then follows
the reduced flow until it reaches L+, and then jumps from S+

a to S−a . We define d+
c

to be the distance from the strong canard of points in the set φ+(x) for x ∈ γu. We
can then construct singular jump away orbits, Γ+

c , that jump from each point x ∈ γu
where d+

c ≥ 0; when d+
c = 0 we label the singular canard orbit formed as Γ+

c,0 .

The unstable canard solutions, Γ±c,0 , which return along the strong canard, and
hence have d±c = 0 are shown in Figure 4.10 for ν = 0.6. We find that trajectories that
travel less distance along γu than the labelled Γ±c,0 orbits have d±c < 0 and will not form
singular periodic orbits. Orbits that travel further along γu have d±c > 0 and will form
additional unstable singular periodic orbits. Depending on the magnitude of d±c these
orbits may travel through different sectors of rotation and exhibit different numbers of
small-amplitude oscillations.

These singular canard orbits Γ±c,0 perturb to the family of periodic orbits that arises
in the Hopf bifurcation and becomes unstable at PD1, shown in grey in Figure 4.7.
Selected examples of these unstable periodic orbits for ε = 0.01 are shown in Fig-
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Figure 4.10 The jump away and jump back return maps of points on the unstable
strong canard γu for ν = 0.6 in the Atri Class I model with ε = 0. The folded node is
indicated by a black circle, the saddle equilibrium point on Sr is marked with a black
triangle. The dashed green and blue curves on S−a show the sets φ+(γu) for the jump
away orbits and φ−(γu) for the jump back orbits, respectively. The Γ+

c,0 orbit, shown in
green, passes through the intersection of φ+(γu) and γs , i.e., d+

c = 0. The Γ−c,0 orbit,
shown in blue, passes through the intersection of φ+(γu) and γs , i.e., d−c = 0. The boxed
region in the left panel is enlarged and shown on the right. This enlargement shows the
sets φ±(γu) (dashed green and blue lines) in more detail and indicates the values of d±c
along them.

ure 4.11. Specific observations can be made to reinforce this point. The Γ+
c,0 orbit has

a larger maximum amplitude than Γ−c,0 and exists for ν > 0.51 only. The Γ−c,0 orbit has
a smaller maximum amplitude and persists for an interval of ν < 0.51. This matches
qualitatively what is seen in the ε 6= 0 bifurcation diagram (Figure 4.7). For both these
singular orbits, as ν increases the distance travelled along Sr increases. At ν ≈ 0.51,
Γ+
c,0 does not travel along Sr at all and this gives us the stable singular periodic orbit

with d = 0 (which perturbs to SNP1). As ν increases the maximum amplitude of
Γ−c,0 increases and the maximum amplitude of Γ+

c,0 decreases. This also qualitatively
matches what is seen in the ε 6= 0 bifurcation diagram (Figure 4.7). As we increase ν
we would expect to reach a point where both orbits have to travel all the way along
Sr in order to return with d ≥ 0. This corresponds to SNP2 in the ε 6= 0 bifurcation
diagram, shown in Figure 4.11(c). Numerically we find Γ−c,0 = Γ+

c,0 at ν ≈ 0.616, which
agrees with the position of SNP2 as ε→ 0, shown in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.11 Unstable periodic orbits in the Class I Atri model labelled A1, A2, SNP2

and A3 from the 01 / 10 branch of periodic orbits arising out of the Hopf bifurcation in
Figure 4.7, with ε = 0.01. The red cross indicates the position of the (unstable) saddle
type equilibrium point of the full ε = 0.01 system. The ν values are (a) ν = 0.411, (b)
ν = 0.631, (c) ν = 0.654, and (d) ν = 0.631.

Other families of MMOs

The singular canard orbits Γ±c,0 form boundaries of the largest and smallest amplitudes
of periodic orbits that will pass through the funnel. This means that the maximum
amplitude of all other MMOs must be above the branch from HB1 to SNP2 and for
V̄PLC values between SNP1 and SNP2 they must also be below the branch from SNP1 to
SNP2. In other words they must lie in the area of the bifurcation diagram (Figure 4.7)
to the left of the branch of periodic orbits that arises in the Hopf bifurcation. In
the singular limit, more singular canard orbits can be constructed by making different
decisions each time the orbit returns to the funnel about how far along to travel on Sr
next time and whether to jump away or jump back. As long as a jump point for which
dc > 0 is selected then the orbit will return to the funnel again and the process can be
repeated.

In the perturbed system the families of orbits 02, 04, ..., arise out of the cascade of
period-doubling bifurcations from the 01 family. These period-doubling bifurcations all
tend to the same ν value as the Hopf bifurcation as ε→ 0, and can be understood as
arising from singular canard orbits that jump back more than once during each period
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4. Atri Model Analysis

of oscillation. These individual jump back oscillations can each take the form of a jump
away, MMO or relaxation type oscillation as ν is varied. We believe that the forms of
these unstable MMOs can be understood using similar singular limit unstable canard
calculations as for the 01 / 10 family of MMOs, but the details of this analysis are left
for future work. Additionally, we predict that the families 03, 05, ..., will exist, as found
in [63], but do not attempt to locate them here.

The stable singular MMOs that jump to S+
a at the folded node perturb to MMOs in

the full system. Depending on the µ and d values, these orbits have different numbers
of small-amplitude oscillations. The interval of ν with the same number of small-
amplitude oscillations predicted in the singular limit perturbs to the stable segments
of MMOs that we find on the MMO isolas in the bifurcation diagram (Figure 4.7).
The number of small-amplitude oscillations increases and the range of ν for which they
exist decreases as ν decreases from ν = 0.63 (SNP1), which qualitatively matches the
findings in the singular limit.

A key difference found between the Class I Atri model and the model analysed in
[63] is that in [63] all the families of periodic orbits ended in homoclinic bifurcations
due to an orbit reaching the saddle on Sr. In the Atri model we find that trajectories
on Sr do not reach the saddle, and homoclinic bifurcations are not seen for the ε values
and families of periodic orbits calculated here. Further investigation involving creating
singular limit orbits and bifurcation diagrams for decreasing ε would be required to
state definitively whether there is an underlying difference between these two models.
This is left for future work.

4.2 Atri Class II – two fast and two slow variables

We now consider the Class II version of the model, which corresponds to the case
τ̂ = O(δ) in equations (2.12). In this case the variable r evolves on the fast time scale
t2 and thus we have a model where C and r are fast variables whilst Ct and P are slow
variables.

4.2.1 Reduction to a three-dimensional singularly perturbed

model with one fast and two slow variables

In the Class II model it is standard to make the assumption that τ → 0. In this
case we can reduce the number of fast variables to one by making a quasi-steady-state
approximation of the fast variable r:

r(C) =
k2

2

k2
2 +Q2

cC
2
. (4.7)
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4.2 Atri Class II – two fast and two slow variables

This reduction is used frequently in physiological models. We can verify that this
reduction captures the dynamics near the fold using centre manifold theory (see [50] for
a rigorous reduction of the fast m-gate dynamics within the Hodgkin-Huxley model).
According to centre manifold theory, the approximation is valid for all points near
the fold curve as long as the condition 1/τ � 1 is satisfied. It is not known if the
approximation is valid elsewhere in the phase space, but we will make the approxima-
tion in any case and we leave the investigation of its global validity for future work.
This approximation makes the system of interest three-dimensional with one fast and
two slow variables. As in the Class I model, we introduce the singular perturbation
parameter ε := δ, which encodes the time scale difference between the fastest and
slowest time scales. On the slow time scale t1 = Tct the system can be written

εĊ = J̄release − J̄serca + ε(J̄in − J̄pm) =: f(C,Ct, P, ε),

Ċt = J̄in − J̄pm =: g1(C),

Ṗ = ν̂

(
1− α

1 + Qc
k4
C

)
− β̂P =: g3(C,P ),

(4.8)

where the substitution r = r(C) is made in the J̄release expression in Section 2.1.3.
The equivalent multiple-time-scales problem evolving on the fast time scale t2 = t1/ε

is given by:

C ′ = f(C,Ct, P, ε),

C ′t = εg1(C), (4.9)

P ′ = εg3(C,P ) .

The analysis of the dimensionless Class II Atri model closely follows the procedure used
for the Class I Atri model and so for brevity, details of many of the steps are omitted.

4.2.2 Geometric analysis

The constraint f(C,Ct, P, 0) = 0 defines the two-dimensional critical manifold S of
the singularly perturbed system (4.8) and (4.9). Solving this equation for Ct gives the
graph of the critical manifold:

Ct = φ(C,P ) = (1 + 1/γ)C +

1

1+ ke
QcC

kflux γ µ0 V1Qc
Ve

(
1 + µ1

µ0

(
1

1+
kµ
QpP

))
r(C)

(
b
V1

+ 1

1+
k1
QcC

) ,

(4.10)
which is plotted in Figure 4.12. The critical manifold has two fold-curves, L±, for
lower values of P , which merge in a cusp for P = P̂ ≈ 0.45 . The region of the critical
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4. Atri Model Analysis

Figure 4.12 The critical manifold
(ε = 0) for the Class II Atri model
(4.8) is shown in pink. It has two fold
curves for P < 0.45 (blue curves).
These curves merge in a cusp point
at P ≈ 0.45. Ct

C

P

L+

L−
S−
a

Sr

S+
a

1manifold with P < P̂ is cubic-shaped, with the outer branches of S being attracting and
the inner branch being repelling (as in the Atri Class I case). This allows the system
to possess relaxation oscillation and MMO type solutions in this region of phase space.
For all P > P̂ , the manifold is attracting and normally hyperbolic, i.e., there is no
bifurcation within the layer problem. Solutions in this region will be attracted to S
and will stay on S as long as P > P̂ .

Depending on ν we find that the full system may exhibit classical relaxation oscil-
lations, MMOs, or it may reach a stable equilibrium. To identify which behaviour is
possible we calculate the reduced flow on S, then compute conditions for the existence
of folded singularities numerically.

The reduced flow on the critical manifold, projected onto the (C,P )-plane is given
by

−fC Ċ = fCtg1 + fPg3,

Ṗ = g3,
(4.11)

where the overdot represents differentiation with respect to the slow time scale t1 for
(C,P ) ∈ S, and the desingularised reduced flow is given by

Ċ = fCtg1 + fPg3,

Ṗ = −fCg3,
(4.12)

where the overdot now represents differentiation with respect to t3 = t1/(−fC) for
(C,P ) ∈ S. Using numerical integration [19] of system (4.12) and varying ν, we find
folded singularities (in the physiologically relevant range) as listed in Table 4.2 and
ordinary singularities as listed in Table 4.3.

Outside the parameter range 0.75 < ν < 1.51, solutions are attracted to a stable
node (ordinary singularity) and no oscillations are seen, except in transients. For
0.75 < ν < 1.51 there is no stable ordinary singularity and we expect to find oscillatory
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4.2 Atri Class II – two fast and two slow variables

parameter value folded singularity on L− folded singularity on L+

ν < 0.15 none none
0.15 < ν < 0.35 folded saddle none
0.35 < ν < 0.75 folded saddle folded focus

νh ≈ 0.75 folded saddle-node type II folded focus
0.75 < ν < 1.17 folded node folded focus

ν ≈ 1.17 folded node degenerate folded node
1.17 < ν < 1.51 folded node folded node

νh ≈ 1.51 folded node folded saddle-node type II
1.51 < ν < 1.60 folded node folded saddle
1.60 < ν < 1.64 none folded node and folded saddle

ν ≈ 1.64 none folded saddle-node type I
1.64 < ν none none

Table 4.2 Folded singularities of the reduced flow (4.11) of the Class II Atri model.
Folded saddles and folded foci are not involved in the creation of MMOs.

parameter value ordinary singularity position
0 < ν < 0.75 stable node S−a

0.75 < ν ≤ 1.51 saddle Sr
ν > 1.51 stable node S+

a

Table 4.3 Ordinary singularities of the reduced flow (4.11) of the Class II Atri model.

behaviour. There exists a folded node singularity on the lower branch L− of the fold-
curve for 0.75 < ν < 1.60. It passes from L− to L+ at ν = 1.60 and exists on L+ until it
is destroyed in a folded saddle-node type I bifurcation with a folded saddle at ν ≈ 1.64.
Folded and ordinary singularities for two choices of ν are shown in Figure 4.13. The
main difference between the folded nodes on L− shown in Figures 4.13 (a) and (b) is the
structure of the funnel regions. In the case ν = 1.00, the funnel is completely bounded
by the strong canard and a section of the lower fold curve, L−, while in the case ν = 1.30

we have an open funnel region which attracts the flow from the upper right of the phase
space (P > 0.45). The transition between the two cases occurs at ν ≈ 1.07. On the
upper branch of the fold-curve in the case ν = 1.00, there is a folded focus singularity,
which has no corresponding funnel region. This singularity becomes a folded node as ν
increases through a degenerate folded node at ν ≈ 1.17. For ν . 1.21 the strong canard
of this folded node (on the upper branch) remains close to L+ and forms an enclosed
funnel region which does not intersect P (L−). This singularity remains a folded node,
with a completely enclosed funnel region, until ν = 1.51 when it becomes a folded
saddle through a transcritical bifurcation with the ordinary singularity.
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Figure 4.13 Phase plane for the desingularised reduced flow (ε = 0) in the Class II
Atri model, equations (4.12) with (a) ν = 1.00; (b) ν = 1.30. Note that p = 10µM · P
for comparison with [14]. The upper and lower branches of the fold-curve (black) make
up one continuous curve, with the corresponding critical manifold having a cusp point
for P ≈ 0.45 (p ≈ 4.5). The C-nullcline is indicated by the green curve. The p-nullcline
consists of two parts: the black fold-curve where fC = 0 and the blue curve where g3 = 0.
The red dot-dash curves are the strong canards associated with the folded nodes (labelled
FN and marked with a circle); the funnel regions associated with the folded nodes are
shaded grey. In (a) there is a folded focus marked FF. Triangles indicate the locations of
the ordinary saddle-type singularities. Projections of the fold curves are labelled P (L±).

4.2.3 Constructing singular periodic orbits and interpreting the

results

Using the methods described for the construction of singular periodic orbits for the
Class I Atri model, we now determine whether singular MMO or relaxation type
oscillations exist. Looking first at the folded node that appears on L− at ν = 0.75,
it is found that orbits leaving a neighbourhood of the folded node make a fast jump
then return to the critical manifold outside the funnel region, giving d < 0 and leading
to singular relaxation oscillations. As shown in Figure 4.14, the forward orbit of the
folded node is closest to the funnel at ν = 0.75, where d ≈ −0.01. As ν increases,
d decreases until ν ≈ 1 then increases and reaches zero as the folded node passes
from L− to L+ at ν = 1.6, then decreases again for 1.6 < ν < 1.64. Thus MMO
theory based on singular limit analysis predicts that relaxation oscillations rather than
MMOs will be seen for ε sufficiently small. It is conceivable that, when d is close to
zero (e.g., ν ≈ 0.75), a large enough value of ε (i.e., ε1/2 > d) could result in the
forward orbit of the folded node returning to the funnel region, leading to MMOs.
However, numerically we find that as we increase ε the stable relaxation oscillation
shifts further away from the singular funnel region and MMOs are not seen. We note
that subthreshold oscillations reminiscent of MMOs can however be seen in transient
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Figure 4.14 Qualitative plots of the µ, d and ν values for the folded node on L− for
0.75 < ν < 1.6 and on L+ for 1.6 < ν < 1.64 in the Atri Class II model, equations
(4.12). MMOs are not predicted to occur since d < 0 whenever 0 < µ < 1 (except that
d = 0 when the folded node crosses from L− to L+ at ν ≈ 1.6). For ν > 1.51 there is a
stable node to which solutions are attracted and the system consequently has no stable
oscillations. The error bars are as described in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.15 Qualitative plots of the µ, d and ν values for the folded node on L+ for
1.17 < ν < 1.51 in the Atri Class II model, equations (4.12). The shaded region indicates
where MMOs are predicted to occur (d > 0 and 0 < µ < 1). For ν . 1.21 the funnel
region does not intersect P (L−) and d is undefined. The vertical dashed line indicates
the value of ν where the boundary of the funnel region is tangent to P (L−). The error
bars are as in Figure 4.5.

behaviour in the Atri Class II model; a solution started near the funnel region will pass
close to the folded node, which can result in a delay and small oscillations before the
long term relaxation oscillation is established. This will become relevant in Chapter 5
when we pulse the IP3 concentration in this model and thus consider initial conditions
with large P , away from the stable oscillatory region. Additionally, we find that we
can construct singular relaxation oscillations for 0.68 < ν < 0.75 while there is a stable
node on S−a and a folded saddle on L−; this bistabilty persists up to ε ≈ 0.005, and
influences the response to pulsing in this parameter region.

For the folded node on L+, we find that we can construct singular MMOs (periodic
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Figure 4.16 Partial bifurcation set for
the Class II Atri model, equations (4.9),
near the upper Hopf bifurcation. The loci
of the Hopf (HB2) and period-doubling bi-
furcations (PD1 and PD2) were computed
using AUTO [13]. The shaded region shows
parameters values for which MMOs have
been observed.
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orbits through the folded node) for 1.505 . ν < 1.509, as shown in Figure 4.15.
At ν ≈ 1.509, d ≈ 0.0002 and so the theory only tells us that we would expect
to see MMOs in the full system for 0 < ε1/2 � 0.0002. Numerically we find that
MMOs are seen for parameter values between two period-doubling bifurcations, which
exist for ε . 0.00016. Their position as ε is varied is shown in Figure 4.16 and
some examples of MMOs are shown in Figure 4.17. For the region where these
MMOs occur (1.505 . ν < 1.509) we find that 0 < µ < 0.002 and 0 < d < 0.0002

(see Figure 4.15). As ν increases, µ decreases, and the number of small-amplitude
oscillations increases. However, as µ and d are so small relative to ε, the number of
small-amplitude oscillations that occur cannot be predicted from the theory. This small
µ value, combined with the small d value also means that the MMOs seen are more
exotic than in the Class I case. For example, the MMO shown in Figure 4.17(b) has a
periodic pattern of interspersed large and small oscillations, but the repeating pattern
is not of the form of one large oscillation followed by a number of small oscillations
(this MMO is of the form 121111). If these small-amplitude oscillations were caused
by the standard folded node mechanism, we would expect the amplitude of the small-
amplitude oscillations to be O(ε). However, in this case the small-amplitude oscillations
are larger than that, and in phase space they resemble jump back canard orbits; they
appear to pass from S+

a to Sr and follow along the unstable manifold before jumping
back to S+

a . This deviation from the folded node theory predictions is thought to be
because µ� 1 and the types of MMOs have features in common with three-time-scale
systems (see Section 3.5).

4.2.4 Unstable singular canard orbits

A closer look at the bifurcation diagram for ε < 0.00016 shows that there is a period-
doubling cascade that occurs between the two period-doubling bifurcations shown
in Figure 4.16. It is in this region that MMOs are found. A qualitative difference
observed between the Class I and Class II models is that in the Class I model MMOs
were found to terminate at a saddle-node bifurcation of periodic orbits, whereas in
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Figure 4.17 Oscillations in the Class II Atri model, equations (4.8), with parameters
as in Table 2.1 and ε = 0.00001: (a) ν = 1.504, relaxation oscillation; (b) ν = 1.506,
mixed mode oscillation; and (c) ν = 1.508, mixed mode oscillation.

the Class II model there is no saddle-node bifurcation of the orbits found and the
MMOs terminate at a period doubling bifurcation. We find that this difference in
the bifurcation diagrams can be explained by examining the singular limit dynamics.
Additionally, the qualitative structure of the families of unstable MMOs observed can
be explained in the singular limit in the same way as in the Class I case.

In the reduced flow of the Class II model, we find that the stable strong canard,
γs, extends towards lower P values (to the left in Figure 4.18), with a funnel region
between γs and the lower (low P ) section of L+, as shown in Figure 4.18. This is in
contrast to what was found in the Class I case, shown in Figure 4.10, where the stable
strong canard bent round towards lower r values, with a larger funnel region between
γs and the upper (high r) section of L+. This means that in the Class II model, as
orbits travel along γu, d+

c decreases, and they become less likely to return to the funnel,
rather than more. This is the opposite of what was found in the Class I case, and the
difference in the bifurcation structures can be attributed to the different shape of the
funnel region as explained below.

The return map of jump back and jump away orbits and thus distances d±c were
not calculated across the range of ν values, but calculations for isolated ν values agree
with the following predictions. Considering the jump away and jump back orbits that
land on the strong canard, Γ+

c,0 and Γ−c,0, we find that in the singular limit of the
lower period-doubling bifurcation PD1, d = 0 for the stable singular periodic orbit
through the folded node, and all jump away orbits that follow γu have d+

c < 0. As
we increase ν, the point where d+

c = 0 moves down γu, away from the folded node,
and the unstable (HB family) orbits resemble jump away canard orbits; this situation
is shown in Figure 4.18. For a certain ν value d+

c = d−c = 0, and the unstable (HB
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Figure 4.18 Schematic of unstable singular canards in the Class II Atri model (ε = 0)
showing the Γ+

c,0 orbit in green, folded node on L+, the strong canard γs and the associated
funnel region (shaded grey). The dashed green and blue curves show the sets φ+(γu) for
the jump away orbits and φ−(γu) for the jump back orbits, respectively. The boxed region
in the left panel is enlarged and shown on the right. This enlargement shows the sets
φ±(γu) (dashed green and blue lines) in more detail and indicates the values of d±c along
them. All labels and colours are as in Figures 4.9 and 4.10.

family) orbit travels all the way along γu to L−. As ν increases further, d+
c > 0 for

all jump away orbits, the point d−c = 0 moves up γu towards the folded node, and the
unstable (HB family) orbits resemble jump back canard orbits. In the singular limit
the upper period-doubling bifurcation PD2 tends to the upper Hopf bifurcation HB2

and the folded node disappears in a folded saddle-node type II bifurcation.
The stable MMOs occur for ν values between the period-doubling bifurcations,

shown in Figure 4.16, and form isolas that sit outside the period-doubling cascade orbits
(larger maximum and smaller minimum amplitudes). As in the Class I model, these
MMO orbits gain and lose stability through period-doubling bifurcations. However,
unlike the Class I model, the small-amplitude oscillations in the stable MMOs take
the form of jump back canard orbits due to the three-time-scale structure discussed in
Section 3.5.2.

4.3 Hybrid – one fast and three slow variables

The Hybrid Atri model is obtained by setting α 6= 0 and τ 6= 0 in equations (2.12).
This system may have either two fast and two slow variables or one fast and three
slow variables, depending on the relative size of τ̂ . Analysis of the time scales of the
Atri model in Chapter 2 showed that the Hybrid Atri model might be expected to
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Figure 4.19 Partial bifurcation set
for the Hybrid Atri model (4.14) in
ν − τ̂ space with ε = 0.01, α = 1.
The locations of Hopf bifurcations (HB)
were calculated using AUTO, and the
shaded region indicates the values of ν
and τ̂ for which MMOs are observed. A
sharp transition in the slope of the Hopf
bifurcation curves occurs at τ̂ ≈ 0.05
at about the same value of τ̂ where
MMOs cease to exist. This corresponds
to the Hybrid model making a transition
from having three slow variables (τ̂ =
O(1)) to having two slow variables (τ̂ =
O(10−2)).

behave like a Class I model if τ̂ = O(1), and like a Class II model if τ̂ = O(10−2).
Numerical evidence for a transition regime is contained in Figure 4.19, which shows
a partial bifurcation set for the Hybrid Atri model with ε = 0.01. Oscillations are
possible only in the region between the two curves of Hopf bifurcations, denoted HB1

and HB2 in Figure 4.19. These oscillations are of relaxation oscillation type except
in the shaded region, where MMOs exist. A clear transition regime can be seen as τ̂
decreases in Figure 4.19. Specifically, at τ̂ ≈ 0.05 the distance between HB1 and HB2

changes suddenly and the MMO regime terminates.

4.3.1 Transformation to a four-dimensional singularly perturbed

model with one fast and three slow variables

The dynamics of the Hybrid Atri model in the case that τ̂ = O(10−2) or less is
qualitatively like the dynamics for the pure Class II model. This might be expected,
since if τ̂ is sufficiently small then r is a fast variable and we can make the same
quasi-steady-state approximation that we used for the Class II model. From centre
manifold theory we find that this approximation is valid near the fold curves in the
Hybrid model for τ̂ = O(10−2) or less, and thus our description of the Class II model
dynamics in Section 4.2 is valid also for the Hybrid model in this regime. When the
order of τ̂ is intermediate, i.e., between O(1) and O(10−2), then methods of analysis
based on the assumption of there being two distinct time scales in the model are no
longer appropriate. Results derived for systems with three time scales [9, 35] may be
relevant for this transition regime but we do not undertake this kind of analysis here.
When τ̂ = O(1), r is a slow variable and we see MMOs in the model for some parameter
values. It is this choice of τ̂ that we will investigate here, in order to understand and
explain the oscillations seen.
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4. Atri Model Analysis

We transform the Hybrid Atri model into a singularly perturbed system with one
fast and three slow variables by introducing the small parameter ε := δ as before. This
gives the system

ε
dC

dt1
= J̄release − J̄serca + ε(J̄in − J̄pm) =: f(C,Ct, r, P, ε),

dCt
dt1

= J̄in − J̄pm =: g1(C),

dr

dt1
=

1

τ̂

(
k2

2

k2
2 +Q2C2

− r
)

=: g2(C, r),

dP

dt1
=

Tν

Qp

(
1− α

1 + Qc
k4
C

)
− TβP =: g3(C,P ),

(4.13)

on the slow time scale t1 = Tct . The equivalent problem on the fast time scale t2 = t1/ε

is given by:
dC

dt2
= f(C,Ct, r, P, ε),

dCt
dt2

= εg1(C),

dr

dt2
= εg2(C, r),

dP

dt2
= εg3(C,P ).

(4.14)

4.3.2 Geometric analysis

Taking the limit ε → 0 of the system on the fast time scale (4.14) gives us the layer
problem for the evolution of the fast variable C:

C ′ = f(C,Ct, r, P, 0),

C ′t = r′ = P ′ = 0,
(4.15)

where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to the fast time scale t2. This
system has a three-dimensional critical manifold S, which can be written as a graph
over (C, r, P )-space, given by

Ct = φ(C, r, P ) = (1 + 1/γ)C +

C

C+ ke
Qc

kflux γ Qc
Ve

(
µ0 + µ1

(
P

P+
kµ
Qp

))
r

(
b+ V1

C

C+
k1
Qc

) . (4.16)

Note that φ is the same function as in the Class I model stated in equation (4.4), but
with P now a variable instead of a parameter. This critical manifold has two fold
surfaces L± = {(C,Ct, r, P ) ∈ S : fC(C,Ct, r, P ) = 0}, which are two-dimensional
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Figure 4.20 The black curve shows a singular (ε = 0) MMO, Γ, for the Hybrid Atri
model with ν = 0.40 and τ̂ = 0.48 (τ = 2.0). The two fold surfaces L± are labelled.
The curve of folded singularities is coloured according to the convention described in
Figure 4.21. Panel (a) shows a projection onto (Ct, r, C)-coordinates, with the two
fold surfaces L± colour coded to indicate the value of P , ranging from 5 (pink) to 0
(cyan). Panel (b) shows the situation projected onto (P, r, C)-coordinates with the two
fold surfaces colour coded to indicate the value of Ct, ranging from 2.1 (light blue) to 3.2
(dark blue).

submanifolds of S. The fold surfaces L± separate S into three, three-dimensional
sheets, S±a and Sr. The outer two sheets, S±a , are attracting and the inner sheet, Sr, is
repelling. Thus S = S−a ∪ L− ∪ Sr ∪ L+ ∪ S+

a .

The two-dimensional fold surfaces are shown in Figure 4.20. In Figure 4.20(a) the
fold surfaces are projected into (Ct, r, C)-coordinates and the colour of the surfaces
indicates the value of P , ranging from 5 (pink) to 0 (cyan). In Figure 4.20(b) the fold
surfaces are projected into (P, r, C)-coordinates and the colour of the surfaces indicates
the value of Ct, ranging from 2.1 (light blue) to 3.2 (dark blue). We cannot distinguish
the three-dimensional attracting and repelling sheets S±a and Sr in these projections,
but note that if we consider slices of fixed P , this reduces to the two-dimensional
critical manifold of the Class I Atri model. Note that the orbit shown appears to pass
through the upper fold surface L+ in Figure 4.20 on its way to S+

a . This is not a true
intersection but appears to be so only due to the projection of four-dimensional phase
space. A similar observation can be made at the lower fold surface L−.

The slow flow on the three-dimensional critical manifold is given by the reduced
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problem

− fCĊ = fCtg1 + frg2 + fPg3,

ṙ = g2, (4.17)

Ṗ = g3,

on time scale t1 for (C, r) ∈ S. The reduced flow is singular along the fold surfaces
fC = 0, so, as before, we rescale time by t3 = t1/(−fC) to get the desingularised
reduced problem

Ċ = fCtg1 + frg2 + fPg3,

ṙ = −fCg2, (4.18)

Ṗ = −fCg3,

where the overdot now represents differentiation with respect to t3. As in the two slow
variable case, we find that the reduced problem (4.17) has two types of singularities:
ordinary singularities, which occur when g1 = 0, g2 = 0 and g3 = 0 and correspond to
equilibria of the full system; and folded singularities, which are defined by fC = 0 and
fCtg1 + frg2 + fPg3 = 0 and form a one-dimensional submanifold (curve) on the fold
surface fC = 0.

There exists one ordinary singularity for all ν values. This singularity is a stable
node for ν < 0.299 and ν > 8.14, losing stability in folded saddle-node type II
bifurcations to become a saddle for 0.299 < ν < 8.14. For the values of interest,
only one of the two fold surfaces contains folded singularities, namely the fold surface
at lower C values, L−. These folded singularities all have one zero eigenvalue, with the
corresponding eigenvector being tangent to the curve of folded singularities. The other
two eigenvalues vary as we move along the curve. The type of folded singularity can be
classified following [61] according to the two non-zero eigenvalues. Figure 4.21 shows
the types of folded singularity seen in the Hybrid system for a range of ν values, by
shading the P -coordinate according to the type: folded saddles are red, folded nodes
are green and folded foci are blue. The variable P is no longer a constant and oscillates
when the system is not at steady state. The range of values of P that occur along the
singular closed orbit for each value of ν is indicated by the dashed black curves labelled
Posc in Figure 4.21.
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1Figure 4.21 The types of folded singularity seen in the Hybrid Atri model, equations
(4.14) with α = 1, τ̂ = 0.48 (τ = 2.0) and ε = 0, for a range of values of ν. For
each ν, there exists a curve of folded singularities parameterised by P . The types of
folded singularities are indicated by the colours red, green and blue, for folded saddle,
folded node, and folded focus respectively. The grey shaded region indicates where folded
singularities exist at r > 1, which is unphysical and thus not relevant to our analysis.
The white dashed lines indicate the value of ν used in Figure 4.22 and in Section 5.4.
The black dashed curves (labelled Posc) for ν > 0.30 indicate the maximum and minimum
values of P for the attracting closed orbit (MMO or relaxation oscillation) at each value
of ν. At ν = 0.30 there is a folded saddle-node (type II) bifurcation in the ε = 0 system,
which corresponds to a singular Hopf bifurcation in the full (ε 6= 0) system. For ν < 0.30
the attracting orbit is an equilibrium solution with P value given by the dashed black
line. The inset shows an enlargement of the indicated region.

4.3.3 Constructing singular periodic orbits and interpreting the

results

Analysing the singular layer and reduced problems, we can create singular periodic
orbits by concatenating fast one-dimensional jumps in C with slow evolution on the
three-dimensional manifold S following equation (4.18). As in the two slow variable
case, if these singular periodic orbits reach both fold surfaces at jump points, we would
expect to see relaxation oscillations for ε > 0 sufficiently small. If the singular periodic
orbit reaches the lower fold curve L− at a folded node, the theory predicts MMOs for
ε > 0 sufficiently small.

For the Hybrid Atri model we find that we can construct singular periodic orbits
through a folded node for 0.286 < ν < 0.440, and thus we predict MMOs will occur
within O(ε) of this ν interval for ε > 0 sufficiently small. As ν increases, the µ value
of the folded node through which the singular orbit passes increases from µ = 0.0037
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near the folded saddle-node type II at ν ≈ 0.286, to µ = 1 when ν ≈ 0.440. For most
of the range of ν where singular MMOs exist, the µ values of the folded nodes through
which they pass are higher (closer to 1) than the Class I case. The theory tells us that
we should see fewer small-amplitude oscillations in the MMOs in the Hybrid model,
which matches numerical observations.

The singular attracting MMO for ν = 0.40, passing through a folded node with
µ = 0.35, is shown in Figure 4.20. When the perturbation is applied (ε > 0) we find
that this orbit perturbs to an MMO in the full system. For this µ value there are no
secondary canards in the singular limit and thus only the sector of rotation associated
with the strong canard exists. For ε1/2 � µ and d > 0 we expect to see only one small-
amplitude oscillation. For larger ε we cannot get a precise prediction of the maximum
number of small-amplitude oscillations or the range of parameter values where MMOs
are seen. For ε = 0.01, however, we find that there is one small amplitude oscillation,
which matches the singular limit prediction, and this 11 MMO is shown in Figure 4.22.

At the lower ν end of the MMO region we have both a singular MMO and a stable
node on S−a for 0.286 < ν < 0.299. As ν decreases the node moves away from the
fold surface and associated folded singularities, and the singular MMO disappears for
ν < 0.286. This situation (bistability) persists in the full system for ε < 10−3. The
MMO trajectory has not been continued in parameter space, as it is numerically very
difficult for the small µ and ε values.

At the higher ν end of the MMO region, we find MMOs numerically in the full
(perturbed) system only up to the SNP, the location of which tends to ν ≈ 0.419 as
ε → 0. In the singular limit we seem to be able to construct singular periodic orbits
through folded nodes up to ν = 0.440. It is not clear why there is this discrepancy.
For these higher ν values, the trajectories are reasonably close to the strong canard
(small d). However, the value of d is not able to be reliably estimated, as the two-
dimensional surface of strong canards that bounds the three-dimensional funnel region
is too difficult to calculate accurately using an initial value solver, due to the stiffness
of the system. It could be that d becomes negative at ν ≈ 0.419, meaning that the
singular periodic orbits found for 0.419 < ν < 0.440 do not in fact lie in the funnel
region and would form singular relaxation oscillations.
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1Figure 4.22 Example of an attracting MMO (black curve) for the Hybrid Atri model
with ε = 0.01, ν = 0.40 and τ̂ = 0.48 (τ = 2.0). Colour coding of surfaces and curves is
as in Figure 4.20 and 4.21. Panel (a) shows a projection onto (Ct, r, C)-coordinates with
an enlargement illustrating the passage of the MMO past the folded node singularity
in panel (b); compare with Figure 4.20(a). Panels (c) and (d) similarly show the
situation projected onto (P, r, C)-coordinates; compare with Figure 4.20(b). Panel (e)
with corresponding enlargement in panel (f) shows the time series for C corresponding to
the MMO.
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4.4 Summary and Discussion

In this Chapter we used geometric singular perturbation techniques to analyse the
Class I, Class II and Hybrid forms of the Atri model. For all three forms, GSPT was able
to give us clear predictions about when we would expect to see MMOs and relaxation
oscillations. The quantitative predictions regarding the number of small-amplitude
oscillations expected were only valid for comparatively small ε values, that are not
physiologically relevant. Despite this, the theory still gave us qualitative information
about the trends expected as ν was varied. The following is a brief summary of the
results obtained:

• The Class I Atri model effectively has three variables, one fast (C) and two slow
(Ct and r). The evolution of the fourth variable, P , decouples and P may be
assumed to have decayed to its equilibrium value. In the singular limit (ε→ 0),
singular MMOs exist for 0.3453 < ν < 0.51. Theory predicts that MMOs will
exist for parameter values near this interval in ν for sufficiently small ε, and
these predictions are borne out by numerical observations. Theory also predicts
that the maximal number of small-amplitude oscillations associated with MMO
solutions will decrease as ν increases, in keeping with numerical observations.

• The Class II Atri model effectively has three variables, one fast (C) and two
slow (Ct and P ). The fourth variable r, which is fast in the Class II model, is
removed from consideration by use of a quasi-steady-state approximation. It is
found that singular MMOs do not exist for most values of ν (because d < 0) and
so relaxation oscillations rather than MMOs are expected at these ν values for
sufficiently small ε > 0. In principle, MMOs might occur for larger values of ε
if an increase in ε resulted in a change in sign of d but this is not observed in
this case. A small interval of singular MMOs does exist (for 1.505 < ν < 1.509)
and MMOs persist up to ε ≈ 0.00016, in keeping with theoretical predictions.
However, we note that this tiny value of ε makes these MMOs physiologically
irrelevant.

• The Hybrid Atri model has four variables. If τ̂ is not too small then we find
that there is one fast variable (C) and three slow variables (Ct, r and P ). In
the singular limit we can construct singular MMOs for 0.286 < ν < 0.440.
Theory predicts that MMOs will exist for parameter values near this interval
in ν for sufficiently small ε, and these predictions are borne out by numerical
observations, with the exception that the upper limit on ν for which MMOs are
observed as ε → 0 is ν = 0.419, not ν = 0.440. However, numerical sensitivity
and difficulties calculating d lead us to believe that this discrepancy is due to
numerical inconsistencies rather than problems with the theory. Compared to
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the Class I model, the MMOs occur at lower P values and have higher µ values
for most of the range of ν in the Hybrid model. From the µ values, the theory
predicts the maximal number of small-amplitude oscillations associated with
MMO solutions; these predictions are in keeping with numerical observations
and we see fewer small-amplitude oscillations in the MMOs in the Hybrid model
than we did in the Class I model.

In addition to explaining the stable MMOs seen, the singular limit analysis was
able to give us insight into the complicated bifurcation structure seen in the MMO
regions. This same qualitative structure has been observed in numerous other systems
which display mixed mode oscillations, and more detailed analysis of the singular limit
structure will be the focus of future work.

One of the motivations for analysing the different versions of the Atri model (Class I
vs Class II vs Hybrid) was to identify any key differences between the underlying Class I
or Class II mechanisms. By performing the time scale analysis in Chapter 2 and a
bifurcation analysis in this Chapter, we found that there is a clear transition between
Class I type oscillations, where r is slow, and Class II type oscillations, where r is
fast, at around τ̂ ≈ 0.05. This time scale criterion (r fast or slow) gives us a tool
to determine whether we would expect Hybrid models to display Class I or Class II
type behaviour. However, the speed of the r dynamics is not something that can be
easily measured experimentally. A proposed method for distinguishing between these
two mechanisms is measuring a cell’s transient response to a sudden increase in IP3

concentration. A major motivation of this work is to be able to make predictions about
these pulsing experiments.

To replicate the experimental pulsing protocol in a model we must consider the IP3

concentration, P , as a variable. This makes no difference to the Hybrid and Class II
models as they already have P as a variable, and so the results from the (unpulsed)
analysis in this Chapter can be used to understand the response of the models to a
pulse of IP3. However, for the Class I model analysis we assumed that P had reached
its constant steady state. To study the response to pulsing, we must consider the full
four-dimensional Class I model, with P as a variable. The extension of the Class I
model analysis to include P dynamics and the investigation of the response to pulsing
of the Class I, Class II and Hybrid models is the subject of the next Chapter.
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5
Atri Model with Pulsing

In Chapter 4 we were able to explain long term stable MMOs and relaxation oscillations
observed in Class I, Hybrid and Class II Atri models using GSPT. We also identified the
necessary time scale criterion for the r-dynamics to distinguish between Class I type
and Class II type dynamics in the Atri Hybrid model. One proposed way to distinguish
between Class I and Class II mechanisms in cells is to apply an exogenous pulse of IP3

[53]. In this chapter, we investigate the response of the Class I, Hybrid and Class II
Atri models to a pulse of IP3 and use GSPT to explain the mechanisms underlying the
different pulse responses. The work in this chapter is published in CHAOS [27].

5.1 Pulsing with IP3

As discussed in the Introduction (Chapter 1), Sneyd et al. [53] showed that, in a
range of Class I models, an exogenous pulse of IP3 causes a temporary increase in
oscillation frequency, while in a range of Class II models, an identical pulse of IP3

causes a phase lag, with the next peak occurring after a delay. These two different
types of response are illustrated in Figure 5.1(a) and (c), which show time series of the
nondimensionalised concentrations of calcium and IP3 in the Atri model, system (2.12)
defined in Section 2.1.

Although these responses, namely an increase in frequency for Class I models and
a delay in Class II models, are usually what is found, further investigation has shown
that the story is not quite as simple as presented in [53]. As reported in [14], under
certain conditions a Class I model can respond to an IP3 pulse by exhibiting a small
number of faster oscillations, followed by a long delay, before recovering to the initial
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Figure 5.1 Responses of the Atri model, system (2.12) with ε = 0.01, to a pulse of IP3.
The IP3 pulse is applied at the time indicated by the arrow, with the explicit form of the
pulse given by (5.1), assuming that any transients have died out before the time trace is
started. Each panel shows the time series of the nondimensionalised calcium concentration
C (red curve) and the nondimensionalised IP3 concentration P (black curve). Panel (a)
is for Class I with α = 0, τ = 2 for ν = 0.96. Panel (b) is also Class I, as in panel (a),
except with ν = 0.56. Panel (c) is for Class II with α = 1, τ = 0 for ν = 1.00. All other
parameter values are as in Table 2.1.

oscillatory pattern. A specific example of such a response can be seen in Figure 5.1(b).
This is an unexpected and non-intuitive result, as in Class I models the oscillation
frequency is an increasing function of the IP3 concentration, and thus a temporary
increase in the IP3 concentration might be expected to lead to a temporary increase
in oscillation frequency, not to a long delay. As such, we term the delay seen in the
response of the Class I model an anomalous delay.

The occurrence of anomalous delays under certain circumstances creates problems
for the interpretation of the experimental results: if a Class I model can sometimes
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5.2 Atri Class I – one fast and three slow variables

respond like a Class II model, then how can the two model types be distinguished using
pulses of IP3? It is hoped that a deeper understanding of the model dynamics gained
using GSPT will enable us to more accurately predict responses to future proposed
experimental protocols, and to identify protocols which may be able to differentiate
between the different cellular mechanisms.

In Domijan et al. [14], the authors give a heuristic explanation of the anomalous
delay based on a one fast and one slow variable reduced system analysis, but are unable
to explain the mechanisms causing the anomalous Class I delay. In this chapter, we are
able to identify the mechanisms underlying the different pulse responses using GSPT
and, in particular, to explain the anomalous delays seen. In order to explain the Class I
and Hybrid responses, we find that we must consider the full four-dimensional systems.

5.1.1 Applying a pulse of IP3

In numerical simulations shown in this chapter we follow [14] and model the pulsing
process using the time-dependent function

S(t1) = M̂ H(t1 − t0)H(t0 + ∆− t1), (5.1)

which is added to the right-hand side of the equation for P in (2.12). Here, M̂ denotes
the pulse magnitude and H is the Heaviside function

H(x) =

{
0 if x < 0,

1 if x ≥ 0.

The pulse is applied at time t0 and has duration ∆; we use M̂ = 8.333̇, t0 = 12 and
∆ = 0.72 throughout, which are the values used in [14], after nondimensionalisation.

5.2 Atri Class I – one fast and three slow variables

The Class I Atri model, system (2.12), has one fast variable, C, and three slow variables,
Ct, r and P . However, the Ṗ -equation decouples from the other variables and P

evolves monotonically to its equilibrium value P = ν/(βQp). In Section 4.1 we were
only interested in the long term dynamics of the Class I Atri model, in the absence of
pulsing, and thus we were able to study the three-dimensional slice {P = ν/(βQp)}
of the (C,Ct, r, P )-space, as all orbits eventually evolve to this submanifold of phase
space. In this case the Class I Atri model becomes a system with one fast and two
slow variables and detailed analysis was performed in Section 4.1. Unfortunately, in
order to understand the transient response to pulsing of IP3, we cannot assume that
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P has reached steady state and analysis of the full four-dimensional system, including
P -dynamics, is necessary.

5.2.1 Atri Class I unpulsed

In order to understand the pulsed response of the Class I Atri model, it is useful to
first extend the results for the unpulsed Class I Atri model from Section 4.1 to the full
four-dimensional phase space, as this facilitates the explanation of the pulsed case. The
equations for the full four-dimensional Class I Atri model are the same as those analysed
for the Hybrid Atri model in Section 4.3, except with α = 0. The layer problem is given
in (4.15) and the critical manifold, S, written as a graph over (P, r, C)-space, is given in
(4.16). This representation of the critical manifold can partially be seen in Figure 5.2(a)
and (b) which shows S restricted to the slice {P = ν/(βQp)} in (Ct, r, C)-space for
ν = 0.76, as found in Section 4.1. The critical manifold is cubic-shaped and this is the
case for all physiologically relevant values of P as well. Hence, the system has two fold
surfaces, L±, in the full four-dimensional phase space. The fold surfaces are shown in
Figure 5.2(c) and (d) projected onto (P, r, C)-space, with the colour gradient on these
surfaces indicating the value of Ct, ranging from 2.1 (light) to 3.2 (dark). As we found
for the Hybrid Atri model, L± separate S into three, three-dimensional sheets, S±a and
Sr; the outer two sheets, S±a , are attracting and the inner sheet, Sr, is repelling.

Figure 5.2 shows the extension from the three-dimensional, two slow variable analy-
sis in Section 4.1 to the four-dimensional, three slow variable problem. In the two slow
variable case for ν = 0.76 we found a cubic-shaped critical manifold, with a folded focus
on L− and a singular periodic orbit that perturbed to a relaxation oscillation in the
full system, shown in panels (a) and (b). In panels (c) and (d) we show the attracting
relaxation oscillation in the full four-dimensional phase space, projected onto (P, r, C)

coordinates. In panels (a) and (b) we show the two-dimensional slice of the critical
manifold S in pink. However, in the full four-dimensional system in panels (c) and (d)
we are not able to show the critical manifold S as it is three-dimensional, but we can
clearly see the near-vertical jumps in the fast C-direction when the orbit reaches the
fold surfaces.

The flow on the attracting sheets of the critical manifold S±a is found from the
reduced flow and desingularised reduced flow equations given in (4.17) and (4.18),
respectively. We find that the folded singularities, defined by fCtg1 + frg2 + fPg3 = 0

and fc = 0, form a one-dimensional curve on L−, that can be parameterised by P .
Figure 5.3 shows the types of folded singularities found in the Class I Atri model for
a range of ν-values by assigning a colour to the P -coordinate associated with each
singularity; we colour folded saddles red, folded nodes green and folded foci blue, as in
Figure 4.21.
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Figure 5.2 An example of an attracting relaxation oscillation for the unpulsed Class I
Atri model with ε = 0.01 and ν = 0.76. Panel (a) shows the intersection of the critical
manifold with the slice where P is fixed at its equilibrium value, P = ν/(βQp) = 0.95, in
(Ct, r, C) coordinates. The blue curves are the intersections of the fold surfaces with the
slice and the blue dot marks the folded focus singularity that occurs for this value of P .
Panel (b) is an enlargement of panel (a), showing the passage of the relaxation oscillation
past the folded focus singularity projected onto the (r, C) plane. Panel (c) shows the
projection onto (P, r, C) coordinates, with an enlargement near L− shown in panel (d).
The blue surfaces are the fold surfaces L±; on these surfaces the Ct-coordinate appears
as a colour gradient. The green and dark-blue curve is the locus of folded singularities;
blue indicates a folded focus, green indicates a folded node. Colour coding of surfaces
and curves is as in Figures 4.20 and 4.21. Panel (e) with corresponding enlargement in
panel (f) shows the time series for C corresponding to the relaxation oscillation.
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Figure 5.3 Classification of folded singularities on the fold surface L− of S in the
Class I Atri model with ε = 0 for a range of values of ν. For each ν, there exists a
curve of folded singularities parametrised by P . The type of the folded singularities are
indicated by the colours red, green and blue, for folded saddle, folded node and folded
focus, respectively. The grey shaded region consists only of folded singularities with r > 1,
which is unphysical. The equilibrium value of P = ν/(βQp) is shown with the black
dashed line indicating which folded singularity the attractor passes the fold surface at.
This equilibrium point undergoes a folded saddle-node (type II) bifurcation at ν = 0.35,
which corresponds to a singular Hopf bifurcation in the full (0 < ε � 1) system. The
white dashed lines indicate the values of ν used in Figure 5.5.

The dynamics of the full (i.e., non-singular) unpulsed Class I system can be under-
stood in terms of these geometric structures. In the unpulsed case, P is a constant and
the relevant folded singularity is that which occurs at the equilibrium value of P for
the ν value of interest; this ν-dependent line of singularities is indicated by the dashed
black line in Figure 5.3. For values where there is a folded focus at P = ν/(βQp),
the system exhibits relaxation oscillations, as shown in Figure 5.2. When there is a
folded node at P = ν/(βQp), it is possible to see MMOs if the periodic orbit passes
through the associated funnel region; this case is shown in Figure 5.4. We find that
the singularity at P = ν/(βQp) is a folded saddle for 0.0 < ν < 0.345, a folded node
for 0.345 < ν < 0.623, and a folded focus for ν > 0.623, in agreement with our results
in Section 4.1. The ordinary singularities are the same as found in Section 4.1 and are
given in Table 4.1.

5.2.2 Atri Class I pulsed

The effect of a pulse of IP3 is to send an orbit rapidly to a high value of P , with
the precise location after the pulse depending on the pulse size and on the position of
the orbit immediately before the pulse. This means that we can explain the different
types of transient responses seen in the pulsed Atri Class I model by considering the
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Figure 5.4 An example of an attracting MMO for the unpulsed Class I Atri model,
where P is a constant and ε = 0.01, ν = 0.40. Panel (a) shows the intersection of the
critical manifold (pink surface) with the slice where P is fixed at the equilibrium value,
P = ν/(βQp) = 0.50, in (Ct, r, C) coordinates. The light pink section indicates the funnel
region of the folded node (green dot) that occurs for this value of P . The blue curves are
the intersections of the fold surfaces with the slice. Panel (b) is an enlargement showing
the passage of the MMO past the folded node singularity projected onto the (r, C)-plane.
Panel (c) shows the projection onto (P, r, C) coordinates, with an enlargement near the
folded node shown in panel (d). The blue surfaces are the fold surfaces L±; on these
surfaces the Ct-coordinate appears as a colour gradient (light to dark as Ct increases). The
red, green and dark-blue curve is the locus of folded singularities; with the colour coding
of singularities consistent with Figure 5.3. Panel (e) with the corresponding enlargement
in panel (f) shows the time series for C corresponding to the MMO.
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Figure 5.5 Time series of the nondimensionalised calcium concentration C for the
pulsed Class I Atri model with ε = 0.01. Panels (a), (c) and (e) show the responses
for ν = 0.96, ν = 0.76 and ν = 0.56, respectively; these values correspond to the white
dashed vertical lines in Figure 5.3. Enlargements of the boxed regions in panels (a), (c)
and (e) are given in panels (b), (d) and (f) respectively. These enlargements show the
transient behaviour after a pulse is applied at t1 = 12 and P has decayed to 5.

unpulsed system equations, but considering initial conditions with high P -values. Note
that the long term behaviour of the pulsed model is just as for the unpulsed model, i.e.,
equilibria, MMOs or relaxation oscillations may be observed, depending on the sizes
of ν and ε.

In the Class I model, following a pulse of IP3, the evolution of P is independent
of the other variables and the P component of the orbit simply then relaxes to its
equilibrium value. However, during this relaxation the other variables will evolve in
a more complicated way. Figure 5.5 shows three different possibilities, corresponding
to three representative values of ν. The pulse response in Figure 5.5(a), for ν = 0.96,
exhibits a small transient increase in frequency of oscillation followed by smooth re-
establishment of the attracting relaxation oscillation. This is accompanied by a small
decrease in oscillation amplitude, which is not significant as it would not be detectable
experimentally. Dynamically, the decrease in amplitude occurs because the transient
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orbit passes through a region of phase space in which the fold surfaces are closer
together; see Figure 5.6(a) and (b). A similar comment applies to the other times series
in Figure 5.5, although the phenomenon is less easily seen in those cases. Figure 5.5(c)
and (d) shows the response for ν = 0.76. Here we observe MMO-like behaviour that
causes relatively long delays between peaks during the transient part, but then the
orbit settles back to the expected relaxation oscillation for this ν-value. The response
in Figure 5.5(e) and (f) for ν = 0.56 relaxes to an MMO, as expected from the unpulsed
results, but we observe a very long delay before these oscillations restart.

The full three-dimensional critical manifold S plays an important role in our expla-
nation of the pulse response of the Class I Atri model, as do the two-dimensional fold
surfaces and the curves of folded singularities. We already analysed these structures in
Section 5.2.1 and refer, in particular, to Figure 5.3, where the three cases corresponding
to Figure 5.5 are indicated by white dashed vertical lines at the respective ν-values.
Since P is no longer fixed for the pulsed Class I Atri model, we always show in the
figures the following two projections, namely, onto (Ct, r, C)-space and onto (P, r, C)-
space. In each projection we also plot the two fold surfaces L± and the curve of folded
singularities of S, following the colour conventions in Figure 5.3. The fourth missing
coordinate in each projection is indicated by a colour gradient on the fold surfaces. We
use dark (low) to light (high) for Ct, as before, and pink (high) to cyan (low) for P .

After the pulse, the orbit typically will not be near S and the first behaviour
observed is, therefore, a fast transition to an attracting sheet of S, after which the
evolution is (approximately) dictated by the slow flow on S, given by the reduced
problem, until the orbit meets a fold surface. This typically occurs at a regular jump
point, so that the orbit continues with a fast jump to the other attracting sheet of S.
As a consequence we observe a large relaxation oscillation in the transient dynamics.

We observe a series of such transient oscillations in the time series in Figure 5.5(a)
and (b), where ν = 0.96. The corresponding phase portrait is shown in Figure 5.6;
panel (a) shows the projection onto (Ct, r, C)-space and panel (b) the projection onto
(P, r, C)-space. Note that the curve of folded singularities consists only of folded foci
(blue) for this ν-value; see Figure 5.3. Fold points in a neighborhood of a folded focus
are regular jump points. Hence, each time the fold surface is reached near such a folded
focus a regular fast jump happens. By identifying the near-vertical transitions from
the fold surface L− in Figure 5.6, we can identify the sequence of jump points on this
fold surface. Both for the transient and the long term dynamics, we see that the orbit
interacts with the fold surface L− at regular jump points and the oscillations are all of
relaxation oscillation type.
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Figure 5.6 Relaxation oscillation-like transient behaviour for the pulsed Class I Atri
model with ν = 0.96 and ε = 0.01. Panels (a) and (b) show projections onto (Ct, r, C)-
space and (P, r, C)-space, respectively. The two fold surfaces are shown, with a colour
gradient indicating the value of the missing fourth coordinate; P ranges from 5 (pink)
to 0 (cyan) in panel (a) and Ct ranges from 2.2 (dark) to 3.5 (light) in panel (b). The
curves of folded singularities are also shown, with the colour indicating the type of folded
singularity as in Figure 5.3. The corresponding time series for the orbit is shown in
Figure 5.5(a) and (b).

Anomalous delay due to interaction with a folded node

The time series in Figure 5.5(c) and (d), where ν = 0.76, shows oscillations immediately
after the pulse, similar to those seen in Figure 5.5(a) and (b). However, unlike in
Figure 5.5(a) and (b), the initial increase in frequency is followed by a relatively
long delay before the orbit returns to its unpulsed oscillation, which is of relaxation
oscillation-type for this ν-value. During these delayed oscillations, we note that there
are small-amplitude oscillations; these are visible in the enlargement in Figure 5.5(d)
before the second and third spikes. As indicated in Figure 5.3, the folded singularities
on L− are no longer all folded foci. For high P -values the singularities are folded nodes
and there is an associated three-dimensional funnel region on S−a . As P decreases
from a high value after pulsing, the transient orbit may enter this funnel region, in
which case the orbit will have a quiescent period as it moves through the funnel region
on S−a towards the curve of folded node singularities on L−, then will exhibit small
oscillations near L− followed by a fast jump towards S+

a . The transient orbit may
return to the three-dimensional funnel region and again pass through another folded
node at a smaller value of P , until P has decreased to a value where the funnel ceases
to exist because the folded singularities are of folded focus type.

Figure 5.7 shows two projections of the phase portrait for the case where ν = 0.76.
The MMO-like transient behaviour occurs each time the orbit reaches the fold surface
L− at a (green) folded node. We observe that the pulsed orbit first crosses the fold
surface L− at a jump point, but after the fast jump the orbit falls into the funnel
region for the segment of folded node singularities and the second and third crossings
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Figure 5.7 MMO-like transient behaviour for the pulsed Class I Atri model with
ν = 0.76 and ε = 0.01. Panels (a) and (b) show projections onto (Ct, r, C)-space and
(P, r, C)-space, respectively. The two fold surfaces and folded singularities are shown with
colouring as in Figures 5.3 and 5.6. The corresponding time series for the orbit is shown
in Figure 5.5(c) and (d).

of the fold surface L− are at folded nodes. According to the theory developed by
Wechselberger [61], we would expect to see small-amplitude oscillations as these orbits
pass near the folded node singularity.

Panels (a) and (b) in Figure 5.8 show a close-up of the passage through the folded
node segment at the second crossing (P ≈ 2.104); panel (a) is an enlargement near the
folded node in the same projection as Figure 5.7(b), and panel (b) shows the projection
along the vector v1 associated with the zero eigenvalue of the folded node involved in
this second crossing. The coordinate axes are aligned with the vector v2 that is tangent
to the fold surface but orthogonal to v1, and with two additional vectors n1 and n2

normal to the fold surface. The projection in Figure 5.8(b) shows oscillating behaviour
that is reminiscent of a passage through a folded node for a three-dimensional system
with two slow variables [7, 9, 60]. The folded node at P = 2.104 has µ = 0.156 so the
theory predicts the existence of two secondary canards and a maximum of three small
amplitude oscillations, as seen here.

The third crossing of the fold surface by the orbit in Figure 5.7(b) is also at a
folded node (P ≈ 1.216); a close-up for this crossing is shown in Figure 5.8(c), and
Figure 5.8(d) shows a projection along the vector v1 associated with the zero eigenvalue
of the folded node involved in this crossing. The folded node at P = 1.216 has
µ = 0.611, which leads to no secondary canards and the prediction of only one small
amplitude oscillation.

The increase in µ value as P decreases explains the decrease in the number of small
amplitude oscillations observed between the second and third crossings of the fold
surface. After this third crossing, P has decreased enough that the folded singularities
change to folded foci (blue segment) and the transient orbit (as well as the long term
behaviour) thereafter looks like a relaxation oscillation.
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Figure 5.8 The enlargement of segments of the pulsed orbit plotted in Figure 5.7 for
ν = 0.76 near the second (a) and third (c) crossing of the fold surface shows the interaction
with the curve of folded nodes. The black dashed line shows the weak eigenvector of the
folded node nearest the orbit (green circle). The second column, panels (b) and (d), shows
a projection along the vector direction associated with the zero eigenvalue of the folded
node, v1, such that the fold surface is almost one-dimensional.

The pulse response of the model at this value of ν can therefore be characterised
as being a few relaxation oscillation-type oscillations of greater frequency and smaller
amplitude than the attracting relaxation oscillation, followed by a number of MMO-
like oscillations (each including a delay then some small-amplitude oscillations then
a fast jump) before re-establishment of the relaxation oscillation. We note that the
number and amplitude of the relaxation oscillations immediately after the pulsing and
before the delay, as well as the length of the delay and the number of small-amplitude
oscillations during the transient will depend on factors such as the location in phase
space of the orbit immediately before pulsing, the length and magnitude of the applied
pulse and on the exact ν value, but the underlying mechanism described here is robust
and will produce qualitatively similar results for all ν values in this region.

We have, thus, identified a mechanism causing anomalous delays in the pulse
response of the Class I Atri model: a ‘delay’ before resumption of relaxation oscillations
after a pulse can occur as the transient orbit passes through the funnel region on
the stable sheet S−a of the critical manifold associated with a segment of folded node
singularities. The funnel region of the folded node segment causes a delay effect because
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Figure 5.9 Dynamics of the pulsed Class I Atri model with ν = 0.56 and ε = 0.01,
showing one orbit after pulsing (black curve). (a) Projection onto (Ct, r, C) coordinates.
At the equilibrium value of P , the folded singularity is a folded node. (b) Projection onto
(P, r, C) coordinates. All surfaces and curves are as in Figure 5.6. A time series for the
orbit is shown in Figure 5.5(e) and (f).

orbits on S−a slow down as they move to and along the weak eigendirection of the
folded nodes. Furthermore, orbits have to make a certain number of small-amplitude
oscillations near the folded nodes before they ultimately get ‘ejected’ from the funnel.
The exact number and amplitude of these small-amplitude oscillations will depend on
the parameters ε, µ and d, according to the folded node theory for two slow variables;
see Chapter 3.

Anomalous delay due to interaction with a segment of folded saddles

The anomalous delay seen in the pulse response of the Class I Atri model, as shown
in the time series in Figure 5.5(e) and (f) where ν = 0.56, is caused by a second
different mechanism, namely by passage near a segment of folded saddle singularities.
We have found that a one-dimensional family of folded saddles can provide a trapping
region for the slow flow. Such a trapping region is bounded by the two-dimensional
families of stable and unstable manifolds of the folded saddles. Unlike the funnel
region for a segment of folded nodes, the families of stable and unstable manifolds
each form two-dimensional surfaces on S−a that prevent orbits from reaching the fold
surface L− and ultimately force solutions away from L− on S−a . We note that the
unstable manifolds are often compact on S−a , because they can bend back and connect
to folded nodes in a neighbouring segment. This offers an escape from the trapping
region, because solutions will leave a neighbourhood of the folded saddles along the
unstable eigendirection of the folded saddles, until P eventually gets small enough that
the folded singularities change to folded node type. Once the orbit escapes from its
‘trap’, a jump is observed in the transient orbit. If the escape is through a folded node,
then small-amplitude oscillations typically are seen before the jump.
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Figure 5.10 Enlargement of Figure 5.9(b) (ν = 0.56), showing the stable (dark-blue)
and unstable (dark-red) manifolds of the curve of folded saddles (ε = 0), as well as the
pulsed orbit (black) with ε = 0.01 as it passes through this region. The stable and
unstable manifolds and the fold surface L− (light blue) all intersect at the curve of folded
singularities; shown in light red (folded saddles) and green (folded nodes).

An example of this type of behaviour is shown in Figure 5.9 for the case ν = 0.56.
Both projections show that the pulsed orbit passes near L−, remaining very close to the
segment of folded saddles for a relatively long time. Figure 5.10 shows an enlargement
of Figure 5.9(b) near the folded saddle segment, rotated so that L− appears almost
horizontal. This figure also shows the two-dimensional surfaces formed by the one-
dimensional stable (dark-blue) and one-dimensional unstable (dark-red) manifolds of
the segment of folded saddles. The pulsed orbit enters this region near the surface
of stable manifolds. As it comes close to the fold surface L− and the curve of folded
saddles, it is pushed away along the surface of unstable manifolds and remains trapped
on S−a until it reaches the segment of folded nodes. Note that passage near a segment
of folded saddles followed by a segment of folded nodes can produce a more lengthy
delay than passage through a segment of folded nodes only. In this model that delay
is especially long as the unstable eigenvalues are close to zero for the whole segment of
folded saddles. For ν = 0.56, the folded saddle with the maximum unstable (positive)
eigenvalue is at P = 1.85 where λ = 0.095 and for all other P values the unstable
eigenvalue is closer to zero. This, combined with the zero eigenvalue, means that
solutions on the unstable manifold of the segment of folded saddles will stay close to
the segment of folded saddles, and consequently will travel very slowly and take a long
time to reach the folded node region where oscillations resume.
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5.3 Atri Class II pulsed – one fast and two slow

variables

In the unpulsed Class II model, P is a dynamic variable. This means that we can
use the geometric structures found in the analysis of the unpulsed Class II system in
Section 4.2 to explain the pulsed responses. Due to the three-dimensional nature of
the Class II system, any delays such as that seen in Figure 5.1(c) must be due to a
completely different mechanism than for the Class I model.

A pulse in IP3 moves an orbit rapidly to higher values of P . In Section 4.2 we
found that the critical manifold for the Class II model is only folded for P . 0.45. At
P ≈ 0.45, there is a cusp in the manifold. A pulse in IP3 of the strength considered
here will move the orbit past the cusp. For small ε, following a pulse of IP3, an orbit
will first move quickly towards the critical manifold. It will then follow the slow flow on
the critical manifold, given by the reduced problem, until a fold curve is encountered,
at which point the orbit could make a fast jump. Since there are no folds in the critical
manifold for large P there can be no fast jumps and hence no oscillations initially.
Eventually, the value of P will decrease sufficiently that the orbit returns to the folded
section of the critical manifold (P < 0.45) and oscillations are possible. This explains
the observed delay in the onset of oscillations after the pulse – until P is small enough,
there can be no oscillations.

For ν values where relaxation oscillations are found in the unpulsed system (0.75 <

ν < 1.51) orbits return to the attracting relaxation oscillation following the delay. For
ν < 0.75 there is a stable node on S−a and a long time interval with no oscillations
is seen following pulsing as the orbit is pushed to high P and C values and returns
travelling slowly around the cusp. Oscillations are often seen in the transient behaviour
following this delay, as the orbit can reach the fold curve and jump numerous times
before reaching the stable equilibrium point. For ν > 1.51, there is a stable node on
S+
a and the pulsed orbit is observed to return to the stable node slowly along S+

a from
high P and high C values. In this case, the orbit does not need to travel around the
cusp, and oscillations are not seen in the transient dynamics. For ε < 0.005, there is
a parameter region near the lower Hopf bifurcation (HB1), where there are two stable
attractors: a stable node and a stable relaxation oscillation. For ν values where this
bistability exists, a pulsed orbit is observed to return to the large-amplitude relaxation
oscillation, not the stable node, regardless of which stable attractor it was at prior to
pulsing.

The details of the evolution once P decreases enough for the critical manifold to be
folded (P < 0.45) depend on the reduced flow described in Section 4.2, in particular
on the details of the folded singularities given in Table 4.2. A folded node exists on
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Figure 5.11 Dynamics on the critical manifold (ε = 0) for the Class II Atri model
(4.8), for two values of ν: (a) ν = 1.00; (b) ν = 1.30. The critical manifold is pink and
the fold curves are blue.The green dots indicate the location of folded nodes on L− and
the purple curves emanating from the folded nodes are the associated strong canards.
The light-pink region is the funnel region of the folded node.

L− for 0.75 < ν < 1.60; Figure 5.11 shows some features of the reduced flow on
the critical manifold due to this folded node for two representative choices of ν. For
0.75 < ν < 1.07 the funnel region of the folded node on L− is completely bounded
by the fold curve and strong canard, and so a transient orbit cannot enter the region.
This situation is illustrated in Figure 5.11(a). We observe that the pulsed orbit goes
around the funnel region and settles down to the stable relaxation oscillation. The
time series for a pulsed trajectory in this case is shown in Figure 5.1(c). In contrast,
for 1.07 < ν < 1.60 the strong canard does not bend around to meet the lower fold
curve (except at the folded node), and the associated funnel region is open, as shown
in Figure 5.11(b). In this case the funnel region attracts the flow from the upper (high
P ) part of the phase space and a pulsed orbit will typically return to the attractor via
the funnel of the folded node. This results in small oscillations in the transient orbit
followed by relaxation oscillations before the stable relaxation oscillation (ν < 1.51)
or stable node (ν > 1.51) is reached. Figure 5.12 confirms this prediction in the case
ν = 1.30.
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Figure 5.12 Dynamics for the Class II Atri model (4.8) with ν = 1.30 and ε = 0.01.
Panel (a) shows all curves and surfaces as in Figure 5.11(b), with the addition of a black
curve showing a trajectory after the application of an IP3 pulse. After the pulse, the
trajectory passes the cusp point on the fold curves, then passes through the funnel region
towards the folded node, resulting in a delay followed by characteristic small oscillations
before re-establishment of the relaxation oscillation. Panel (b) shows the time series for
the trajectory shown in panel (a). The red curve is C and is plotted against the left
vertical axis. The black curve is P and is plotted against the right vertical axis.

5.4 Atri Hybrid pulsed – one fast and three slow

variables

Since the long term dynamics of the Hybrid model can be qualitatively like the dy-
namics in either the Class I or Class II models, depending on the size of τ̂ , it is no
surprise that the Hybrid model may respond to a pulse of IP3 in similar ways to both
the Class I and Class II models. In particular, we may encounter the same types
of anomalous delays as for Class I. We illustrate this using the Hybrid model with
τ̂ = 0.48 (τ = 2), α = 1 and ε = 0.01. In this case, the unpulsed model is in the
Class I regime and Figure 5.13 shows three different possibilities, corresponding to
three representative values of ν; compare with the pulsed responses for the Class I
model in Figure 5.5. We analysed the unpulsed Hybrid model in Section 4.3, and
we can use the geometric structures found there to explain the responses to pulsing.
We located a three-dimensional critical manifold containing two fold surfaces and a
curve of folded singularities. The types of folded singularities found play a key role in
determining the transient behaviour seen and we refer the reader to Figure 4.21, where
the three cases corresponding to Figure 5.13 are indicated by white dashed vertical
lines at the respective ν-values.

Figure 5.14 shows a pulsed orbit in phase space for the Hybrid model with ν = 1.4.
The associated time series is plotted in Figure 5.13(a) and (b). For this ν value, the
folded singularities consist of folded foci only and the pulsed orbit meets the fold surface
L− at jump points only. The pulse response is therefore qualitatively similar to that
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Figure 5.13 Time series of C for the pulsed Hybrid Atri model with α = 1.0, τ̂ = 0.48
(τ = 2.0) and ε = 0.01. Panels (a), (c) and (e) show the responses for ν = 1.4, ν = 1.2
and ν = 0.40 respectively. These values correspond to the white dashed vertical lines in
Figure 4.21. Enlargements of the boxed regions in panels (a), (c) and (e) are given in
panels (b), (d) and (f) respectively and show transient behaviour after the pulse is applied
at t1 = 12 and P has decayed to 5.

seen in the Class I model with ν = 0.96; see Figures 5.6 and 5.5(a) and (b).

Figure 5.15 shows a pulsed orbit for the Hybrid model when ν = 1.2, with the
associated time series plotted in Figure 5.13(c) and (d). In this case, the first five
passages through the fold surface L− occur at jump points, the next passage is at a
folded node, and the orbit eventually settles down to a relaxation oscillation. The pulse
response for this value of ν is thus qualitatively similar to the case for the Class I model
with ν = 0.76; see Figures 5.7 and 5.5(c) and (d).

Figure 5.16 shows a pulsed orbit for the Hybrid model when ν = 0.40, with the
associated time series plotted in Figure 5.13(e) and (f). For this value of ν, the pulsed
orbit makes three passages through the fold surface L− at jump points, then spends an
extended period of time lingering near the segment of folded saddles, then enters the
funnel region for the folded nodes, and eventually settles down to an MMO. The pulse
response for this value of ν is thus like the case for the Class I model with ν = 0.56;
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Figure 5.14 Relaxation oscillation-like transient behaviour for the pulsed Hybrid Atri
model with ν = 1.4, α = 1.0, τ̂ = 0.48 (τ = 2.0) and ε = 0.01. Panels (a) and (b) show
projections onto (Ct, r, C)-space and (P, r, C)-space, respectively. All surfaces and curves
are as in Figure 5.6. All intersections of the orbit with the fold surface occur at jump
points. A time series for the orbit is shown in Figure 5.13(a) and (b).
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Figure 5.15 MMO-like transient behaviour for the pulsed Hybrid Atri model with
ν = 1.2, α = 1.0, τ̂ = 0.48 (τ = 2.0) and ε = 0.01. Panels (a) and (b) show projections
onto (Ct, r, C)-space and (P, r, C)-space, respectively. All surfaces and curves are as in
Figure 5.6. The first five passages through the fold surface L− are at jump points, the
next passage is at a folded node, and the orbit is eventually attracted to a relaxation
oscillation (crossing the fold surface at a jump point). A time series for the orbit is shown
in Figure 5.13(c) and (d).

see Figures 5.9 and 5.5(e) and (f).

Hence, we see that the Hybrid Atri model with α = 1.0 and τ̂ = 0.48 (τ = 2.0)
responds to pulses of IP3 in a qualitatively similar way to the Class I Atri model.
Similar results are found for any τ̂ greater than about 0.2.

As argued for the Class II model, when the Hybrid model is in the Class II regime,
i.e., when τ̂ � 1, the model can be reduced to a three-dimensional model and we find
in numerical experiments that pulsing has a similar effect to that seen in the pure
Class II model. Specifically, after pulsing there is a delay before re-establishment of
oscillations because the pulse pushes the orbit into a region of the phase space where
the associated critical manifold has no folds. Oscillations are only re-established once
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Figure 5.16 Dynamics for the pulsed Hybrid model with ν = 0.40, α = 1.0, τ̂ = 0.48
(τ = 2.0) and ε = 0.01. Panels (a) and (b) show projection onto (Ct, r, C)-space and
(P, r, C)-space, respectively. All surfaces and curves are as in Figure 5.6. The first three
passages through the fold surface L− occur at jump points, then the orbit has a period
of drifting along near the segment of folded saddles. Eventually the orbit settles down
to an MMO, corresponding to passage near a folded node. A time series for the orbit is
shown in Figure 5.13(e) and (f).

the variable P has decayed enough that the critical manifold is folded.
We have derived no clear theoretical predictions about the response to pulsing for

the Hybrid model in the transition regime between the Class I and Class II regimes,
but preliminary numerical results show that in this case the pulse response has charac-
teristics of both Class I and Class II behaviour. Time series for transition values of τ̂
are shown in Figure 5.17 for three values of ν from the qualitatively different response
regions found in the preceeding analysis. For ν = 1, panels (a) and (b), the response
changes from a folded saddle type delay in the Class I regime to a Class II type delay.
For ν = 1.4, panels (c) and (d), there is a folded node type delay in the Class I regime
which changes to a Class II type delay. Panels (e) and (f) are for ν = 1.8, showing the
transition between the Class I regime where there is no delay and the Class II regime
where there is a delay. The transition regime is being investigated further and will be
reported on elsewhere.

5.5 Discussion

In this chapter we have used GSPT to investigate the response of the Atri model
to an exogenous pulse of IP3. The effect of pulsing with IP3 is to move the system
rapidly away from its periodic attractor (either relaxation oscillation or MMO) to a
high P region of phase space. We find that the trajectory followed as P relaxes to its
attractor, and thus the observed response to pulsing, can be explained by considering
the geometric structures found in the singular limit using GSPT. The anomalous delays
seen in the Class I and Hybrid models are associated with the existence of segments
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Figure 5.17 Calcium time series showing pulse responses of the Hybrid Atri model for
values of τ̂ in the transition between Class I type and Class II type regimes, with ε = 0.01.
The left panels show the responses with τ̂ = 0.048 (τ = 0.2) and the right panels show
the responses with τ̂ = 0.036 (τ = 0.15). Panels (a) and (b) are for ν = 1, panels (c) and
(d) are for ν = 1.4 and panels (e) and (f) are for ν = 1.8. The pulse is applied at t0 = 12,
indicated with an arrow, and the grey shaded region indicates the duration of the pulse
(∆ = 0.72).

of folded singularities, either folded nodes or folded saddles, in the singular limit of
the model, whereas the delays in the Class II model are due to a cusp in the critical
manifold. In Section 5.5.1 we give a more detailed summary and discussion of the
results, then Section 5.5.2 discusses the implications for the pulsing protocol developed
in Sneyd et al. [53].
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5. Atri Model with Pulsing

5.5.1 Summary of results

In the Class I Atri model, P evolves independently of the other variables and after
pulsing returns monotonically to its equilibrium value, while the other variables oscil-
late. We have identified three qualitatively different pulse responses. At larger values
of ν the critical manifold contains no folded saddle or folded node type singularities
and orbits reaching the fold surfaces jump immediately, producing relaxation type
oscillations. These relaxation oscillations have a higher frequency at higher P , causing
the increase in frequency seen in the response. No delay is seen in the re-establishment
of oscillations after pulsing. For smaller ν values we find that there are segments of
folded node singularities in the singular limit. When a transient orbit passes near a
segment of folded nodes, it displays MMO like oscillations including delays and small-
amplitude oscillations. For even smaller ν values, there are segments of folded saddles
and folded nodes. In this case we see a more lengthy delay in the transient orbit as
it passes near the segment of folded saddles, followed by MMO-like transients as the
orbit passes near a segment of folded nodes.

Delays are also observed in the pulse responses of the Class II Atri model, but they
are caused by a completely different mechanism to the Class I delays. Using GSPT
analysis we find that the two-dimensional critical manifold has a cusp at P ≈ 0.45,
where the two fold curves merge. For smaller P values the critical manifold is cubic-
shaped and oscillations can be seen, but for higher P values there are no folds in the
critical manifold and oscillations cannot occur. A pulse sends a trajectory to a region
of phase space where P is high and the manifold is not folded. A delay is observed as
P must decay past the cusp in order for oscillations to resume.

The Hybrid Atri model responds differently to a pulse of IP3 depending on the value
of τ̂ : for τ̂ = O(1) it responds like a Class I model, for τ̂ = O(10−2) or less it responds
like a Class II model, and for intermediate τ̂ there is a transition regime where features
of both the Class I and Class II pulse responses can be seen.

In order to explain the responses of the Class I and Hybrid models it was necessary
to use recently developed theory for systems with three or more slow variables [61].
This analysis is published in CHAOS [27] and is the first application of the GSPT for
three or more slow variables. Based on the delay and small-amplitude oscillations seen
near folded nodes in systems with two slow variables, the complicated dynamics seen
near segments of folded nodes are not surprising. However, the long delay associated
with segments of folded saddles is unexpected, as with one or two slow variables the
folded saddles are not seen to have any significant effect on the dynamics. We find that
the stable and unstable manifolds of a segment of folded saddles can effectively trap
solutions on the critical manifold, preventing them from reaching the fold surface until
the type of folded singularity changes to a folded node. We have thus identified a novel
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trapping mechanism that can only occur in systems with three or more slow variables.
The length of the delay associated with a segment of folded saddles depends on the size
of the positive eigenvalues along the curve in a similar way to the delayed escape from a
saddle point. However, this delay differs from the delay due to an isolated saddle point
as the folded saddles are not singularities of the full system and thus the ε value will
affect the delay. Additionally, the zero eigenvalue leads to a two-dimensional stable
manifold and a two-dimensional unstable manifold of the segment of folded saddles
which will trap and delay trajectories in a large region of the phase space.

One of the main motivations for studying the response of the Atri model to a pulse
of IP3 is to understand the dynamics underlying the experimental protocol proposed
in [53]. In the results reported in [53], there was a clear cut difference between the
responses of Class I and Class II models to a pulse of IP3: Class I models responded
with an increase in oscillation frequency, while Class II models responded with a phase
lag (delay) before resuming oscillations. Thus, it was proposed that the experimental
response to pulsing could be used to determine whether Class I or Class II mechanisms
were responsible for the oscillations. The anomalous delay observed in the Class I Atri
model causes problems for this interpretation, as a delay could be caused by either
Class I or Class II mechanisms. This suggests the need to revisit the experimental
protocol to see if it can be modified to remove this ambiguity.

5.5.2 Effect of varying pulse strength

The difference in the mechanisms underlying the delay seen in the Class II model and
the anomalous delay seen in the Class I model suggests that it might be possible to
differentiate between the two types of model by varying the strength of the IP3 pulse.
The delay in the Class II model is due to the length of time it takes to travel to a region
of phase space where oscillations can resume, and thus we would expect the delay to
increase smoothly as the strength of the pulse increases. In contrast, the delay in the
Class I model is due to passage near a segment of folded saddles or folded nodes. As
long as a pulse is strong enough to push the orbit to a P value above these segments,
one might expect the observed delay to be approximately the same once the region of
folded saddles or folded nodes is reached.

To increase the pulse strength we can increase either the pulse duration (∆) or the
pulse magnitude (M̂). We find that whether we vary the magnitude or duration, all
that matters is the maximum concentration of IP3 reached at the end of the pulse,
i.e., the initial condition for P in the unpulsed model. This is as we would expect and
means that we can report our results in terms of overall pulse strength or maximum
IP3 concentration reached.

For ν values where there is a closed funnel region associated with the folded nodes in
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5. Atri Model with Pulsing

the Class II model, the results are as expected. The delay seen increases logarithmically
as the maximum IP3 concentration increases. There is a small amount of variation
depending on when during the stable relaxation oscillation the pulse is applied, as that
affects how long it takes to rapidly move onto the critical manifold, but this variation is
very small compared to the overall delay seen. However, for ν values where there is an
open funnel region which trajectories pass through this relationship does not persist.
The delays seen vary very little for different pulse timings, but for small pulse strengths
they are much longer than those found with a closed funnel region and do not increase
much as the pulse strength increases. In fact, for pulse strengths that push the orbit
above P ≈ 10 the delay observed is constant.

For the Class I model the results are not as might be expected either. Overall, as
pulse strength increases, the average delay observed flattens off (tends to a constant
delay) much more quickly than the logarithmic relationship seen in the Class II model
(when the funnel region is closed), as we postulated. However, there can be immense
variation in the delay depending on exactly where in phase space the pulse sends the
orbit. For instance, in the Class I Atri model with ν = 0.56, a value of ν for which
there is a segment of folded saddles and folded nodes, the delay can vary by up to 30%
depending on when the pulse is applied. Figure 5.18 shows the maximum delay seen for
a variety of pulse strengths applied at a selection of different pulse times (192 different
choices of pulse timing evenly spaced through one period T of the underlying stable
oscillation). We find that the time trapped in the saddle region is highly variable as it
depends on when the orbit enters the trapping region. In addition, the delay observed
is related to the number of small-amplitude oscillations that occur as the trajectory
passes near the folded node; this number depends on the µ value of the folded node
that the orbit passes near and on which sector of rotation it is in (d value), according to
the folded node theory, resulting in the discrete jumps in the delay seen in Figure 5.18.

Thus, we find that increasing the pulse strength does not allow us to distinguish
between Class I and Class II mechanisms; both Class I and Class II models can
respond to increasing pulse strength in the same way for certain parameter values.
Also, there is huge variability seen in the Class I delays. These factors indicate that
modifying the experimental protocol to incorporate varying the pulse strength when a
delay is observed would not be useful for differentiating between Class I and Class II
mechanisms.

There are other possible modifications to the experimental protocol which we have
not considered in any depth. An important consideration not mentioned in the preced-
ing discussion is the effect of the presence of noise. Knowing the robustness of the delay
mechanisms to the addition of noise is important, as there is noise in the underlying
physiological system; in particular the opening and closing of IP3 receptors is known to
be highly stochastic. We expect that the mechanisms causing the delays in the Class I
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Figure 5.18 For various IP3 pulse strengths, indicated in the legend on the right, the
maximum delay observed for a selection of different pulse application times in the Class I
Atri model, with ν = 0.56 and ε = 0.01, is shown. The 192 different choices of pulse
times are evenly spaced during one period T of the stable attracting MMO.

and Class II models would be affected very differently by noise. Initial work suggests
that the delay due to passage near an isolated folded node in a system with two slow
variables is robust to the addition of small noise [6]. However, the sensitivity to noise
of the delay due to passage near a segment of folded nodes or folded saddles has not
been studied and is left for future work.

Having identified the mathematical mechanisms underlying the pulse responses in
the Atri model, the next step will be to look at other intracellular calcium models to
determine whether the same mechanisms are present. This will be the focus of the
next chapter.
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6
Other Model Results

In Chapters 4 and 5, we analysed the Class I, Hybrid and Class II Atri models, both
unpulsed and pulsed, using geometric singular perturbation techniques, and were able
to explain much of the dynamics seen in the systems. The Atri model is just one of
many possible models for this sort of cell type. We now look at two different models
of the same sort of cell, that are constructed using different model assumptions but
that display similar behaviour, to determine the extent to which GSPT is useful for
explaining the dynamics. These models are the Politi-Höfer model and the Dupont
model, introduced in Chapter 2. Following nondimensionalisation we found that both
models had a less clear separation of time scales than the Atri model. In fact, both
could be considered to have three separate time scales. A comprehensive theory
for models with three or more time scales is not yet developed. In this chapter we
show what information can still be gained using the two-time-scale analysis, and what
the limitations are. The analysis of the unpulsed Politi-Höfer and Dupont models is
published in the Journal of Nonlinear Science [28].

6.1 Politi-Höfer Model – Unpulsed Results

In this section we analyse the Politi-Höfer model using GSPT. A nondimensionalised
form of the Politi-Höfer model was found in Chapter 2, with the equations given in
system (2.20) and parameter values as in Table 2.2.
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6. Other Model Results

6.1.1 Class I – one fast, one intermediate and one slow variable

Setting K3K = 0 causes the dP/dt1 equation to decouple from the other equations in
system (2.20). If we assume that P has reached its steady state, P = V̄PLC/Qp, the
system becomes three-dimensional, just as for the Atri Class I model. As shown in
Section 2.2.3, this model with parameters as in Table 2.2 is a three-time-scale system.
Numerical investigation of this system shows that it exhibits some features commonly
seen in three-time-scale systems, as described in [34], e.g., MMOs with more than one
large-amplitude oscillation between each group of small-amplitude oscillations, or with
differing numbers of small-amplitude oscillations between each group of large-amplitude
oscillations (see Figure 2.4).

A comprehensive theory for three-time-scale systems has yet to be developed but
some useful information can be obtained by treating the system as a two-time-scale
system, with one fast and two slow variables. To do this we introduce the small
parameter ε := δVpm/(Vsercaγ), which is the separation between fastest and slowest
time scales. Choosing T = Tct gives the system:

ε
dC

dt1
=

(
J̄release −

J̄serca

γ

)
+ ε(J̄in − J̄pm) =: f(C,Ct, P, r, ε),

dCt
dt1

= (J̄in − J̄pm) =: g1(C), (6.1)

dr

dt1
= τ̂r

(
1− rKi +QcC

Ki

)
=: g2(C, r),

where τ̂r = Qc/(δVpmτr) is a nondimensional parameter.
The bifurcation diagram for the Class I Politi-Höfer model is shown in Figure 2.3(a).

MMOs are seen between the torus bifurcation at V̄PLC = 0.062 and the saddle-node
bifurcation of periodic orbits at V̄PLC = 0.076. We note that the main qualitative
difference between the bifurcation diagrams for the Class I Atri and Class I Politi-
Höfer models (Figures 2.1(a) and 2.3(a), respectively) is that the onset of MMOs in
the Politi-Höfer model is associated with a torus bifurcation, while the onset of MMOs
in the Atri model is associated with a sequence of period-doubling bifurcations.

The critical manifold, S, can be found following the same procedure as for the Atri
model. For the Class I Politi-Höfer model S is cubic-shaped as shown in Figure 6.1,
and looks similar to the critical manifold for the Class I Atri model shown in Figure 4.1.
Analysis of the reduced flow with V̄PLC as the bifurcation parameter yields folded and
ordinary singularities as given in Table 6.1.

Although the Class I Politi-Höfer model possesses a folded node and folded saddle-
node type II singularity, we find that there are no values of the bifurcation parameter
for which it is possible to construct a singular periodic orbit through these folded
singularities. The closest the return orbit from the folded node gets to the funnel
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Figure 6.1 The critical manifold S (ε =
0) of the Politi-Höfer Class I model, equa-
tions (6.1), in (Ct, r, C) space.

parameter value folded singularity on L− ordinary singularity position
0 < V̄PLC < 0.056 folded saddle stable node S−a
V̄PLC ≈ 0.056 folded saddle-node type II

0.056 < V̄PLC < 0.12 folded node saddle Sr
V̄PLC ≈ 0.12 degenerate folded node saddle Sr
V̄PLC > 0.12 folded focus saddle Sr

Table 6.1 Singularities of the reduced flow (ε = 0) of the Class I Politi-Höfer model,
equations (6.1). There is also a folded node on L+ for 0.016 < V̄PLC < 0.21 but it has
a small attracting (funnel) region and exists only at values of r below where oscillations
are seen in the full model, and so is not considered further.

region is d ≈ −0.01 for V̄PLC = 0.056, and as V̄PLC increases, d decreases, as shown in
Figure 6.2. Thus we are guaranteed to see relaxation oscillations for sufficiently small
ε, in this case ε1/2 � 0.01. However, it is observed numerically that MMOs are seen
for ε > 0.001 for some values of V̄PLC , as shown in Figure 6.3. For ε sufficiently large
we conjecture that the forward orbit of the folded node returns to the funnel region of
the folded node and that this is why we see MMOs. This conjecture could be checked
by calculating the canard orbits as in [10, 11, 12] to determine where the perturbed
funnel region is for ε > 0. However, this requires extensive calculations which were not
performed here. Examples of the MMOs seen are shown in Figure 6.4. These MMOs
are qualitatively different to those seen in the Atri Class I model due to the fact that
this model has three time scales, as discussed in Section 3.5. This three-time-scale
structure leads to the observed dynamics including: parameter regions with stable
MMOs are smaller, there are large regions of parameter space with aperiodic MMOs,
there are many MMOs with more than one large-amplitude oscillation, the number of
small-amplitude oscillations is less than the maximum predicted from the value of µ.
If we alter parameter values to speed up Ct and slow down r, we find that this moves
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Figure 6.2 Qualitative plots of the µ, d and V̄PLC values for the folded node on L− in
the Class I Politi-Höfer model. There is no region where MMOs are predicted, as d < 0
for all V̄PLC where 0 < µ < 1. The error bars are as described in Figure 4.5.

Figure 6.3 Partial bifurcation set for the
Class I Politi-Höfer model, system (6.1).
The locus of Hopf (HB1), torus (TR)
and saddle-node of periodic orbits (SNP1

and SNP2) bifurcations were computed
using AUTO [13]. Figure 2.3 shows
the corresponding bifurcation diagram for
ε = 0.0074. The shaded region shows
parameter values for which MMOs have
been observed.
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us closer to the standard two time scale case, and the MMOs seen are consequently
more regular and stable and the µ values are larger. A detailed analysis of this model
would require including higher order perturbation terms and is outside the scope of
this work.

6.1.2 Class II – one fast and two slow variables

We obtain a Class II version of the model by setting τr = 0, and thus r(C) = Ki
Ki+QcC

.
As described in Section 2.2.3, this system has one fast variable, C, and two slow
variables, Ct and P . As with the Class I model, choosing T = Tct as the time scale and
introducing the small parameter ε := δVpm/(Vsercaγ), we obtain the nondimensionalised
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Figure 6.4 Mixed mode oscillations in the Class I Politi-Höfer model, system (6.1),
with ε = 0.0074. Panel (a) shows 2727 MMOs with V̄PLC = 0.066; panel (b) shows 4645

MMOs with V̄PLC = 0.069; and panel (c) shows 41 MMOs with V̄PLC = 0.0074.

system

ε
dC

dt1
=

(
J̄release −

J̄serca

γ

)
+ ε(J̄in − J̄pm) =: f(C,Ct, P, ε),

dCt
dt1

= J̄in − J̄pm =: g1(C), (6.2)

dP

dt1
= k̂3k

 V̄PLC
Qp

− 1

1 +
K2

3K

Q2
cC

2

P

 =: g3(C,P ),

where k̂3k = k3k/(δVpm). The bifurcation diagram for this system, for the parameter
values given in Table 2.2 and with ε = 0.0074, is given in Figure 2.3(c).

The critical manifold for this model is shown in Figure 6.5. In this case the critical
manifold is cubic-shaped for P > 0.85 and the upper and lower fold curves merge at
a cusp at P = P̂ ≈ 0.85. Analysis of the reduced flow yields folded singularities on
the critical manifold as shown in Table 6.2 and ordinary singularities as in Table 6.3.
The folded saddle-node type I corresponds to a saddle-node bifurcation of two folded
singularities on the fold curve.

Using the folded node created on the lower fold curve at V̄PLC ≈ 0.00336, it is
possible to construct a singular periodic orbit passing through this folded node for
0.00336 < V̄PLC . 0.0037. For ε sufficiently small we therefore expect to see MMOs
near these V̄PLC values. The value of d decreases from d ≈ 0.08 when V̄PLC = 0.00336

to d = 0 at V̄PLC ≈ 0.0037, as shown in Figure 6.7. Singular limit analysis tells us that
we will find MMOs near these V̄PLC values for ε(1−µ)/2 � 0.08. We find numerically
that MMOs occur in the region shown in Figure 6.6, for ε < 0.0022. For ε = 0.00074

we see MMOs for 0.00345 < V̄PLC . 0.00366 (see Figure 6.8). For these parameter
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Figure 6.5 Critical manifold S (ε = 0)
of the Class II Politi-Höfer model, equa-
tions (6.2). This manifold has a cusp at
P ≈ 0.85. P
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1parameter value folded singularities position
0 < V̄PLC < 0.00336 folded saddle L−

V̄PLC ≈ 0.00336 folded saddle-node type II L−

0.00336 < V̄PLC < 0.00460 folded node L−

V̄PLC ≈ 0.00460 folded node, folded saddle-node type I L−

0.00460 < V̄PLC < 0.00464 two folded nodes, one folded saddle L−

V̄PLC ≈ 0.00464 folded node, folded saddle-node type I L−

0.00464 < V̄PLC < 0.0065 folded node L−

0.0065 < V̄PLC < 0.032 folded node L+

0.032 < V̄PLC < 0.0405 two folded nodes L+

V̄PLC ≈ 0.0405 folded node, folded saddle-node type II L+

0.0405 < V̄PLC < 0.0435 folded node, folded saddle L+

V̄PLC ≈ 0.0435 folded saddle-node type I L+

Table 6.2 Folded singularities of the reduced flow of the Class II Politi-Höfer model.

values (where d > 0) we find that 0 < µ < 0.003. Since ε1/2 > µ we cannot use the
singular limit results to predict the maximal number of small oscillations that will occur.
However, the number of small-amplitude oscillations seen decreases as V̄PLC increases,
as we would expect. Additionally, as in the Class II Atri model, the amplitude of the
small-amplitude oscillations is larger than O(ε) expected from folded node theory, as
µ� 1 (see Section 3.5).

For the folded node that exists for 0.00460 < V̄PLC < 0.0435, d < 0 for all parameter
values, as shown in Figure 6.9, and no associated MMOs are expected for small ε. It is

parameter value ordinary singularity position
0 < V̄PLC < 0.00336 stable node S−a

0.00336 < V̄PLC < 0.0405 saddle Sr
0.0405 < V̄PLC stable node S+

a

Table 6.3 Ordinary singularities of the reduced flow of the Class II Politi-Höfer model.
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Figure 6.6 Partial bifurcation set for
the Class II Politi-Höfer model, equations
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doubling bifurcations (PD1 and PD2) were
computed using AUTO [13]. Figure 2.3(c)
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which MMOs have been observed.
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Figure 6.7 Qualitative plots of the µ, d and V̄PLC values for the folded node that exists
on L− for 0.00336 < V̄PLC < 0.00464 in the Class II Politi-Höfer model. MMOs are
predicted in the shaded region (0.00336 < V̄PLC < 0.0037), where d > 0 and 0 < µ < 1.
The error bars are as described in Figure 4.5.

found numerically that as ε increases the forward orbit of the folded node is perturbed
further away from the funnel, as we found for the folded node on L− in the Atri Class II
model. However, it is still possible to see the effects of the folded node in transients
that start near the funnel. For the folded node on L+ for 0.032 . V̄PLC < 0.0405,
the closest the forward orbit of the folded node gets to the funnel is d ≈ −0.2 at
V̄PLC = 0.0404. As V̄PLC decreases, this folded node moves to higher and higher P
values and d decreases rapidly. There is no region where MMOs could be seen for
this folded node for at least ε < 0.04, and in numerical simulations we find that as ε
increases the trajectories return further from the funnel (d decreases).

6.1.3 Hybrid

Using dimensional analysis in Section 2.2.3 we found that the Hybrid Politi-Höfer model
has a variable r which evolves at a speed intermediate between the fastest variable C
and the slowest variable Ct. As in the Class I Politi-Höfer model, the best way to
analyse this model would be as a three-time-scale system, but such an analysis awaits
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Figure 6.8 Oscillations in the Class II Politi-Höfer model, equations (6.2), with
parameters as in Table 2.2 and ε = 0.00074 : (a) V̄PLC = 0.0035, mixed mode oscillation;
(b) V̄PLC = 0.0036, mixed mode oscillation; and (c) V̄PLC = 0.004, relaxation oscillation.
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Figure 6.9 Qualitative plots of µ, d and V̄PLC values for the folded node that exists
on L− for 0.00460 < V̄PLC < 0.0065 and L+ for 0.0065 < V̄PLC < 0.0435 in the Class II
Politi-Höfer model. MMOs are not predicted to occur since d < 0 whenever 0 < µ < 1
(except that d = 0 when the folded node crosses from L− to L+ at V̄PLC ≈ 0.0065). The
error bars are as described in Figure 4.5.

the development of theory for three-time-scale problems. Here we aim to determine
what information can be gained using a two-time-scale GSPT approach. Specifically,
we wish to investigate and understand the oscillations observed in the system, and our
choices in the assumptions made reflect this.

The speed of the variable P ranges from P being slow for V̄PLC = O(0.01) to P
being of intermediate speed for V̄PLC = O(0.1), over the range of V̄PLC values where
oscillations are found. As we are interested primarily in understanding the MMOs
seen for 0.0038 < V̄PLC < 0.005, we focus on the region where V̄PLC is small, and P

is slow. In this case the system has one fast, one intermediate and two slow variables.
One option is to treat r as a fast variable and analyse the Hybrid Politi-Höfer model
as a singularly perturbed system with two fast and two slow variables. We find that
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6.1 Politi-Höfer Model – Unpulsed Results

this assumption helps to explain the small-amplitude oscillations seen in the MMOs,
but that it is not helpful in understanding the global return mechanism for the large-
amplitude oscillations, or for explaining the dynamics for large V̄PLC values.

Two fast and two slow variable approach

As in the Class I and Class II models, we choose T = Tct as a typical time scale in
system (2.20) and introduce the small parameter ε := δVpm/(Vsercaγ), to obtain the
system

ε
dC

dt1
=

(
J̄release −

J̄serca

γ

)
+ ε

(
J̄in − J̄pm

)
=: f(C,Ct, P, r, ε),

dCt
dt1

= J̄in − J̄pm =: g1(C),

ε
dr

dt1
=

1

τ̄r

(
1− rKi +QcC

Ki

)
=: g2(C, r),

dP

dt1
= k̂3k

 V̄PLC
Qp

− 1

1 +
K2

3K

Q2
cC

2

P

 =: g3(C,P ),

(6.3)

where k̂3k = k3k/(δVpm) and τ̄r = τrVsercaγ/Qc. This transforms the system into the
standard form for a singularly perturbed system with two slow variables (P , Ct) and
two fast variables (C, r). As we are assuming r is fast, we can make a quasi-steady-state
approximation that r(C) = Ki

Ki+QcC
, as in Class II, to give the system

ε
dC

dt1
= f(C,Ct, P, r(C), ε),

dCt
dt1

= g1(C), (6.4)

dP

dt1
= g3(C,P ).

Using centre manifold theory (following [50]) we find that this quasi-steady-state ap-
proximation is valid near both fold curves for 1/τr � 0 which is the case for the Class II
model, but for τr = 6.6s this approximation can only be justified near regions of the
fold curve where C is small and P > 5, i.e., on the lower fold curve L− for P > 5. In
the upper region of phase space we find that the layer problem from system (6.3) is
repelling, and the quasi-steady-state reduction is not valid here. Hence system (6.4)
does not adequately describe the observed dynamics, including the large-amplitude
oscillations which pass through the upper regions of phase space.

Note that system (6.4) is the same system that was analysed for the Class II model
(6.2). This means that the critical manifold for the Hybrid model will be the same as
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6. Other Model Results

parameter value folded singularities on L− ordinary singularity position
0 < V̄PLC < 0.00336 folded saddle stable node S−a
V̄PLC ≈ 0.00336 folded saddle-node type II
0.00336 < V̄PLC folded node saddle Sr

Table 6.4 Folded singularities of the reduced flow in the three-dimensional reduction of
the Hybrid Politi-Höfer model, in the region of the phase space where the quasi-steady-
state approximation is valid (V̄PLC . 0.0041).

in the Class II case, and the reduced system will be the same also. From the Class II
analysis, the ordinary and folded singularities are as listed in Table 6.4. We have not
included the results for V̄PLC & 0.0041 as these are in the region of the phase space
where the reduction is not valid.

As the upper region of the critical manifold for system (6.4) is repelling, it is not
possible to construct singular periodic orbits using the methods of Chapter 3. Instead,
we turn immediately to numerics. In the full system with ε = 0.0074, we find MMOs
for 0.0038 < V̄PLC < 0.005; examples of the oscillations found are shown in Figure 6.10.
Note that the interval of V̄PLC values for which MMOs exist overlaps with the interval
of existence of a folded node in the singular limit. As ε is decreased, the lower Hopf
bifurcation tends to the folded saddle-node type II, and the parameter range where we
see MMOs decreases. For ε = 0.00074 we find MMOs for 0.00336 < V̄PLC < 0.0036.
Plotting these MMOs in phase space with orbits of the reduced (singular) system, we
find that the orbits behave as though they were close to a singular MMO, i.e., they
pass within O(ε) of the funnel region, spiral around as they pass by the folded node,
then jump away and follow some global return mechanism back into the funnel region.
Thus, although the lack of a globally valid quasi-steady-state approximation prevents
us from formally deducing that the MMOs observed in the Hybrid Politi-Höfer model
are associated with the existence of a folded node, numerical observations suggest that
this is the case.

One fast and three slow variable approach

Another way to approach this problem is to make the assumption that C is fast and P ,
r and Ct are slow, giving us a system with one fast and three slow variables. Analysing
this system following the procedure used for the Atri Hyrbid model, we find that the
system has two fold surfaces, L− and L+, similar in shape to those found for the Class I
and Hybrid Atri models, with a curve of folded singularities on both L− and L+. The
curve of folded singularities on L+ are folded nodes, but they are found to exist for low
r and high P values and do not appear to influence the stable oscillatory dynamics.
At V̄PLC = 0.0017 the stable node on S−a reaches L− and there is a folded saddle-node
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Figure 6.10 Oscillations in the Hybrid Politi-Höfer model, system (6.3), with ε =
0.0074 and parameters as in Table 2.2: (a) V̄PLC = 0.0042, mixed mode oscillation; (b)
V̄PLC = 0.006, relaxation oscillation.

type II on L− in the singular system. For 0.0017 < V̄PLC < 0.0042 there is a long
segment of folded nodes in the singular system for P > 1. Stable oscillations are found
in this region in the full system, so we could expect these folded nodes to cause MMOs.
Between V̄PLC = 0.0042 and V̄PLC = 0.007 the length of the folded node segment
decreases rapidly, being replaced by folded foci, and thus whether MMOs or relaxation
oscillations would be seen in the full system will depend on where the stable oscillation
meets L−. The curve of folded singularities on L− are folded foci for V̄PLC > 0.007, so
for this region we would expect to see only relaxation oscillations. This matches the
observed dynamics in the full (non-singular) system.

To make clear predictions about the dynamics based on the singular limit the next
step would be to create singular periodic orbits, as we did in the Atri Hybrid model, but
we do not proceed with this analysis here. The reason for this is that when determining
the applicability of the theory we need to consider the fact that although the separation
ε between the fastest and slowest variables is O(0.01), the separation between C and
r is only about O(0.1); this means that the singular orbits look very different to those
using the original model parameters. For example, the orbits for ε = 0.0074, shown in
Figure 6.10, do not jump very close to the fold surfaces, and do not reach an amplitude
as high as the surface P (L−). As ε → 0 the orbits tend to the singular orbits, but
they must move quite far as they do so. We can see this by comparing the position of
the orbits and the Hopf bifurcations as ε decreases: the orbits for ε = 0.0074 oscillate
at P ≈ 6 and the Hopf bifurcation occurs at V̄PLC = 0.0036, whereas the orbits for
ε = 0.00074 oscillate at P ≈ 3 and the Hopf bifurcation occurs at V̄PLC = 0.0018.
Thus, it seems unlikely that predictions based on the singular limit analysis will be
helpful for explaining the dynamics observed at higher (physiologically relevant) values
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of ε.
These results give us some insight into the dynamics in the Hybrid model, but a

comprehensive three-time-scale theory is needed to analyse the system fully. The two
fast and two slow variable analysis was helpful for determining the dynamics near the
lower Hopf bifurcation, and the one fast and three slow variable analysis gave results
that were consistent with numerical observations for higher V̄PLC . A combination of
these two will be required when we investigate the response of the model to pulsing
with IP3.

6.2 Politi-Höfer Model – Pulsing Results

A pulse of IP3 is applied to the Class I, Class II and Hybrid models by adding term (5.1)
to the right hand side of the dP/dt1 equations. The pulsing parameters M̂ = 2000,
∆ = 0.03 and t0 = 2 were chosen to give a pulse strength (maximum IP3 concentration)
similar to that seen in the Atri model in Chapter 5.

6.2.1 Pulsing observations

Figure 6.11 shows typical responses of the Class I Politi-Höfer model to pulsing. For all
V̄PLC values, immediately after pulsing we see an initial rapid decrease to C ≈ 1, then
a period of slow change with no oscillations, i.e., a delay. For V̄PLC > 0.11 this initial
delay is followed by a longer delay at C ≈ 0.4 with small-amplitude oscillations visible
before relaxation oscillations resume (Figure 6.11(c)). For V̄PLC < 0.09 there is an
even longer delay seen where the orbit becomes trapped near C ≈ 0.1 before relaxation
oscillations resume (Figure 6.11(a)). In all cases there is no noticeable change in the
oscillation frequency when oscillations resume.

In the Hybrid Politi-Höfer model we find that in some regions (V̄PLC < 0.04) there
is a brief increase in the frequency of oscillations following pulsing and no delay, but
for V̄PLC > 0.04 we see a delay that resembles the Class I Politi-Höfer model response.
Figure 6.12(a) and (b) show examples of these two different responses.

For the Class II Politi-Höfer model we observe relaxation oscillations immediately
following pulsing, as shown in Figure 6.12(c). There is a small frequency change,
either increasing or decreasing depending on the magnitude of V̄PLC , but no delay is
seen before oscillations resume.

6.2.2 Pulsing analysis

In order to investigate the Class I pulsed responses we must include P as a dynamic
variable. For the Class I Politi-Höfer model, this gives us a system with one fast
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Figure 6.11 Class I Politi-Höfer model responses to a pulse of IP3 applied at t0 = 2,
indicated with an arrow, with ε = 0.0074. Panel (a) shows a long delay for V̄PLC = 0.08;
panel (b) shows a short delay for V̄PLC = 0.10; and panel (c) shows an intermediate delay
for V̄PLC = 0.13.

variable C, two intermediate variables r and P , and one slow variable Ct. In order to
apply GSPT we assume that the fast variable C is much faster than the other three
variables, and that the other three variables evolve on a comparable time scale. This
gives us a system with one fast variable and three slow variables. For all values of
V̄PLC , we find that the initial jump down to C ≈ 1 in the time series in Figure 6.11
corresponds to the pulsed orbit’s rapid return to the critical manifold. The subsequent
(shorter) delay seen in all transients (until t1 ≈ 2.7) appears to be due to the orbit
travelling slowly along S, similar in origin to the delay seen in the Class II Atri model.
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Figure 6.12 Hybrid and Class II Politi-Höfer model responses to a pulse of IP3 applied
at t0 = 5, indicated with an arrow, with ε = 0.0074. Panel (a) shows Hybrid with
V̄PLC = 0.01, τr = 6.6 and K3K = 0.4; panel (b) shows Hybrid with V̄PLC = 0.10,
τr = 6.6 and K3K = 0.4; and panel (c) shows Class II with V̄PLC = 0.008.

Comparing the form of the time series in Figure 6.11 to those seen in the Class I and
Hybrid Atri models (Figures 5.5 and 5.13), we find that the longer delays for low and
high V̄PLC resemble the delays seen due to passage near a segment of folded saddles
and passage near a segment of folded nodes, respectively.

We can gain further information about the mechanisms underlying the pulsed
responses by looking at the singular limit of the Class I Politi-Höfer model. This
system has two fold surfaces, L− and L+, similar to those found in the Class I and
Hybrid Atri model analysis, with a curve of folded singularities on both L− and L+.
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6.2 Politi-Höfer Model – Pulsing Results

Examining the curve of folded singularities on L− first, we find that the types of folded
singularity at the equilibrium value of P and the parameter values at which the type
of folded singularity changes are the same as obtained by analysis of the one fast and
two slow variable version of the model in Section 6.1.1. For higher P , the folded
singularities are found to all be folded saddles for all V̄PLC . This finding suggests that
the long delay seen for low V̄PLC (Figure 6.11(a)) is due to the transient orbit passing
near a segment of folded saddles on L−. Looking next at L+, we find that there is
a curve of folded singularities of folded node type for high P . This suggests that the
delay in the pulsed orbit for high V̄PLC (Figure 6.11(c)) is due to the orbit becoming
trapped in the funnel region of these folded nodes. We find that the C values where
the orbits appear to be near L− or L+ in the full system (C ≈ 0.05 and C ≈ 0.4) do
not match up with the fold surfaces in the singular system. This can be attributed
to the fact that the separation between C and the fastest of the ‘slow’ variables is
only O(0.1), which means that effectively ε is very large (O(0.1)). However, as ε→ 0

the same qualitative dynamics persist and the behaviour that appears to be near fold
surfaces (folded saddles or folded nodes) tends towards the singular limit fold surfaces.

To interpret the Class II Politi-Höfer model response we can use the results from the
unpulsed analysis in Section 6.1.2. When IP3 is pulsed the orbit gets pushed to high P .
There are no folded singularities for high P and the manifold is cubic-shaped, so we see
relaxation oscillations immediately after pulsing. This is in contrast to what we found
in the Class II Atri model, where there was a cusp in the critical manifold at high P ,
which caused a delay following pulsing. Both the Atri and Politi-Höfer Class II models
have a cusp in the critical manifold, but in the Class II Politi-Höfer model the cusp
is at low P so does not affect the pulsing response. A key difference between these
two models is that the Class II feedback mechanism in the Atri model is a positive
feedback term affecting IP3 production, whereas the Class II feedback mechanism in
the Politi-Höfer model a negative feedback term affecting IP3 degradation. Whether
this difference affects the position of the cusp, and thus the pulsing response, is the
subject of future investigation.

When pulsing the Hybrid Politi-Höfer model we see two different responses (Fig-
ure 6.12, panels (a) and (b)). For low V̄PLC we see no delay in the re-establishment of
oscillations, as in the Class II Politi-Höfer response, but there is a temporary increase
in frequency, whereas for high V̄PLC we see a delay similar to the Class I Politi-Höfer
response before oscillations resume. These different responses appear to arise from the
fact that, as we increase V̄PLC , the speed of the variable P changes and the Hybrid
model changes from being effectively Class II to effectively Class I.

For low V̄PLC the system has one fast variable C, one intermediate variable r, and
two slow variables Ct and P . This prompts us to use the results from the unpulsed
analysis using two fast and two slow variables. From our earlier analysis, we found
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that there are no folded singularities on L− for high values of P and we would expect
to see relaxation oscillations as P relaxes to its stable attractor. However, these results
from assuming that r is fast do not explain the initial increase in the frequency of the
oscillations, as we did not see such a frequency increase for the Class II model with the
same critical manifold and reduced flow.

For high V̄PLC , P can be considered to be on the intermediate time scale. In this
case it does not make sense to consider r as being fast, and indeed the quasi-steady-
state approximation tells us nothing about the dynamics in this regime. Using the one
fast and three slow variable analysis from the unpulsed Hybrid system, we recall that
on L+ there is a curve of folded nodes. In the unpulsed analysis these folded nodes did
not play a role in the dynamics as they only existed for low r and high P values, but
when the model is pulsed the transient orbit travels through phase space where these
folded nodes exist and the delay in the orbit seen for high V̄PLC appears to be due to
passage through the funnel region of one of these folded nodes. This response is similar
to that seen in the Class I model for high V̄PLC .

We note again here that this system is really a three-time-scale system, so the
analysis performed by assuming only two distinct time scales can only give indications
as to the structures involved. Whilst the ε values used here appear small (e.g.,
ε = 0.0074), this is the time scale separation between the fastest and slowest variables.
When determining the applicability of the theory, we need to also consider the fact
the separation between the slowest of the ‘fast’ variables and the fastest of the ‘slow’
variables is only about O(0.1). This means that the perturbation from the singular
limit considered is large. In addition, we find that the µ values of the folded nodes here
are small, due to the three-time-scale nature. These factors mean that the details of
the dynamics found in the full model cannot be accurately predicted from the singular
limit analysis.

6.3 Dupont model – Unpulsed Results

The Dupont Class I model (system (2.25) with parameters given in Table 2.3) has
three variables that evolve on three distinct time scales, as found in Section 2.3. In
order to use GSPT developed for systems with two distinct time scales, we here will
assume that r is slow, just as we did for the Politi-Höfer Class I model. As will be
seen, this gives us a limited amount of information about the mechanisms underlying
the oscillations seen in the unpulsed and pulsed versions of the model.
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Figure 6.13 The critical manifold S
(ε = 0) of the Dupont Class I model,
system (2.25), in (Ct, r, C) space.

parameter value folded singularity on L− ordinary singularity position
0 < pst < 0.54 folded saddle stable node S−a

0.54 < pst < 1.9 folded node saddle Sr
1.9 < pst folded focus saddle Sr

Table 6.5 Singularities of the reduced flow of the Class I Dupont model. There is an
additional folded node on the upper fold curve L+ for most parameter values (pst > 0.06),
but it is found to be at very small r and large C values, and the associated funnel region
extends to even smaller values of r. This is far from the region in which oscillations occur
in the full model and so is not included in this analysis.

6.3.1 Class I – one fast, one intermediate and one slow variable

We choose T = Tct and introduce a small parameter ε := δVpQc/(VeQct), which is the
time scale separation between the fastest and slowest variables. This gives the system

ε
dC

dt1
=

(
J̄release − J̄serca

)
+ ε

Qct

Kact

(
J̄in − J̄pm

)
=: f(C,Ct, r, ε),

dCt
dt1

= J̄in − J̄pm =: g1(C), (6.5)

dr

dt1
= k̂−

(
1− r

(
1 +

K4
actC

4

K4
inh

1

1 + C3

))
=: g2(C, r),

where k̂− = k−Qct/(δVp). The critical manifold for this model looks similar to the
critical manifold for the Class I Atri and Class I Politi-Höfer models and is shown in
Figure 6.13.

XPPAUT was used to locate the ordinary and folded singularities of the reduced
flow; these are listed in Table 6.5. The bifurcation parameter we vary is the steady-
state IP3 concentration, pst, which is directly proportional to the agonist stimulation
ν. There is a folded node on L− for 0.54 < pst < 1.9. We find that there are no values
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Figure 6.14 Oscillations in the Class I Dupont model, system (6.5), with parameters
as in Table 2.3, ε = 0.00336 and: (a) pst = 1.0, mixed mode oscillation; (b) pst = 1.0436,
mixed mode oscillation; and (c) pst = 1.2, relaxation oscillation.

of pst for which the forward orbit of the folded node returns to the funnel region, i.e.,
d is always negative as shown in Figure 6.16. However, as we found in the Class I
Politi-Höfer model, the d values are close to zero with d ≈ −0.002 for pst = 0.54,
and so singular limit results only guarantee that we will see relaxation oscillations for
ε1/2 � 0.002. For larger, physiologically relevant, ε it is possible that the perturbation
could shift the flow sufficiently that the forward image of the folded node returns to
the funnel region of the folded node. This is in fact what we find numerically; we
see MMOs in the full system for ε > 0.0012 despite there being no singular MMOs.
The bifurcation set is shown in Figure 6.15. MMOs are seen near the lower end of
the parameter range, where d is closest to zero. In this region we are near the folded
saddle-node type II, with µ being small, as shown in Figure 6.16, and for this model
we find that there are three time scales. These two factors result in more complicated
MMOs, as shown in Figure 6.14 and discussed in Section 3.5. A more detailed analysis,
including higher order perturbation terms, is left for future work.

6.4 Dupont model – Pulsing Results

To investigate the response of the Class I Dupont model to pulsing with IP3 we must
include the rate equations for P (IP3 concentration) and F (IP4 concentration) from
system (2.25). The term (5.1) is added to the right hand side of the dP/dt1 equation
with the pulsing parameters M̂ = 83.3̇, ∆ = 0.048 and t0 = 2.4 chosen to give a similar
maximum IP3 concentration as the pulses used for the Atri and Politi-Höfer models.
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Figure 6.15 Partial bifurcation set for
the Class I Dupont model, equations (6.5)
showing the loci of Hopf (HB1) and torus
(TR) bifurcations and of saddle-node bifur-
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computed using AUTO [13]. The locus
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Figure 6.16 Qualitative plots of the µ, d and pst values for the folded node on L− i.e.
where 0 < µ < 1 in the Class I Dupont model. There are no values of pst for which
MMOs are predicted to occur.

6.4.1 Pulsing observations

Figure 6.17 shows typical responses of the Class I Dupont model to pulsing. As for
the other Class I models considered here, the dP/dt1 equation is decoupled from the
dC/dt1, dCt/dt1 and dr/dt1 equations and following pulsing, P decays to its stable
equilibrium value, pst, that depends on the agonist stimulation ν. Since P is not a
constant, we cannot use pst as our bifurcation parameter; we instead use the agonist
stimulation ν. Overall we see an increase in frequency of oscillations following pulsing,
with no delay. For lower ν (low pst) there is a greater relative increase in frequency, as
shown in Figure 6.17(b) and (c). For ν values where there are MMOs in the unpulsed
system, it can take some time to reestablish the stable MMO and some MMOs with
more small-amplitude oscillations (and thus longer intervals between large-amplitude
oscillations) can be seen in the transient behaviour (Figure 6.17(a)).

6.4.2 Pulsing analysis

The full five-dimensional system (including P and F ) would need to be analysed in
order to properly investigate the response of the Dupont Class I model to pulsing.
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Figure 6.17 Class I Dupont model responses to a pulse of IP3 applied at t1 = 2.4,
indicated with an arrow, and ε = 0.00336. Panel (a) with ν = 0.266 (pst = 1.05); panel
(b) with ν = 0.300 (pst = 1.42); and panel (c) with ν = 0.600 (pst = 10.4).

This model is a three-time-scale model with C being the fastest variable, Ct being the
slowest and r, P and F being on an intermediate time scale. To analyse this system
using two-time-scale GSPT we could assume that C is fast and the other four variables
are slow, giving a four-dimensional critical manifold, three-dimensional fold manifolds
and two-dimensional folded singularity surfaces. This analysis is not performed here,
since it is expected that the predictive power of the results would be limited since
the system has three time scales, just as we found in the Politi-Höfer Hybrid model
analysis.
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6.5 Summary and Discussion

In this chapter we used GSPT to analyse the unpulsed Politi-Höfer and Dupont models.
We found that in these models, where there is not a clear two time scale separation
(often there are three distinct time scales), GSPT and particularly folded node related
MMO theory is less useful than in the Atri (two-time-scale) models and the predictive
power is limited. Using this unpulsed analysis we then investigated the response of
these models to a pulse of IP3. We find responses that do not fit with the expected
results from Sneyd et al. [53] and using our findings from the pulsed Atri model analysis
we can speculate on the mechanisms underlying the different responses. However, the
three-time-scale nature of the systems means that precise analysis is not possible.

6.5.1 Unpulsed results

Using GSPT to analyse the unpulsed models our results can be summarised as follows:

• The Class I Politi-Höfer model effectively has three variables, C, Ct and r,
each evolving on a different time scale. The evolution of the fourth variable,
P , decouples and P is assumed to have decayed to its equilibrium value, just
like in the Class I Atri model. Since a comprehensive theory for three-time-
scale systems has not yet been developed, a full analysis of this model is not yet
possible. However, some progress can be made by treating the system as a one
fast (C) and two slow (Ct and r) variable system. In this case, it is found that
singular MMOs do not exist for any values of V̄PLC and so relaxation oscillations
are expected for sufficiently small ε > 0. However, for larger values of ε, MMOs
can occur if the increase in ε results in a change in sign of d. For physiologically
relevant ε values this is what we observe, with MMOs seen for ε > 0.001. Since
µ � 1 for the range of V̄PLC values where MMOs are seen (due to the time
scale separation between the two slow variables), we expect to (and do) see more
complicated MMOs than in the Class I Atri model.

• The Class II Politi-Höfer model effectively has one fast variable (C) and two
slow variables (Ct and P ), with the variable r removed by a quasi-steady-state
approximation as in the Class II Atri model. It is found that singular MMOs do
not exist for most values of V̄PLC , so for these parameter values we expect to see
relaxation oscillations for sufficiently small ε. Whilst MMOs could in principle
be seen for larger values of ε if there was a change in the sign of d, that is not
what we see numerically. In the small interval where we do find singular MMOs,
0.00336 < V̄PLC < 0.0037, we find that these MMOs persist only until ε ≈ 0.0022.
As in the Class II Atri model, this very small value of ε means that these MMOs
are physiologically irrelevant.
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• The Hybrid Politi-Höfer model has four variables, one fast variable (C), one
intermediate variable (r), one slow variable (Ct) and one variable (P ) that is
either slow or intermediate depending on the bifurcation parameter V̄PLC . As in
the Class I Politi-Höfer model, a full analysis of this case as a three-time-scale
system requires further theoretical developments. However, by treating r as a
fast variable we were able to understand the small-amplitude oscillations seen
in the MMOs in this model for low V̄PLC . Specifically, we find that r can be
removed by a quasi-steady-state approximation that is valid in the lower region
of the phase space (small C and small V̄PLC). There is a folded node on the lower
fold curve, where the approximation is valid, for 0.00336 < V̄PLC < 0.0041. We
cannot construct singular MMOs in the limit ε → 0 as the upper region of the
critical manifold is unstable, but we find that MMOs that pass near the folded
node on the lower fold curve are observed for an interval of V̄PLC that overlaps
with the interval of existence of the folded node. For example, for ε = 0.00074,
such MMOs are found for 0.00336 < V̄PLC < 0.0036. This overlap suggests that
the observed MMOs are associated with the existence of canards in the system
rather than with some other mechanism. In order to understand the oscillatory
dynamics for high V̄PLC , where P evolves on a comparable time scale to r, we
can treat r as a slow variable rather than a fast variable. In this case we find fold
surfaces and a curve of folded foci for V̄PLC > 0.007, which explains the relaxation
oscillations seen in the system. The geometric structures found when considering
r as a slow variable, such as the fold surfaces, help to explain the large-amplitude
oscillations seen in the MMOs and the relaxation oscillations. However, neither
approach fully explains the dynamics observed, as we are forced to approximate
the three-time-scale system with only two time scales.

• The Class I Dupont model effectively has three variables, C, Ct and r, each
evolving on a different time scale as in the Politi-Höfer Class I model. We can
analyse the model using GSPT if we assume that the intermediate variable, r,
is slow. The main bifurcation parameter is pst, the steady-state concentration
of IP3. No singular MMOs are found for any values of pst, so we expect to
see relaxation oscillations for all parameter values, for sufficiently small ε > 0.
However, as in the Class I Politi-Höfer model, it is found that for larger values of
ε the sign of d changes and MMOs are observed numerically for ε > 0.0012, and
as µ� 1 these MMOs are more exotic.

For the Class I and Hybrid Politi-Höfer and Class I Dupont models there were
three distinct time scales in the systems. In this case we had to group the intermediate
variable(s) with either the fast or slow variables in order to apply GSPT. This approx-
imation meant that the standard folded node theory was not as helpful in explaining
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the dynamics as it had been for the Atri model. In particular, in these three-time-scale
models the MMOs seen were much more complicated, and were not predicted from the
folded node theory as µ � 1. However, the GSPT results were helpful in identifying
critical manifolds, and parameter and phase space regions where folded nodes were
present and thus MMOs could occur, and gave confirmation that the MMOs are the
result of time scale separation in the model. The bifurcation analysis showed that
in these models the onset of MMOs occurred at a torus bifurcation, not a period-
doubling bifurcation as in the Atri model. The presence of three time scales, singular
Hopf bifurcations and torus bifurcations has been observed in other models [24] and it
is hoped that future work will elucidate the connections between these features.

6.5.2 Pulsing results

In the Politi-Höfer model we find that the Class I model exhibits a delay in response to
pulsing for all parameter values. This delay is made up of an initial segment where the
orbit evolves slowly on the critical manifold (similar to the Atri Class II model delay
mechanism) and for some parameter values the delay is lengthened by what appears
to be passage near a segment of folded nodes or passage near a segment of folded
saddles (similar to the Atri Class I model delay mechanisms). There is no increase in
frequency found for any parameter values. The Politi-Höfer Class II model has no delay
or noticeable increase in frequency in response to a pulse of IP3, as there is no cusp in
the critical manifold for high P . These responses directly contradict the predictions of
the pulsing protocol proposed in Sneyd et al. [53].

In the Dupont Class I model there is an increase in the frequency of oscillations
following a pulse of IP3. A short delay, which appears to be due to the pulsed orbit
returning to the funnel of the folded node with larger d (and thus more small-amplitude
oscillations) is seen for the small range of parameter values for which the stable attractor
is an MMO, but for most parameter values there is no delay. For high parameter values
the increase in frequency becomes less evident, possibly because there is a maximum
frequency of oscillations that the model can sustain. This response is in agreement
with the pulsing protocol predictions.

In the Atri Hybrid model we found a clear transition between a Class I type response
and a Class II type response as we varied the speed of r. Investigating the Politi-
Höfer Hybrid model response to pulsing we found that we do not have this same
relationship. Within the Hybrid Politi-Höfer model the speed of P varies depending on
the bifurcation parameter value. We found that the Hybrid model response is similar
to that of the Class I model, i.e., a delay and no increase in frequency, for values of
V̄PLC where P evolves on the intermediate time scale (as in Class I). For smaller V̄PLC
where P evolves on the slow time scale (as in Class II) the Hybrid model responds more
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like the Class II model, with no delay. The difference seen as the speed of r changes
is that in the Class II regime of the Hybrid model there is an increase in frequency,
and as r speeds up (τr → 0) this increase in frequency disappears. No clear transition
between the different responses was observed, unlike in the Atri model.
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7
Conclusions

In this thesis we surveyed a representative range of models of intracellular calcium
dynamics in non-excitable cells using recently developed geometric singular perturba-
tion techniques (GSPT). We considered models that included either Class I or Class II
oscillation mechanisms, or both (Hybrid), and analysed their long term oscillatory
behaviour and their response to a pulse of IP3. In performing this analysis we achieved
two complementary aims: The first aim was to demonstrate the usefulness of the newly
developed GSPT for these ‘real’ physiological models and to determine the limitations
of the theory and suggest directions for future theoretical work. The second aim was
to use this GSPT analysis to gain information about the mechanisms generating and
controlling calcium oscillations by comparing the dynamics of models with Class I
and Class II mechanisms and to understand the response of models with Class I and
Class II mechanisms to a pulse of IP3, in order to determine the efficacy of this as an
experimental protocol. In achieving these two aims, this thesis contributes to the body
of knowledge in the fields of both physiology and mathematics.

This work was the first comprehensive application of GSPT to models of calcium
dynamics in non-excitable types of cells. In models with two distinct time scales
we showed that GSPT could explain the oscillatory dynamics observed, including
complicated oscillatory patterns known as mixed-mode oscillations (MMOs), as well
as giving us insight into the complicated bifurcation structures. We found that when
there are three or more distinct time scales the existing theory is limited and we cannot
predict or explain much of the observed dynamics.

Our analysis of the Class I and Hybrid Atri models was the first application of
GSPT to a system with three (or more) slow variables using very recently developed
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theory [61]. We found that the anomalous delay in response to a pulse of IP3 observed
in the Atri Class I model can be explained using GSPT for a system with three slow
variables. Analysing the transient dynamics following pulsing we identified delays due
to folded nodes and a novel type of delay caused by a segment of folded saddles forming
a trapping region in the phase space. Surveying other representative calcium models we
found delays in other Class I models, and found that the Politi-Höfer model has a delay
in Class I but no frequency increase, and no delay in Class II. These results indicate
that the proposed experimental pulsing protocol is unreliable and a new experimental
protocol must be developed to enable us to determine the mechanisms underlying
calcium oscillations.

At the end of each chapter we summarised the results and discussed the findings
in that chapter; see Sections 2.4, 4.4, 5.5 and 6.5. We now consider these results
together and draw out key findings, discuss their implications for GSPT or physiological
understanding, and suggest directions for future work. This discussion is organised
into two sections. We first discuss our conclusions from the analysis of the unpulsed
systems which addresses our first aim of determining the usefulness of the GSPT, then
we discuss the results relating to the pulsing protocol which addresses the second aim
of advancing our physiological understanding.

7.1 Survey of models using GSPT analysis

In all of the models we studied, dimensional analysis showed that there were at least two
time scales present, with there being at least two variables slower than the others by at
least an order of magnitude in each case. Some cases had three different time scales or
three or more slow variables. In some cases, the knowledge of the relative speeds of the
variables in the models, gained from dimensional analysis, gave us information about
the mechanisms underlying the calcium oscillations. In the Atri model we found that
knowing whether r was fast or slow enabled us to predict whether Class I or Class II
dynamics would be seen in the Hybrid model, effectively answering the question about
which mechanism dominates the dynamics. However, in the Politi-Höfer model we
found that whilst the speed of r affects the response, the speed of P plays a role too
and we found both Class I and Class II type dynamics in the Hybrid model for a
constant τr (speed of r) when the speed of P varies.

One of the main aims of this thesis was to determine the extent to which GSPT
is helpful in explaining the complicated oscillations seen in many models of calcium
dynamics. In all of the three Class I models and two Hybrid models studied, MMOs
were observed for physiologically relevant values of ε. No MMOs were observed in the
two Class II models for physiologically relevant values of ε. In all cases, the MMOs
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observed appear to be associated with the existence of folded singularities (folded nodes
or folded saddle-nodes of type II) and solutions passing nearby, rather than with some
other mechanism, and geometric singular perturbation theory was helpful in predicting
parameter values for which MMOs might exist.

A key part of the analysis and predictions was knowledge of the parameters µ,
d and ε. In some cases, such as in the Atri Class I and Hybrid models, this led
to straightforward predictions of when MMOs would exist which agreed well with
numerical observations. In the other two Class I models (Politi-Höfer and Dupont), no
MMOs were predicted to occur for small ε as d < 0, but due to the presence of a folded
node and because d was small and could potentially change sign as ε increased, there
was a possibility of MMOs for larger ε. In these cases, MMOs were not observed for
sufficiently small ε and whether they were observed for large ε depended on the effect
of the perturbation on the return mechanism.

The theory not only allows us to predict when we expect to see MMOs, but also
allows us to predict an upper bound s on the number of small-amplitude oscillations
of the MMOs seen if µ � ε1/2. This upper bound is given by s = (2m + 1)/2 for
m ≤ (1 − µ)/2µ < m + 1 and will be realised as a 1s MMO pattern if d � ε(1−µ)/2.
For the calcium models studied we found that we could not predict the number of
small-amplitude oscillations observed, as one or both of these conditions were violated
for physiologically relevant ε values. This has been found to be the case in other
physiological applications of this theory as well [49, 50, 62]. However, even with this
limitation, the analysis still helps to explain what is seen, such as whether we would
expect the number of small-amplitude oscillations to increase or decrease as we vary
the bifurcation parameter.

In systems where the d value is very close to zero, MMO solutions lie very close to
the strong canard. In this case the maximal number, s, of small-amplitude oscillations
is not expected to be seen, as the trajectory will pass through a submaximal sector of
rotation, closer to the strong canard, resulting in fewer small-amplitude oscillations.
In addition, for larger ε the sign of d could change, leading to no MMOs in the system,
as is seen in the two Class II models.

In models where the µ value is relatively small (µ � 1), we would expect to see
more complicated dynamics, such as differing numbers of small-amplitude oscillations
between the large-amplitude oscillations or more than one large-amplitude oscillation
in a row, as discussed in Section 3.5. This type of behaviour can be related to the onset
of MMOs near a singular Hopf bifurcation (folded saddle-node type II) [23, 39] or the
three-time-scale limiting case [9, 34]. A detailed analysis of these cases is beyond the
scope of this thesis.

An important insight gained here is that, in all the models studied, the critical
manifold is folded and a global return mechanism exists. As these features remain
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qualitatively unchanged despite the different modelling assumptions made, we conjec-
ture that they are characteristic of intracellular calcium models. These observations,
together with the existence of folded singularities, are important ingredients for canard-
induced MMOs. Existing theory (for the case of two time scales) enabled us to make
predictions about the existence of MMOs and the types of MMOs that would be
observed in some of the models, but in several cases the lack of a comprehensive theory
of systems with three time scales meant that we could not complete a full analysis;
further theoretical work is needed.

7.2 Differentiating between Class I and Class II

mechanisms – Pulsing protocol results

One of our motivations for studying different types of calcium models (Class I vs
Class II vs Hybrid) was to test the conjecture that a cell’s transient response to a
sudden increase in IP3 concentration can be used to determine whether the underlying
mechanisms are Class I or Class II [53]. The observation in [53] that Class I models
exhibit an increase in frequency and Class II models a delay in response to pulsing with
IP3 is not backed up by what we find across these three models. The pulse responses
we saw in the Class I and Class II models studied here are shown in Table 7.1, with the
responses that contradict the predictions highlighted in grey. Specifically, whilst the
Class I Atri and Class I Dupont models show an increase in the frequency of oscillations
following pulsing, for a large part of the oscillatory region it is possible to see delays
in both models. Moreover, in the Class I Politi-Höfer model a delay is seen, with no
increase in the frequency of oscillations following pulsing, for all parameter values. In
the Class II models, we see the predicted delay in the Atri model, but there is no delay
in the Class II Politi-Höfer model.

Using GSPT we were able to explain the observed responses of the Atri model to

Frequency increase Delay

Class I
Atri X X
Politi-Höfer X
Dupont X X

Class II Atri X
Politi-Höfer

Table 7.1 Summary of pulsing responses in Class I and Class II models. A box is marked
with a ‘X’ if that response (frequency increase or delay) is seen for some parameter value
where oscillations are found. The shaded grey boxes highlight the responses that do not
agree with the predictions of Sneyd et al. [53].
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pulsing including the anomalous delay seen in the Class I model. We found that whilst
it was possible to see a delay following a pulse of IP3 in both Class I and Class II
models, the mechanisms causing the delays in the two cases were very different. In
the Class I Atri model we found that the observed delay is due to the presence of a
curve of folded singularities and corresponding canard orbits. Where transient orbits
pass nearby a segment of folded nodes there is a delay and small-amplitude oscillations
are observed. We also identified a novel delay mechanism, finding that passage near a
segment of folded saddles can result in an extended delay in the transient orbit. This
novel delay mechanism can only occur in systems with three or more slow variables.

GSPT results for the Class I and Hybrid Politi-Höfer models were not able to explain
the response to pulsing, due to the presence of more than two distinct time scales in the
systems. However, based on the two time scale GSPT analysis we did perform, and on
comparing the pulsed time series to our findings for the Atri model, we speculate that
the delays observed are due to folded node and folded saddle structures. As the Dupont
model is a three time scale system, we do not expect two time scale GSPT to be able
to explain the pulsing responses, and have not performed this analysis. Nevertheless,
comparison with the Class I Atri model results suggests that the short delay seen for
small ν is due to a folded node structure.

Comparing Class II models, we found that the delay in the Class II Atri model
is due to a cusp in the critical manifold at high P . In Politi-Höfer there is no cusp
at high P (instead it has a cusp at low P ) and a pulsed orbit oscillates immediately,
with no delay, as it returns to the stable region of P . The key difference between
these two Class II models is the mode of feedback of calcium on IP3. In the Atri
model calcium increases the production of IP3 (positive feedback), whereas in the
Politi-Höfer model calcium increases the degradation of IP3 (negative feedback). It
is an open question at present as to whether positive or negative feedback, or both,
are important in different cell types, and some results show that these two different
feedback mechanisms will produce different dynamics [47]. It is possible that this
discrepancy could cause differences in the shapes of the critical manifolds and cusps,
and thus the different responses to pulsing. Further investigation is required to address
these issues.

The anomalous delays in all three of these Class I and both Hybrid models appear
to be due to folded node or folded saddle structures. Determining the robustness of
these delay mechanisms to the addition to noise is the subject of future analytic and
numerical investigation, but initial research suggests that these delays would persist
in the presence of (small) noise. This means that the observation of a delay in an
experimental time series cannot be interpreted unambiguously as indicating that there
are Class II mechanisms underlying the cellular oscillations.

The anomalous delays seen in the Class I models and the lack of a delay in a Class II
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model suggest that we must look to develop a different experimental protocol in order
to distinguish between Class I and Class II mechanisms. Whilst not seen in all Class I
models, a frequency increase following pulsing is only ever seen in Class I models,
suggesting that this experimental finding may perhaps be an unambiguous signature
of a Class I mechanism. However, the finding that Class I models do not always exhibit
an increase in frequency means that this would not be reliable experimentally. Initial
attempts to study the effect of varying IP3 pulse magnitude (strength and duration)
have not led to any clear predictions and the development of a new experimental
protocol is left to future work.

7.3 Summary

In this rapidly advancing field, the interaction between experimental work and mathe-
matical modelling will be crucial in developing our understanding of the physiological
processes involved, and provides a fertile field for future investigations. In many
physiological systems there are inherent multiple time scales as some processes involved
occur much faster than others. As we have shown here, this separation of time scales
allows us to use GSPT analysis to explain and predict the observed dynamics in these
systems, including complicated oscillatory patterns and bifurcation structures. The
application and development of this theory will be important for future breakthroughs
in our understanding in the field of physiology. Additionally, by applying this theory to
complex physiological models we can effectively ‘test it to breaking point’ and identify
avenues for future theoretical development. In this way, physiological findings will play
an important role in the development of mathematical theory.
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